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Editor's Notes 
Since the passing of two high -profi le state legis lative bi l ls 
aimed at Arizona 's Latino residents this past Apri l ,  the 
significance of ethnicity for American citizens has once 
again surfaced as a topic for national debate . Whether 
to legitimize, or  j ust as frequently deny, what defi nes 
American identity, the question and meaning of one's 
ethnic roots continues to be a contested matter for many 
Americans.  In particu lar, HB 2281 , a bi l l  targeting the 
restriction of ethnic studies curricula in Arizona 's K- 1 2  
educational system ,  has prompted accusations that 
Ethnic Studies scholarship and teachings work against a 
unified sense of nationhood by encouraging separatism 
and anti -American sentiment.  Yet ,  as most Ethnic Studies 
proponents wou ld counter, it is instead the artificial 
notion of a monolithic American identity, predicated upon 
a hegemonic rendering of what it is to be an American , 
that promotes divisions and distrust within a nation . 
I n  either case , the ambivalence over how to read the 
ambiguities of race and ethnicity implicit in U . S .  citizenry 
underscore the ongoing need to address them . As such , 
the six authors featured i n  this issue provide fresh and 
thoughtfu l examinations of how race and ethnicity 
complicate understandings of self. Although diverse in  
content, the articles col lectively consider the effects of 
how the ambivalence of ethnic origins both expand and 
chal lenge the meaning of American identity. 
I n  the fi rst th ree articles , authors explore the 
possibi lities and renewals created through ethnic 
diversity. Matthew Mi ller's "Chang- rae Lee 's A Gesture 
Ufe: The Recuperation of Identity" tracks the 
introspective jou rney of Frankl in " Doc" Hata , the novel 's 
protagonist,  a Japanese- raised Korean living in  the U . S .  
Mi l ler posits that the novel provides a rare look into a 
character experiencing mu ltiple levels of Otherness 
and is ri pe for examining the i nterrelated experiences 
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of ethnicity and immigration within transnational and 
postcolonial contexts . Focusing his analysis around the 
concept of recuperation , Mi ller contends that Hata 's 
remembering of past experiences where his sense of 
identity was compromised by how his ethnicity was 
perceived within different geographical locations 
forces Hata to eventually have a personal and cultura l  
reconnection to  the  body and  to memory. This process , 
i n  tu rn , leads to a profound physical and psychological 
" hea l ing . "  In "Pachucos , Chicano Homeboys and Gyspy 
Calo: Transmission of a Speech Style , "  MaryEllen Garcia 
traces the l inguistic relationship between the argot or 
cal6 of the Spanish gypsies to the pachuco gangs of the 
1 940 's whose lifestyles and marginalized status were 
held i n  common . Focusing on the two groups ' subversive 
use of language, Garcia suggests that the cal6 speech 
style serves the meta - li nguistic purpose of indexing a 
group identity that is ideological ly defiant of socia l  and 
l inguistic norms for the Chicano gang member. Words 
from traditional pachuco calo, she fu rther fi nds ,  are sti l l  
employed by the greater Chicano community today and 
serve as symbols of its defiant past and ethnicity. Kabria 
Baumgartner's "Incidents in the Life of a Slave G irl , 
Education and Abolition " argues that Harriet Jacobs 's 
s lave narrative should be read alongside her public 
activities as an abolitionist and educator. Specifical ly, she 
notes the text 's dia logical abi lity to teach white Northern 
women how to abolish slavery and achieve racial equality 
throughout the United States . The article examines the 
various educational moments that appear i n  Incidents in 
the Life of a Slave Girl and then uses those moments to 
explore Jacobs ' role in the abolition movement as well  
as her impetus to open her own school ,  the Jacobs Free 
School in Alexandria ,  Vi rginia in 1 864. These experiences , 
suggests Baumgartner, i l lustrate how African American 
women were key to the development of education as an 
ideal in antebel lum America . 
ii 
The last th ree essays i n  this issue address the conflicts 
and limitations for individuals at odds with conventional 
understandings of thei r ethnic origins .  In her article, 
"George Schuyler, Black and Conservative , "  Helen Lock 
recalls the contradictory life of African American writer 
and political figure George Schuyler, whose desi re to be 
embraced by a mainstream American audience led him 
to frequently reject the influences of African American 
cu ltu re .  Lock explores the contradictions that his stance 
generated by analyzing Schuyler's sati rical novel Black 
No More and discussing the ambivalent relationship he 
held with his bi racial  daughter, Phi li ppa . Susan Miyo Asai 
critical ly examines the influence of popu lar American 
music on West Coast N;se; (second generation Japanese 
Americans)  as it relates to the formation of thei r ethnic 
identities growing up during WWI I .  Contextualized 
against the "complex intersection of America 's 
racialized ideology toward immigrants , California 's 
vi ru lent anti -Asian agitation , and the economic and 
political power struggles between the United States 
and Japan in gain ing dominance of the Pacific region , "  
Asai 's study considers how her i nterviewees negotiated 
these obstacles and nevertheless developed American 
identities, which the popular music of thei r time helped 
shape .  As Asai discovers , her i nterviewees ' experiences 
demonstrate creative and subversive expressions of self 
that undermine "the treatment of citizens considered 
inassimi lable and considered a th reat in times of political 
conflict and impending war. " Final ly, in " I f  You ' re Black, 
Get Back ! " The Color Complex : I ssues of Ski n -Tone Bias in 
the Workplace , "  recipient of NAES 's 2008 Cortland Auser 
U ndergraduate Student Paper Award Letisha Engracia 
Cardoso Brown describes the nature of her forthcoming 
study on the color- biased attitudes developed during  the 
American slave era and how they impact the lives of black 
women today. Citi ng the effects of colorism , or skin  tone 
bias , i n  determining certain aspects of socioeconomic 
i i i  
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l ife ,  such as income, education , and marriage , Brown 
sets out to i nterview contemporary Black women and 
chart how colorism has affected thei r lives . 
I n  a l l ,  the articles represented i n  this issue encourage 
readers to view the complications surrounding ethnic 
origins not as problems that should be erased or ignored , 
but rather as rich complexities that can move us toward 
more fluid and comprehensive ways of understanding 
each other. 
May thee Roj as 
California State University, Long Beach 
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Miller-Chang-rae lee's A Gesture Life 
Chang-rae Lee's A Gesture Life: The 
Recuperation of Identity 
Matthew Miller 
University of South Carolina Aiken 
I n  Chang- rae Lee's A Gesture Life, the elderly, wel l ­
respected and fastidious Frankl in " Doc" Hata begins 
an introspective journey toward a revitalized and 
reimagined identity. For Lee , this journey affords the 
chance to add ress ethnicity and immigration under a 
unique transnational context . The novel chronicles how 
an identity can be recuperated ( i . e . , healed ) through 
personal and cultu ral  reconnections to the body and to 
memory. I purposefully use the word "recuperate" in both 
the traditional and theoretical senses . " Recuperation " 
resu lts from Hata 's moving back i nto his past to grow 
forward i n  self. Simu ltaneously, he " heals" his self, 
physical ly and psychological ly, from various "afflictions" 
he endu res . By exploring Hata 's various afflictions against 
the nove l 's ways to counteract these ai lments, I wi l l  show 
how Lee 's novel becomes a narrative of recuperation and 
identity change .  
I n  h i s  most powerfu l portrayal of  the  Asian American 
immigrant,  A Gesture Life, Chang- rae Lee creates a 
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characterwith multiple levels of Otherness : a transplanted 
Korean identifying himself as Japanese transplanted i n  
America . These mu lti layered complications of  identity 
make Hata 's character ex-centric to the fami liar paradigms 
of Asian American theory. I ndeed , Young-Oak Lee locates 
this character within a postcolonial diagram : Hata is 
at once a colonizer and the colonized in an American 
territory of conflicted identities . Not quite in and not 
quite out, Hata , the successfu l businessman and yel low 
i nvader, sti l l  does not belong to America . 1 Other critics 
and reviewers tend to evoke ideas of the limen when 
discussing identity and its construction in  A Gesture Life. 
David Cowart describes Hata , a fi rst generation American 
i m migrant character, as livi ng in an American lim bo .  He 
becomes neither "ethnic prima materia" nor "American 
a l loy" (Cowart 80) . 2  In an interview from the New 
York Tjmes, Lee explains his artistic investment:  " ' I ' m  
i nterested i n  people who fi nd themselves i n  p laces , either 
of thei r choosing or not, and who are forced to decide 
how best to live there .  That feeling of both citizenship 
and exi le, of a lways being an expatriate-with a l l  the 
attendant problems and complications and delight ' "  
(Garner) . 3  Franklin Hata perhaps trans lates his out-of­
p lace existence into several physical and psychological 
maladies which hinder self-actua lization . Consequently, 
one can imagine Hata 's "vexed identity" as "a membrane 
stretched over chopped and broken shards-thei r edges 
constantly th reatening rupture" (Cowart 80) .  Hata , at 
least in the novel 's beginning ,  is a walki ng trauma . 4  
Lee , however, establishes that even a Frankl in Hata 
can rectify past i l ls th rough explorations of memory and 
reconnections with history and fami ly. Lee 's novel uses 
memory to retrieve loss and provide a chance to discover 
and promote the heal ing of self. Shoshana Felman and 
Dori Laub  i n  Test;mony: Crises of Witnessing in Li terature, 
Psychoanalysis and History outline a simi lar process . 
Survivors tel l  stories or create testimonies that bridge 
the gaps in historical and personal memory. Through 
2 
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this tel l ing the survivor bears witness : "The testimony 
is, therefore,  the process by which the narrator (the 
survivor) reclaims his position as a witness: reconstitutes 
the internal ' thou , ' and thus the possibi l ity of a witness 
or a listener inside h imself" (85 ) .  Although he is not the 
typical su rvivor, Hata 's journey al lows him to reclaim 
his self and provide history to a si lent story. A Gesture 
Life shows that a character can move toward a fu ller, 
healthier understanding of identity. 
As a complicated diasporic figure ,  Hata cannot 
accu lturate fu l ly i nto either the adopted cu ltures of 
Japan and America , making h im feel out of p lace in his 
envi ronment. In both places , race is the l imiting factor 
that impedes social  acceptance .  For i nstance, Captain 
Dno,  his superior during World War Two ,  remarks that 
he knows Hata's Korean li neage even though Hata 
masks this identity in his Japanese l ife (222 ) .  Whi le in  
America , h i s  Japanese nationality gives a false sense of 
delight, exoticism,  and a "town -affi rming" mentality 
(2 ) .  Hata 's role-p laying both i n  Japan and America at 
times reflects the fractured and disjointed existence of 
some transnationals .  Therefore ,  he feels at one point 
more "curious and unfami liar to [h im]self" ( 1 41 ) .  He 
also wonders if his home has made him shut off from 
others ( 1 93 ) .  Later, Hata summarizes what his l ife has 
become: "I feel I have not rea l ly been livi ng anywhere 
or anytime, not for the future and not i n  the past and 
not at al l  of- the- moment, but rather in the lonely dream 
of an oblivion , the nothing-to - noth ing d rift from one 
pu lse beat to the next, which is real ly the most b lood less 
marking out,  automatic and i nvoluntary" ( 320-2 1 ) .  
Limina l  and diasporic ,  Hata cannot live anywhere a t  any 
time;  his traumatic and displaced experiences have made 
him lost to himself. Lee i l luminates this reality through 
three trends or ai lments i n  Hata 's psyche : empty socia l 
gestures , a pridefu l estrangement to others ,  and severa l 
attempts to erase his l ife through suicidal impulses and 
personal revisions.  
3 
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Accordingly, a l l  immigrants , especial ly those here 
through s imi lar ci rcumstances as Hata , encounter 
psychological difficu lties assimi lating i n  America . 
I mmigrants , as Hata confi rms on one level ,  constantly 
a re viewed , j udged , and i ncorporated by the society at 
large . Hata explains this tendency, this political /visual  
exchange from mainstream society upon the immigrant ,  
through talking about his business : " [ I ] t  was the generous 
attitude of the customers that drew me out and gave 
me confidence, and that every decent and good thing 
that has come to me whi le I have lived here is due to 
some corol lary of that welcoming,  which I have never 
lost sight of" (4- 5 ) .  Hata 's identity is formed by his  
customers '  attitude . Subsequently, Lee 's final  l ine here 
takes on double meaning,  for Hata never loses "sight" 
of them and they never stop thei r "sight" of him .  Hata 
ponders after this admission whether he has "too keen ly 
sought approval and consensus" ( 5 ) .  He concludes this 
thought,  stating that "the past proves a most unstable 
mi rror, typica l ly too severe and flattering a l l  at once, 
and never as truth - reflecting as people wou ld l ike to 
believe" ( 5 ) .  Lee 's concept of the "unstable mi rror" is  
i mportant because it  symbolizes the immigrant identity 
that is reflected and refracted back to h im / her. " Never 
as truth - reflecting , " this mi rror ( i . e . , a gaze) reifies that 
s l ippery identity of those l ike Hata . 
Lee gives an example of this existence when Hata 
sees another Japanese business man . Hata describes 
this meeting :  "Once, I even met a Japanese gentleman 
from the San Francisco Bay area, who owned a store 
that sounded much l ike mine,  and had opened i n  the 
very same year" (20 ) .  This double makes Hata "th ink 
[that] we both brightened on sighting each other" (20 ) .  
Seeing the  other (man ) ,  quite figuratively seeing h i s  own 
reflection here ,  instantly "brightens" Hata yet leaves 
h im feeling "an unexpected awkwardness" (20 ) .  Social ly 
these two Japanese do not fit i n  with each other: "You 
would thin k  we would have plenty to discuss, bei ng of like 
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race and age and occupation , but our conversation was 
odd ly halti ng and strained . There was a difficult moment, 
on being introduced to each other when it  was unclear 
whether we wou ld shake hands or bow" (20 ) .  These men 
should be able to talk  freely; however, they cannot and 
cannot even figure out an appropriate greeting-"as it 
happened , we exchanged on ly the mi ldest pleasantries" 
(20 ) .  For Hata , this d iscomfort returns to the i mmigrant 's 
"unstable mi rror, "  or the i nabi l ity to belong i n  America : 
I first wondered if he felt he wasn ' t  Japanese enough 
for me, or whether I thought myself not American 
enough for him . But later on , after returning home, 
I thought perhaps it was that we felt different from 
everyone by vi rtue of being together (these two 
Japanese in  a convention crowd ) ,  and that it was 
this fact that made us realize, for a moment, our 
sudden and unmistakable sense of not fitting in. (20) 
Hata and his double as members of an ethnic/ 
immigrant minority seem unable to integrate this double 
consciousness . 
Hata admits after this encounter that his comfortable 
lifestyle is wearing thi n .  After noting that "this happy 
blend of fami l iarity and homeyness and what must be 
belonging,  is strangely beginning to distu rb me, " (20 ) ,  
Hata begins to interrogate h i s  relationships to h i s  p lace 
and others . Whi le i nitia l ly proud of his  rootlessness , Hata 
comes to find that a problem , stating :  
There i s  something exemplary to the sensation 
of near- perfect lightness , of being in a place and 
not being there, which seems of course a chronic 
condition of my life but then , too, its everyday 
unction, the trouble finding a remedy but not quite a 
cure, so that the problem natural ly proliferates unti l 
it has become you through and through . (289-90) 
5 
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This "problem " that becomes "you through and through " 
corresponds to life as a transnational su rvivor, d rifti ng 
upon the forces that put one " in  a place [whi le] not 
being  there . " Rationa lizi ng this existence, Hata explains  
that  upon his "decision to  leave Japan for good , "  he did 
not wish "to think  at length about women and i ntimate 
relations and companionship ,  for [he] knew there wou ld 
be myriad difficu lties ahead for [him] , in  setting up [his] 
smal l  bit of commerce , and other things in  life" (48 ) . 5  
Th rough retrospection , Hata begins to see that this 
"ch ronic condition " needs a " remedy. " 
Because he is socia l ly incapable , Hata early i n  l ife 
believes that gestures provide substance in  his l ife .  
However, as AnneAn li n  Cheng notes , "social  performance" 
acts as a "theatrical rather than substantive aspect of 
subjecthood " (559 ) .  For example ,  after explori ng the 
entrai ls of a pig, he concludes that the sou l  resides in the 
flesh and not in  the mind : " I  have had the thought from 
time to time that indeed these [referri ng to a muti lated 
pig 's quivering heart and lungs] were the vessels of the 
an imal 's spi rit ,  and that perhaps our sou ls ,  too , reside 
not in our minds but in  the very flesh of us,  the frank,  
gray tissue which seems most remarkably possessed of 
the wi l l  to go on , to persist" (247 ) .  Preferring to believe 
that our bodies represent our sou ls ,  Hata relies on 
physical gestures th roughout the novel 's fi rst half .  Yet 
these formalities subsume his interpersonal connection 
to others .  Sunny (Le . , his daughter) proclaims that her 
father, " make[s] a whole life of gestures and politeness" 
(95 ) .  Earlier i n  his l ife,  Captain Dno says simi larly : "You 
[ . . .  ] too much depend upon generous fate and gesture" 
(266 ) .  Accordingly, Dno explains to Hata that " [t] here 
is the germ of i nfi rmity in  you ,  which infects everything 
you touch or attempt" (266 ) .  Hata 's gestures thus 
stemmed from a self-constructed Japanese identity that 
subverted a never fu l ly realized Korean self. Striving to 
be always someone else , he manages only to become a 
s imulacrum of identity-a Mr. Miyagi (L e . , Asian -American 
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actor Noriyuki "Pat" Morita 's famous stereotype) for 
suburban New York. 6  I n  fact, i n  his American " home"­
town of Bed ley Run ,  " Doc" Hata seems to embrace the 
stereotype-or as Hami lton Carrol l  labels, "a profound 
self-deception " (592 )-of the "ideal minority" : the 
respectable Asian other or  wise old sage who fastidiously 
invests and "grooms" his life ( 1 37- 8 ) ,  gives calcu lating 
responses ( 1 30 ) ,  prompts advice and wisdom ( 3 1 9 ) ,  and 
makes America "oriental ly" exotic ( 1 04) .1  More simply, 
Hata realizes that he has a developed "an unexpected 
condition of transparence here,  a walking  case of 
others ' certitude" (2 1 ) .  Acting out empty gestures and 
rationalizi ng them , either for reputation or for adherence 
to perceived Japanese-Americanness , creates Hata 's 
gesture life ,  one that l imits his connection with others . 8 
His unyielding complacency to remain i n  the periphery 
prevents himself "to be part ( if but a mi l lionth ) of the 
massing, and [ . . .  to] pass th rough with something more 
than a life of gestures" (299 ) .  Standing on the sidelines of 
life,  in  other words,  speaks to a latent problem on Hata 's 
part of fitting i n .  Gestures are thus a means to mask his 
uncomfortab le position i n  society. 
Hata also is a distu rbed character, one who at fi rst 
prides himself on his estranged relationships-a quality 
that reflects another malady. The s low deterioration in  
h i s  relationship with Mary Burns offers i nsight about this 
tendency. Mary Burns, a widowed, midd le-aged neighbor, 
fosters changes i n  Hata, however brief. After he recounts 
thei r fi rst conversation , he discovers a change emanating 
from his psyche : " [W] ith Mary Burns I seemed to forget 
the place where I was . [ . . .  ] It was an almost memoria l  
sweetness , risi ng beneath me l ike a lifting wave, as  if it  
were intent on transporting me, sending me to a p lace 
across oceans" (49 ) .  Unmoored by her gentle character, 
Hata does not al low himself to ride this wave to a new 
place . I nstead , he quickly moves away from this l iberal 
"sweetness" to prescribed gestures . Mary Burns fits into 
his plan for an American life (for the motherless Sunny, 
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he claims ) : "My on ly real chance was to locate a chi ld less 
widow who might consider an opportunity for motherhood 
reason enough to leave her homeland" ( 5 1 ) .  He admits 
that " it  was obvious how nearly perfect Mary wou ld be as 
a mother" ( 3 1 3 ) .  For Hata , however, his logical disposition 
does not overrule his social ly prescribed gestures . 
One great example of this occu rs during a love scene 
between Mary and Hata.  Upon wandering off together 
on an " impromptu h ike , " they begin to kiss "spurring  
ebu l lience that caught [them] both off guard "  ( 3 1 3 ) .  
Moving deeper i nto the nearby woods,  they sl ip (due to 
Mary 's u rging)  into "a smal l  opening within a thicket, [ ... ] 
a lai r that must have been used by deer" (3 1 4 ) .  Hata 
explains the passion that begins :  "And we began to kiss, 
and eventually our hands were purposefu l ly exploring 
each other, li ngering and caressing and soon enough 
u ndoing buttons,  c lasps . I t  wou ld have been scandalous 
in town had someone caught us .  But it didn ' t  seem that 
we cared " ( 3 1 4 ) .  Constantly posturing or concerned 
about society's view of h im ,  Hata lets this awareness 
rest in the scene.  However, a deeper h indrance su rfaces , 
for Hata cannot let himself make love to her despite her 
want,  admitting ,  " I  felt awfu l ly young,  touching her, 
and the wanting I had wished never again to know was 
rushing back to me, a distu rbing shiver in my fingers and 
i n  my mouth and i n  my eyes . I stopped everything then " 
( 3 1 5 ) .  He feels that his passion is "distu rbing" and cannot 
continue .  More problematic,  they "never [speak] again of 
what had happened " in this scene ( 3 1 5 ) .  The Mary Burns 
relationship reveals that Hata cannot move beyond his 
psychological inh ibitions or social ly determined gestu res . 
He wou ld rather avoid intimacies and confrontations than 
foster a health relationship at that point in  his life .  
Simi larly, Hata has trouble with Sunny, h i s  adopted 
daughter, and avoids working through the fissures in thei r 
relationship .  Lee i l lustrates this qua lity early when Hata 
restores her room after she abandons h im : 
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remember patching and repainting the cei l ing 
and walls ,  making sure to fix a l l  the mars i n  the 
plaster. There were larger pocks , into which I 
found it  easy enough to spade the fi l ler. But it 
was the smaller ones, particularly the tack holes, 
which seemed to number in the hundreds ,  [sic] 
that took the greatest part of my time.  In the 
end , I found myself doing the work in half-foot 
squares , pressing in the paste with the tip of a 
fi nger, smoothing it out,  and it  wasn ' t  unti l  much 
later, as I ' d  d rift over the su rfaces , that the whole 
project was quite satisfactori ly done.  ( 1 4- 1 5 ) 
Refashioning Sunny's room represents Hata 's denial .  He 
avoids the conflict that made her leave i n  the fi rst place . 
Feeling "the whole project" to be "quite satisfactori ly 
done, " Hata 's tone described above d rives away the 
pain behind losi ng his daughter. By working " in  half-foot 
squares , " Hata systematical ly b lots/erases her out of 
his life .  This act reifies an earlier desi re he mentions :  
" I  wanted to hide the real depth of the trouble, put it 
away not (as Sunny a lways contended ) for the sake of my 
reputation or standing but so I could try to forget she was 
my daughter, that she had ever come to live with me and 
had grown up before my eyes" (98 ) . 9  He wants to erase 
her from his life .  
Most disturbingly, Hata has  several suicidal or psychotic 
impu lses that are deep-seated attempts to separate 
hi msel f from others-the last type of psychological ai lment.  
Hata 's suicidal impu lses and moments of erasure begin 
from the novel 's opening sequence . He ponders ,  l ike John 
Cheever's protagonist i n  "The Swimmer, "  the domestic ,  
suburban repetition of l ife ,  and whi le believing he cou ld 
be swi m ming i n  neighboring pools,  Hata swal lows some 
water (22 ) .  Later he explains a desi re to breathe water: 
"Some of us longtime swimmers often wish for ourselves 
that submerged , majestic flight,  feel  the near-desi re 
to open one's mouth and relax and let the waters rush 
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i n  deep ,  hoping that something magical might happen " 
(277 ) . 1 0 E lsewhere Hata faints while visiting Sunny and 
describes the breath less sensation : "There 's a feeling of 
something l ike purity agai n ,  a razing and renewal ,  as if  
I might wholly banish al l  that I was j ust a moment ago" 
(207 ) .  For Hata , ending one 's breathing al lows a twisted 
vision of rebi rth . Later, he wonders if he wants simply to 
ki l l  h imself or transmogrify i nto "a brand -new life ,  fresh 
and hopefu l and unfettered " (277 ) .  These moments show 
Hata 's latent impu lses to end life and to find a "whol ly 
different heart and shell  and mien " (277 ) .  
I t  is  important to remember that suicide never literal ly 
occurs in  the book. Sti l l  Lee demonstrates other moments 
of erasure .  The novel 's early house cleaning scene appears 
minor at fi rst look. After al l ,  is not Franklin Hata , our 
narrator of twenty pages , j ust burning some old , useless 
documents to warm his chi l led body after his morning swim? 
On the surface , he is doing j ust that. However, examining 
the contents and method of his burning reveals a covert 
act of erasure .  Hata burns "the decades-old fi les and 
papers and other expi red and useless documents" which 
includes "such stuff as canceled checks and mortgage and 
bank  statements" (24 ) .  Although these items appear to be 
insignificant and the act itself normal and necessary, the 
narrator is erasing records of his existence, proof of his 
(American )  residency. Similarly, this scene corresponds to 
the earlier one about Sunny's room . I n  both cases , Hata 
tries to get rid of evidence of life-perhaps he is exorcisi ng 
a death wish . 
Earlier i n  life whi le invading with the Japanese army, 
Hata simi larly denies or erases his Korean heritage and 
identity, which Carrol l  deems a " repudiation of his 
own heritage" (603 ) .  When the Korean comfort woman 
Kkutaeh explicitly states , " 'You are a Korean ,  ' "  he 
replies, '' ' No [ . . .  ] I am not ' " (234) . Erasing his original  
background , he assumes a Japanese identity, stating 
proud ly :  '' ' I ' m  a medical officer of the Imperial  Forces , 
and there's nothing else to be said . [ . . .  ] I spoke some 
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Korean as a boy. But then no more ' " (23 5 ) . 1 1  H e  also 
denies his Korean name (23 5 ) .  On a practical level ,  this 
denial represents Hata 's survival under the Japanese 
hegemonic regime.  (After a l l ,  his bi rth parents i ncu lcate 
an idea of Japanese superiority (23 5 ) .  To succeed in Japan , 
he has to deny his Korean identity. ) On a psychological 
level ,  however, Hata's dismissal of the Korean language 
represents a struggle to come to terms with his place in  
Japanese society. Because of  h i s  sl ippery existence as  a 
Japanese soldier and his even messier understanding of 
his Korean humanity, Hata cannot give i n  to h imself and 
help Kkutaeh escape forced prostitution . 1 2 Even when 
he is negotiating and trying to take a stand for her, he 
suddenly and unconsciously salutes Kkutaeh 's tormentor, 
Captain Ono (264 ) .  
Hata holds long- lasting gui lt over Kkutaeh 's death 
and his cu lpabi lity in it. To assuage this overwhelming 
pai n ,  he adopts Sunny. Mark Jerng i n  his " Recognizing the 
Transracial  Adoptee : Adoption Life Stories and Chang- rae 
Lee 's A Gesture Life" elaborates on the issue of adoption 
in the novel ,  noting that because of "confusions of 
temporality and the ambivalence of add ress" "adoption 
is figured in  terms of transference" (45 ) . 1 3 Jerng 
continues and fi nds transference i n  the "ambivalent 
ethical relation between Doc Hata and K to the adoptive 
relation between Hata and Sunny" ( 53 ) .  I ndeed , Hata 
explains to his adoption agent "how [he] a lways hoped 
for a daughter, the words sudden ly streaming from [his] 
mouth as though [he had] long practiced the speech . [He] 
found [h im]self speaking of a completeness, the unitary 
bond of a daughter and father. Of harmony and balance" 
(74 ) .  An almost unconscious admission , his explanation 
speaks to his desi re to ( re )create a love with a "gi rl "  
( i . e . , Kkutaeh ) .  Mary Burns notices this "transference, "  
to borrow Jerng's term : '' '[ I]t 's as if she's a woman to 
whom you ' re beholden , which I can ' t  understand . [ . . .  ] 
You adopted her. But you act almost gui lty, as if she 's 
someone you hurt once, or betrayed , and now you ' re 
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obliged to do whatever she wishes , which is never good for 
anyone,  much less a ch i ld ' "  (60 ) .  Prophetic and accurate , 
this quote reinforces Hata 's psychological replacement 
of Kkutaeh with Sunny. 
Consequently, Hata 's role i n  Sunny 's abortion , the 
last major act of erasure, i l lustrates an extremely 
unhealthy attempt to reorder his past . Lee para l lels 
Kkutaeh 's muti lation and Sunny's partia l -b irth abortion 
to indicate further Hata 's psychological conflation of the 
two characters . Jerng explains,  "The double-movement 
of the narrative, osci l lati ng as it does between looking 
forwards and looking backwards,  acts out this model 
of transference i n  narrating the adoptive relation " 
( 5 5 ) . For example, Hata expects Sunny to come from a 
"hardworking,  if squarely humble, Korean fami ly" (204) 
sim i la r  to Kkutaeh 's (248 ) .  Even though there is evidence 
that Sunny is not Kkutaeh , Hata cannot move beyond 
Sunny's impure miscegenation , or her " blight . " According  
to  h im,  Sunny's "hai r, her  ski n ,  were there to  see , self­
evident,  and it was obvious how some other color (or 
colors )  ran deep within her" (204 ) .  He also wants Sunny 
and h imself to have a "natural  affinity" (204) much as he 
thought he had with Kkutaeh , "a special  correspondence 
between us, an affinity of being" (263 ) .  Of course , Hata 
and Sunny have no such relationsh ip .  Even in parenting ,  
Hata works against the image Kkutaeh presented of 
her father, who was i ndifferent, cold , and untouching 
(245 ) .  As a result ,  Hata tries to be the perfect father :  
"overgenerous,  [ . . .  ] extremely permissive and obliging , " 
and hands-on (71 ) .  Again ,  Sunny is not Kkutaeh . Su l len 
and rebell ious,  Sunny turns out to despise his lessons and 
overbeari ng style . 1 4 
Hata 's largest attempt at psychological reconci lement 
with Kkutaeh is Sunny's abortion . He needs to erase his 
young mistake . Earlier in  his life ,  Kkutaeh wanted Hata 
to ki l l  her and end her misery as a "comfort woman " 
(301 ) .  Hata fai led to do this ,  and she was gang- raped and 
dismembered . Hata (dis ) remembers fi nding her: 
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, could not feel my hands as they gathered , nor 
cou ld' feel the weight of such remains .  And I cou ld 
not sense that other, ti ny, e lfi n  form I eventual ly 
discovered , mi raculously whole, I could not 
see the figured legs and feet, the utter, b lessed 
digitation of the hands .  Nor cou ld I see the face, 
the perfected cheek and brow. I ts pristi ne sleep 
sti l l  unbroken ,  undisturbed . And I could not know 
what I was doing ,  or  remember any part .  (305 ) 
Retracing his d iscovery th rough negation , denial ,  and 
avoidance, Hata cannot accept that his  i naction causes 
Kkutaeh 's most horrib le reality: her fetus is taken from 
her. 1 5 In the more recent past, Sunny's abortion (forced 
upon her by Hata ) stands for another adoptive act of 
compensation for Kkutaeh and a covert attempt to erase 
gui lt for Hata . The cl in ician Dr. Anastasia has tremendous 
reservations about performing Sunny's abortion (for she 
is wel l  over twenty-eight weeks ) . 1 6 Hata insists that the 
abortion happen , c laiming that she has fai led to finish 
high school ,  that she has no job, and that the father is 
a (b lack) d rug addict (342 ) .  Beyond this insistence, Hata 
also assists the doctor ( 343 ) .  He does this i n  hopes that 
the "simi lar  things" he saw earlier in l ife can be put right 
( 344 ) .  Sunny's abortion , however, merely repeats the 
violence done to Kkutaeh . 
Such a horrib le moment wou ld certain ly leave the 
reader despisi ng Hata . Yet Lee begins a redeeming 
process th rough physical and psychological recuperation . 
Hata 's lung condition from the opening sequence proves 
i ronical ly healthy. Presently Hata offers a self-diagnosis :  
" From what I know and feel ,  I ' m  almost certain that  I ' m  
pleuritic, as my lungs don ' t  seem to be improving  the way 
they shou ld . My chest feels leaden and straightjacketed 
and general ly out of sorts . [ . . .  ] And then there is the 
other, un related complication that has arisen ,  one far 
worse i n  my mind (and spi rit -sapping ) ,  which is that I 
sudden ly have an onset of the sh ingles" (67) . Lee 's 
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language of psychological / physical imprisonment (L e . , 
"straightjacketed , "  "out of sorts , " and "spi rit -sapping" )  
indicates a transition Hata has  i nto i ntrospection . The 
smoke i n halation and its lung i rritation c loses H ata's 
active physical l ife ;  reflection and analysis replace fitness 
and action . One small  example demonstrates Hata 's 
change .  Hata contemplates the theme from Cheever's 
"The Swimmer" and begins to identify himself with 
that character :  "I suddenly have the thought that I ' m  
not swimming i n  my own pool at a l l ,  but am someplace 
else, in a neighboring pool or pond " (22 ) .  Even though 
this reference has been explained earlier in  this essay, 
Hata provides an exegesis of the story offering th ree 
interpretations:  the swimmer engages in a quest on ly 
to find  spiritual disi l lusionment, he is mad or drunk and 
swims to escape from the " realities of his fa llen station , "  
or  he metaphorically passes the " ' seasons ' "  of his l ife 
through swimming (23 ) .  This literary guesswork opens 
a new way to see Hata 's life .  Hata 's character moves 
from activity, or gesture ,  to reflection . I n  a way his lung 
condition affords time to contemplate his psyche. Un l ike 
Cheever's protagonist, Hata is able to stop at the roadside 
and return home before it is too late . 
Hata begins his own spi ritual quest to promote a 
healthier, recuperated self. After landing i n  the hospita l ,  
Hata starts a recovery i n  mind  and  body. Through the 
retu rn of repressed memories, Hata becomes a new 
character, one who fu l ly understands himself and becomes 
healed . Theorist Cassie Premo Steele, in her book We 
Heal from Memory, reminds us that "[i]t is memory, as 
both a problem and a promise, that forms and al lows 
us to form our individual  and col lective identities" 
(2 ) . 1 7 In essence , by casti ng his mind i nto his darkened 
past , Hata tel ls both an individual story and that of 
col lective transnationals .  Specifical ly, contemplating his 
relationship with Kkutaeh al lows Hata to come to terms 
with his Korean heritage . Reconnecting with Sunny begins 
to resolve his gui lt .  Sell i ng his house impels Hata into 
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a new l ife .  By the nove l 's ending ,  a whole set of new, 
substantive "gestures" usher i n  a new character. 
For Hata , Kkutaeh and her memory li n k  h im to a 
si lenced Korean identity. His  description of Kkutaeh even 
suggests an infanti le fascination : "After some time I 
tu rned to see that she had fi nal ly fal len asleep,  her knees 
drawn up toward her chest . I stared at her for quite a 
long moment, taking i n  her figure and loosely fisted 
hands and the serene,  pale oval of her face , when she 
s lowly opened her eyes" (240 ) .  Kkutaeh 's body becomes 
a substitute for the Korean motherland . Although he 
denied his knowledge of Korean earlier, he admits , before 
gazing at her, that Korean was his "chi ldhood language" 
(239 ) .  The Lacanian gaze reinforces his out-of- placeness 
around her, as Lee extends .  Hata 's gazing upon Kkutaeh,  
or his La  objet petit a ,  awakens a desi re withi n  h im : he 
feels "a certain con nection to her, not in b lood or culture 
or kind ,  but i n  that manner, I suppose , that any young 
man might natura l ly feel for a young woman" (239 ) . 1 8 
This "connection " with her transforms into possession , 
an unviolent sexual  assault :  
I crawled around and lay down behind her, so that 
our bodies were aligned , nestled l ike spoons.  She 
was warm and sti l l  and I gently pressed my face 
into the back of her neck and breathed in  the oi ly 
musk of her hai r. And it was so that I finally began 
to touch her. I put my hand on the point of her hip 
and cou ld feel al l  at once the pliancy of it and the 
meagerness and the newness , too . I felt bewi ldered 
and innocent and strangely renewed , as though a 
su rge of some great livi ng being were coursi ng up 
my arms and spreading through my unknowing body. 
[She remains sti l l ,  faking s leep]. I kissed as much of 
her body as was bared . I kissed her small breasts, 
which seemed to spi l l  a sweet, watery liquid . I 
gagged but did not care .  [ . . .  ] And when I was done I 
felt the enveloping warmth of a fever, its languorous 
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cocoon,  though when I gazed at her shoulder and 
back there was nothing but sti l lness, her posture 
unchanged , her skin cool and colorless , and she lay 
as if she were the scu lpture of a recumbent girl and 
not a real gi rl at all . (259-60) 
This passage reveals many ideas about the protagonist .  
Fi rst , he is sexually na"ive : he takes advantage of her, fai ls 
to recognize the obvious indication of her pregnancy, and 
associates th is  assau lt with love (saying " I  love you "  both 
in Japanese and Korean afterward ) .  Whi le he may feel 
" renewed " by his stealthy intercourse , she reciprocates 
nothing  "as if she is a scu lpture . " Second ly, Hata 
misunderstands the tenderness . The "enveloping warmth 
of a fever" he feels,  this slow-opening "cocoon "-a word 
that suggests a locked -up  kernel of rebi rth to h im­
corresponds to  orgasm ,  not  love . And though he notices 
her tears fol lowing the assau lt (261 ) ,  he cannot console 
her then . 
Years later, Hata revises his intentions.  S l ipping  into 
th ird person , the protagonist finds a new chrysalis to 
open , stating ,  "He  did not yet know it, but he hoped that 
if he could s imply be near to her, near to her voice [or 
her language] and to her body-if never even touching 
her- near, he thought,  to her sleeping mind , he might 
somehow be found"  (240 ) .  A need to protect or preserve 
her, found th rough introspection and time, proffers the 
chance to " be found . "  Perhaps Hata wishes he could have 
been "outed " for his ethnicity and perish with her. 
Hata is given an opportunity to mourn Kkutaeh and to 
reconnect with his Korean heritage through a metaphoric 
sequence of considerable importance. Lee provides an 
ethereal backdrop for Hata 's grief: "Now and then , I 
sometimes forget who I real ly am . [ . . .  ] I lose al l  sense 
of myself. I forget what it  is I do,  the regular activity of 
my walk and my swim and my taking of tea , the minor 
trappings and doings of my days , what I 've made up to 
be the token flags of my life .  I forget why it is I do such 
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things ,  why they give me i nterest or solace or pleasure" 
(285 ) .  Hata begins  to analyze his gestures , or "the token 
flags of [his] l ife . " He continues and describes a journey: 
"Then I might get up in the midd le of the night and dress 
and walk al l  the way to town , to try to figure once again 
the notices , the character, the sorts of actions of a man 
l ike me, what things or set of things define him in  the 
most simple and ordinary way" (285 ) .  In this fugue state , 
he finds himself defenseless , open to long- lost memories . 
I ndeed , he admits fol lowing one excursion to town that 
"K has final ly come back for [h im]"  and that at "moment 
[ . . .  ] [he] feel [s] at home" (286 ) .  Lee ambiguously labels 
this apparition " K" to represent  both Kkutaeh and 
Korea . 1 9 Lee chooses to use "for" to suggest that this "K" 
wi l l  be provoking h im homeward to her, to his past , to 
Korea . Hata remains su rprisi ngly passive unti l  he spurns 
a conversation with the " K" ghost : she asks , " 'Wi l l  we 
be going away soon ,  Lieutenant?"' . He responds with 
" 'Where wou ld we be going to, K?"' . " ' I  had hoped we 
would final ly travel to a l l  the p laces we have spoken of. 
To Shanghai , and Kyoto , and perhaps even Seou l .  Or some 
other place, ' "  she answers (287 ) .  Hata 's fantasy indicates 
his desi re to revise history, to reenact a wish fu lfi llment 
from his past . 20 Shanghai , Kyoto , and Seou l ,  the cu ltural 
centers of thei r Asian identities , are the places these 
characters cou ld journey "to try to figure once again 
the notices , the character, the sorts of actions of a man 
l ike [him] , what things or set of things define him i n  the 
most simple and ordinary way" (285 ) .  Lee reminds the 
reader that Hata cannot find solace for his pain here ;  
after Hata and  " K" end  the  conversation , she  jo ins  h im i n  
bed on ly to vanish . 21 I n  an attempt to promote a lasti ng 
relationship with his past,  Hata makes a gesture that 
promises change :  he sel ls his house . 
An object of pride,  the house emblemizes Hata 's 
American life .  Aside from its function in his mu ltiple 
erasures , the house becomes a vestige of stagnant life,  
"the penu ltimate trap of living , " according to Hata (287 ) .  
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I ndeed , the house maintained through Hata 's constant 
grooming and gestures reifies an un Lived - in  or ( un )  
comfortable existence in  America .  He even finds later i n  
l ife that h i s  house i s  "a lovely, standing forgery, pristine 
enough and old enough that it passes most every muster" 
( 352 ) .  Lee further encourages Hata 's recognition of this 
"forgery" after he returns from the hospita l .  Feel ing 
displaced and estranged , Hata begins to see the house with 
its "showcase, immacu late , pristine and classic condition , 
appearing j ust as though I have not Lived there every day 
for the last thi rty years of my Life" ( 1 1 9 ) .  Acknowledging 
this peculiar feeli ng of displacement shows Hata 's growth 
through his medica l/ psychological recuperation . He 
learns that the house stands for an inner disconnection , a 
sign that there is something missing in  his Life .  Lee hints 
at this point early. Hata explains an alienation , " I  keep 
stepping outside my house, walking its grounds, peeri ng 
at the highly angled shape of its roofs , the warm color and 
time-textured facade, looking at it as though I were doing 
it  for the very fi rst time, when I wondered if I would ever 
i n  my life call such a house my home" (22 ) .  I nterrogating 
the idea of this house as a home, Lee anticipates the 
nove l 's ambiguous last Line- "almost home"-here (356) . 
Hata 's house, as it is constituted and maintained , is not 
a home but "a lovely, standing forgery" (352 ) .  Therefore , 
sel l ing the house al lows him to move on in  life ,  to end 
his American malaise, and to pay off several symbolic ,  
psychological debts . 
Whereas Hata 's sel l ing of the house represents a 
moving forward , the repai rs he forges in  the relationships 
with Sunny and his grandson,  Thomas , signify a moving 
backward ,  a final  healing of his past . As we have seen,  
Hata and Sunny's relationship was dysfunctional from the 
start-based largely on Hata 's i l l - formed attempt to replace 
Kkutaeh . The late amelioration of this relationship plays an 
integral part in Hata's psychological recuperation . Thomas 
works as the catalyst that in itiates the healing process . 
When Sunny states that Thomas has saved her "over and 
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over, a thousand times , " Hata affi rms and realizes "a 
b loom of wel l - being is opening immediately and fully i n  
[his] heart ,  the kind of  p leasure [he  has] hitherto only 
read about or imagined , what must be the secret opiate 
of al l  fathers and mothers"  (283 ) .  As grandfather, Hata 
tru ly understands the benefits of fatherhood . Promises of 
rebi rth seem to shine upon Hata, for he has a "hope of a 
fami lial continuation ,  an unpredictable,  rich ly evolving 
to be" ( 334) . Aside from Lee 's use of the infinitive here,  
which suggests an unending existence , the author has 
Sunny carry a white paper bag . A figurative white flag of 
truce, this bag redi rects the nove l 's motif of b lack flags , 
"banner[s] [that warn] of a contagion within . "  I nstead 
of warning of impending doom and "spreading  death , "  
this marker signals a new beginn ing i n  Hata 's relationship 
with his daughter (224) . 
Hata has encountered his repressed memories and has 
tackled the overwhelming guilt he has had in his l ife .  Lee , 
however, provides a concrete example to show Hata's 
change. Again ,  I return to the house . Sel l ing his house 
becomes a secret phi lanth ropic gesture : he gives money 
for the Hickeys ' bankrupt business and thei r ai l ing son 
Patrick. Un l ike earlier gestures in the novel ,  this gesture 
connects Hata to his community i n  a new way, not as 
flourishes of self-aggrandizing and conformity. Perhaps 
Cheng explains this point best : "We might call this final  
litany a choice for active passivity i n  the most earnest 
sense : not the passive aggression that motivated much 
of Hata 's actions in  the past [ . . .  ] but instead an active 
refusal to act any further i n  bad faith " ( 571 ) .  Moreover, 
the remainder of the profits wi l l  a l low Hata to travel 
and add ress other i l ls .  He ends the narrative with more 
promises : " Perhaps I ' l l travel to where Sunny wou ld n ' t  
go , t o  the south and west and maybe farther sti l l ,  across 
the oceans,  to land on former shores" ( 355 -6 ) .  Like h is 
fantastic encounter with " K, " Hata ponders the possibil ity 
to return to Asia .  Yet,  he wi l l  not be fooled this time by 
false dreams. He says , " I  won ' t  seek out my destiny or 
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fate" or  "find comfort i n  the visage of a creator or the 
forgiving dead " ( 356 ) . By this point ,  he realizes revisions 
and repressions wi l l  not change his past ; a more s implistic 
l ife awaits h im . The novel 's last paragraph i l lustrates 
these points :  " Let me simply bear my flesh , and b lood , 
and bones . I wi l l  fly a flag. Tomorrow, when this house is 
a live and fu l l ,  I wi l l  be outside looking i n .  I wi l l  be a lready 
on a walk someplace , in this town or the next or one five 
thousand mi les away. I wi l l  ci rc le round and arrive again .  
Come a lmost home" (356 ) . This passage reverses many of 
the themes of transnational and psychological al ienation 
and ai lments throughout the narrative . Fu lfi l l ing his idea 
that the "soul  resides in  the flesh"  (247 ) ,  Hata now wi l l  
own the corporeal properties of  h i s  l ife ,  leading to  a 
spi ritual  health . Furthermore, he surely wi l l  fly a white 
flag to let the world know that there is no longer disease 
and destruction within h im . Final ly, he wi l l  journey, no 
doubt travel ing the five thousand mi les to Shanghai , 
Kyoto , and Seoul  to fu lfi l l  Kkutaeh 's desi re , and arrive 
again .  Significantly, Hata moves on from his house, which 
he detaches from his gaze . To "come almost home, " 
means Hata has found peace and place . This journey wi l l  
reveal that he is not as  lost as  he once was . 22 
I n  some ways , A Gesture Life chronic les the awakening 
of a damaged man . Sparked by accident, Hata 's 
recuperation opens a vast reservoi r of loss and trauma 
i n  thei r various forms .  Hata "arrives" by the narrative 's 
end to have improved relationships with his daughter and 
grandson . He has worked through his role i n  the Kkutaeh 
fiasco . He has sold his house to provide opportunities for 
the future .  We learn that transnational sou ls l ike Hata 's 
can be recuperated to become new and healthier. 
Notes 
1 David Cowart explains, " Not comfortably Korean ,  Japanese, American,  or Chinese, 
Franklin Hata is a casualty of the twentieth century[-] he can never [ . . .  ] 
escape the ugliness he has witnessed " (80 ) .  
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2 On the other hand, Young-Oak Lee notes that Hata " [bJecomes an American 
citizen" ( 1 47 ) _  
3 In another interview, Adrienne Mong notes that " Lee admits he feels the same way 
as his characters, out of place _ "  
4 For a n  extended discussion of trauma, see Hami lton Carroll 's "Traumatic Patriarchy: 
Reading Gendered Nationalisms in  Chang-Rae Lee 's A Gesture Lite_ " Carroll 
makes this claim :  "In A Gesture Lite, trauma functions as an alternative form 
of memory and history_ Understood as a disruption of nationally oriented 
referential history, the traumatic narrative orchestrates the production 
of a historiography that exposes the workings of gender and race that cut 
between and across the novel 's doubled national locations" (595 ) .  
5 Hata even suggests that perhaps sub-urban America generally fosters this 
disconnection:  " [AJs it  mostly is i n  towns like Bed ley Run ,  and particularly 
on streets like ours, being neighbors means sharing the most l imited kinds 
of intimacies, such as sewer l ines and property boundaries and annual 
property tax valuations.  Anything that falls into a more personal realm is 
only tentatively welcomed " (44 ) .  
6 After a l l ,  his literary antecedent, Jay Gatsby, enacts a similar project to  disguise 
his midd le-western,  working class roots . 
7 This example references the odd encounter between Hata, searching for Sunny at 
a teenage party, and a girl behind a vei led bed . During intercourse, the girl 
fixates on Hata as she reaches climax to his i mage. The "exotic" I refer to 
here is largely based on Sheng-Mei Ma's The Deathly Embrace and Frantz 
Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks. Both texts show how race ( i .e . , Otherness) 
sexually attracts the majority. 
8 Cheng agrees here, stating:  "The novel features a protagonist named Franklin 
Hata, who has spent his entire life donning various forms of camouflage and 
whose life is structured by the struggle between guilt and desire, between 
self-erasure and self-assertion"  (558 ) .  
9 Later, he even describes her as  his "former daughter" ( 1 32 ) .  
1 0  I n  another moment of  literary homage, Lee borrows language from Kate Chopi n 's 
The Awakening. Specifically, Edna Pontellier's watery suicide reads, "The 
foamy wavelets curled up to her white feet, and coi led li ke serpents about 
her ankles . She walked out. The water was chi l l ,  but she walked on. The 
water was deep,  but she lifted her white body and reached out with a long, 
sweeping stroke . The touch of the sea is  sensuous, enfolding the body in  its 
soft, c lose embrace. [ . . .  J She looked into the distance, and the old terror 
flamed up for an instant, then sank again "  ( 1 09 ) .  
1 1  Although he says this under public discourse a s  t h e  medical officer, he privately 
speaks to her "in her own language" of Korean when she is checked i nto the 
camp (232 ) .  
1 2  Cheng elaborates this idea, "Fulfill ing K . 's request would have meant breaking 
rank,  transgressing not only mil itary code but also his Japanese and 
masculine identifications" (562 ) .  
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\ 3  Jenrg anticipates my argument stating: "Two narrative drives co-exist uneasily 
within the text: Doc Hata 's drive to belong and find closure for his life as an 
assimilated Japanese American in  the suburban town of Bedley Run ;  and his 
constant returns to and flashbacks of the past, the traumatic events of his 
participation as a Japanese soldier in  World War I I - What connects these two 
narrative movements in Doc Hata 's adoption of a Korean girl, Sunny" (5 1 -2 ) _  
1 4  This behavior results from Hata's "continuation of  a series of  lifelong psychic struggles 
over social, ethnic, and sexual identifications" (Cheng 564) .  
1 5  Consult Cheng for another explanation , regarding the interpretation of  Kkutaeh 's 
body (563 ) .  
1 6  This peculiar name perhaps comes back to Jerng's idea o f  temporal confusion. Maybe 
Hata wants to filter this scene as both a fantasy and as anesthesia. 
1 7  Steele argues that poetry allows victims and others to begin the process of healing. 
18 See Cheng for an explanation of Lacan 's Gaze (566-570) .  
1 9  Carroll also makes this point, "Symbolically [ . . .  ] the 'K '  of  Kkutaeh is the 'K '  of  Korea" 
(604) .  
20 Hata also superimposes northeastern Asia into this setting. For instance, he begins to 
smell the scent of "the sea , a warm and gentle southern sea" (288) ,  and he 
sees his yard become a "broad continent" and his pool "a whole ocean" (289) .  
2 1  Lee gives another glimpse of  this theory during the conversation when Hata objects to 
"K's insistence on being with him in "some other place . "  He asks, '' ' But I have to 
wonder, why being here is so abhorrent to everyone but me? We have everything 
that we require. And much more. We have an impressive house and property in 
the best town in the area, where we are happi ly known and respected. We have 
ample time and quiet and means.  I have tried as hard as I can to provide these 
things, and we have been welcomed as warmly as anyone can expect. Everything 
is in delicate harmony' "  (287) . She answers that '' ' nothing is wrong with it' " but 
that she '' 'cannot die here '"  (287) .  She seems to know the importance of her 
cultural heritage more than he does at this point. 
22 David Cowart suggests that Hata's use of "home" works as a "kind of absconding 
signified" in the last line (80) .  Cowart also suggests that America can be 
Hata's "almost home" (80),  but I believe the where is not important for Hata's 
journey. What is more important is that Hata 's elusive home does exist. 
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Pachucos, Chicano Homeboys and 
Gypsy Ca16: 
Transmission of a Speech Style 
MaryEl len Garcia 
University of Texas at San Antonio 
The term coLo is wel l - known within many Mexican 
American communities as a bil ingual slang that is one 
of several speech styles i n  the community repertoi re ,  
c losely associated with Pachuco groups of  the  U . S .  
Southwest that came to prominence i n  the 1 940 's .  But 
the term coLo predates its introduction to the U . S .  by 
many decades . With roots in  a Romany- based germania 
of the 1 6th century, from the speech of immigrant gypsies 
evolved a new Spanish - based argot , the resu lt of language 
shift from Romany to Spanish over centuries . By the 
1 9th century, coLo referred to a Spanish - based criminal  
argot cal led "caL6 jergaL"  by a contemporaneous Spanish 
researcher (Sali l las 1 896 ) ,  a mixed code of gypsy Romany 
and Peninsular  Spanish which was used by members of 
that group as an i n -group ,  secret speech style . 
This type of secret code, retaining some of the gypsies ' 
Sanskrit -origin words and characteristic wordplay, may 
sti l l  be found i n  use among some of the Spanish -speaking 
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criminal populations in Spain and in the Americas . 
Moreover, gypsies are sti l l  an identifiable ethnic presence 
in Spain ,  and some features of gypsy caLo are found in  
the vernacular Spanish slang of  some cities l ike Madrid 
(Oliver 1 987) and Malaga (Cipas 1 973 ) .  That elements of 
gypsy caM are sti l l  found i n  the dia lects of Spain is not 
surprising;  what is, however, is its relationship to the 
i n -group argot of the Mexican American Pachucos of the 
early decades of the 20th century in the U nited States . 
From available historical evidence , the Pachucos appear 
to have spoken in the same creative, neologistic style 
as did the Spanish gypsies , where elements of Pachuco 
caLo were subsequently i ncorporated into the slang of 
the Spanish -speaking communities of which they were a 
part ,  similar to what happened i n  some parts of Spain .  
Moreover, words of  gypsy origin are sti l l  found in  the 
speech of modern day Chicano youths,  some of them the 
' homeboy" l ingo used by street gangs, despite the fact 
that many members of this younger generation do not 
speak Spanish . What explains the transmission of a long­
ago gypsy speech style to new groups on a new continent? 
What elements of this style were appropriated by the 
community at large and why? 
Questions regarding the interrelationship between 
and among ethnic minorities are rarely add ressed i n  
ethnic studies research . When l inguistic evidence of 
connectedness surfaces , the question that emerges 
is whether marginalized groups transmit thei r covert 
cu ltu ral  and l inguistic practices not on ly across ethnic 
groups but across time as wel l .  Whi le the i nfluence of 
Romany germania, an i n -group crimina l  argot, on other 
criminal  jargons i n  Europe and in  Latin America is 
genera l ly assumed to have gone hand - i n - hand with the 
incursions of the nomadic Rom ,  L e . , the Romany people­
self - labeled as "gypsies"-into these areas , assumptions 
about the transmission of this way of speaking have, 
to my knowledge, never been questioned nor fu l ly 
explored . I n  order to provide a satisfactory explanation 
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for the simi larity of the argots across time and space we 
must make explicit l inks between the intra - and inter­
group lifestyles of the groups, thei r social  and economic 
marginal ity, and thei r l inguistic practices . The primary 
purpose of the current study is to examine two issues : 
one,  the transmission of a speech style from the Old World 
to the New, given that what is transmitted is an "insider" 
style of speech ,  a social  dialect rather than a regional  
one;  and two, the iconization of the calo speech style 
as a marker of a bi l ingual Chicano or Mexican American 
identity by members of the community at large , fi rst in 
the era of the Pachucos and persisti ng to the present day. 
Comm unities of practice 
The conceptual background of this research is that 
a rticu lated by Eckert and McConnel l -Ginet ( 1 992 ; 
1 995 )  i n  i nvestigating language and gender. Their 
socioli nguistic-anthropological approach is based on the 
notion of "communities of practice , "  groups th rough 
which individuals move and " belong to" based on a 
constellation of beliefs and behaviors ,  not the least of 
which is language . In thei r words,  "Language is a primary 
tool people use in  constituti ng themselves and others as 
" kinds" of people in terms of which attributes, activities , 
and participation i n  social  practice can be regu lated . . .  
how people talk expresses thei r affi liations with some 
and thei r d istancing from others ,  thei r embrace of 
certain socia l  practices and thei r rejection of others­
thei r claim to membership (and to particular forms of 
membersh ip )  in certain communities of practice and not 
others" ( Eckert & McConnel l -Ginet 1 995 ,  470 ) .  
Mobi lity has also been discussed a s  a potential ly 
important but little-studied correlate of l inguistic 
behavior; although it has been recognized on ly indirectly 
in discussions of social class (see discussion in Chambers 
1 995 ,  57) . I t  is of interest to note that the particu lar  
types of communities of practice under discussion are of 
Limited socia l  mobi l ity, or at least thei r members have 
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perceived themselves as such . It is the perception of lack 
of mobi lity, perhaps, rather than the actua l  potential that 
motivates behaviors antithetical to the typical working,  
middle,  and other c lasses who conform to mainstream 
ideologies . The groups under discussion here are arguably 
both ethnically and economical ly marginalized , and thei r 
own actions in  response to this state of affairs may have 
contributed and continue to contribute to thei r social  
marginalization . C learly, c lass cou ld be considered a 
relevant social  variable i n  characterizing them , but it is 
perhaps the perceived lack of socia l  mobil ity that leads 
to the lifestyles shared by these communities of practice .  
Marginalized communities 
The particular communities of practice whose 
language is of interest are the fol lowing :  a) the criminal  
element i n  the Spain of the late 1 9th century, whose caL6 
jergal "gypsy slang" is documented to have originated in  
gypsy cant (Sali l las 1 986 ) ;  b )  youth groups i n  Mexico that 
have similar lifestyle and speech characteristics (Alarc6n 
1 978 ) ;  c) the Pachuco groups of the 1 930 's and 40 's in  the 
US, in  which Mexican American youths expressed thei r 
bi l ingual/ bicu ltu ral  identity ( Barker 1 975 ; Webb 1 976 , 
1 982 ) ; and d )  contemporary Chicano youths,  particularly 
those in Los Angeles and in South Texas ,  identified by 
researchers as belonging to gangs (Vigi l 1 988;  Moore 1 978 ; 
Valdez, et. a l .  1 999 ) .  Each successive group appears to be 
the descendant of the previous one socia l ly, l inguistical ly, 
and historical ly. What the latter th ree groups have in  
com mon are thei r youth and emerging adu lt identity, 
thei r defiance of authority, thei r margina lization in  the 
society, and thei r Spanish - background cu ltu ral  heritage 
and language . The fol lowing discussion of the lifestyles of 
a l l  fou r  groups does not seek to perpetuate stereotypes , 
but merely reports what other  scholars have said to be 
typical of them . 
The origin of calo i n  the gypsy cu lture of Spain was the 
Romany contact dia lect with Spanish known as germania, 
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a synonym for hermandad or "brotherhood . "  I m migrating 
to Spain and the rest of Europe in  the 1 5th century, the 
Romany people used a special language that originated 
in thei r lifestyle, which was often defiant of the laws 
estab lished by the middle- and upper-c lasses of the time.  
Dark- hai red and dark-skinned ,  the group was different i n  
appearance and  mode of  dress from the societies they 
came into contact with at the time of thei r diaspora .  
They were itinerants for a long time, livi ng on the margin 
by any means they cou ld , but by the late 1 9th century 
they had become a stable popu lation in  Andalusia ,  
particu larly Sevi lle (Stewart 1 992,  24) .  The tradition 
of not intermarrying outside of thei r ethnic group,  
thei r beliefs in  the supernatural ,  the strong division of 
gender roles in the cu lture ,  thei r a l legiance to thei r own 
j udicial  code and thei r widespread reputation as thieves 
and l iars-wel l -founded or not-have kept them on the 
margins of Spanish society (Stewart 1 992 ; Chaliand and 
Ragean 1 995 ) .  
Whether simi lar  lifestyles i n  the New World existed 
at the time cannot be known with certainty. However, 
the l inguistic simi larities of the calo of Andalusia and 
that of the New World strongly suggest di rect contact 
with the gypsies of Spai n .  It is  possible that the argot 
was transmitted to pre-existing groups in America that 
were already social ly marginalized , had l imited means 
of support, and had an ethical code that defied the 
laws of conventional society. If  we accept the idea of 
pre-existing ,  paral lel  communities of practice , it  is not 
difficult to explain the transmission of calo to other 
groups i n  the Americas . 
The temporal-spatia l  li nk  
The historical connection between the Old World 
gypsies and the New World youth gangs may have been 
gypsy bul lfighters who interfaced with the drug scene 
of Mexico City (Vigi l 1 988 : 6 ;  Barker 1 975 : 1 9 1 ) ,  l ikely in 
the early 20th century. The calo speech style may have 
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been extremely functional for both groups for the same 
reasons, namely to hide questionable activities . Such 
contact with marginalized groups i n  Mexico City would 
account for the existence of a variety of colo spoken by 
some youth groups who fol low simi lar  l ifestyles in that 
city to the present day. I n  the late 20th century Alarcon 
( 1 978) investigated the speech of adolescents and older 
jovenes or 'youth ' i n  the Mexican capita l ,  recognizing its 
origins i n  the speech of criminals .  
Dentro de los subgrupos sociales en los que podemos 
encontrar el  empleo de jergas especificas , se 
encuentra el de los delincuentes cuyo conj unto de 
elementos lexicos y si ntacticos ha sido conocido 
como germania (del latin germanus, hermano) ,  y, 
actualmente como calc 0 argot . Es un  lenguaje de 
convencion imaginado por los lad rones, picaros y 
vagabundos de una sociedad , y es un  fenomeno que 
se presenta fundamentalmente en las ciudades . . .  
( 1 978 , 48 ) 
[Within the socia l  subgroups i n  which we can find 
the employment of specific slang varieties , we 
find that of deli nquents whose set of lexical and 
syntactic elements has been known as germania 
(fromLatin germanus, ' brother' ) and is now cal led 
calc or argot . I t 's a language of convention created 
by the thieves , scoundrels and tramps of a society, 
and it is a phenonomenon that presents itself 
fundamentally in cities . ]  
Alarcon also reports that this type o f  argot was as 
l ike ly to be spoken by jovenes of the upper socia l  c lasses 
masquerading as the working c lasses because of i ts 
authenticating,  i . e .  reverse snob, appeal (Alarcon 1 978, 
1 00- 1 03 ) .  Assuming Mexico City to be the primary locus 
of contact in North America , it is not difficult to believe 
that the adoption of the colo speech style by certain 
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Mexican American youths i n  El Paso occurred as the resu lt 
of i nteraction with a simi lar community of practice , i . e . , 
the d rug subcu ltu re .  The fact that it is reported to have 
been used a lso by the young men of the community during  
World War I (Coltharp 1 965 ,  30)  as  an "inoffensive" jargon 
h ints at the covert prestige that it must have held for 
those outside of the initial i n -group ,  as it  seems to have 
done for youths i n  Mexico City. 
Barker ( 1 975 , 1 90- 1 93 )  is the most i nformative 
sou rce for the trajectory of calo to the West Coast . 
Barker i ndicates that cal6 was used by the "the Mexican 
underworld " prior to being adopted i n  the 1 930 's by the 
members of El  Paso 's "7-X gang,  a group of marij uana 
smokers and peddlers . . .  " ( Barker1 975 : 1 9 1 ) .  He reports 
that from El Paso it was carried by Mexican American 
youths who rode the rai lcars along the route West to 
Tucson ,  where some stopped to work i n  a local bakery. 
This was independently corroborated by a native of 
Tucson , Lalo Guerrero (personal i nterview, Ju ly 2000) 
whose contact with them at the bakery gave h im a 
l inguistic basis for a few of his songs and was a lso one 
of Barker's original  consu ltants . From Tucson it  spread 
to Los Angeles in the late 1 930's and early 1 940 's by the 
young men who continued West on the rai lcars .  Largely 
from El Paso , wordplay on the city's name caused them 
to be known as Pachucos (Garcia 2005 ) .  
The presence of these young men was felt i n  Los 
Angeles not long after thei r arriva l .  Pachuco youths 
were said to be the force behind the creation of 40 to 50 
j uven i le gangs i n  Los Angeles in  the 1 940 's ( Pagan 1 996, 
8 ) .  The Pachucos were characterized as having a distinct 
manner of d ress , hairstyle, tattoo markings,  and "arcane 
language, " which associated them with merchants dealing 
i n  vice ( Pagan 1 996,  9 ) .  In the opinion of some authorities 
of the time, they formed a network deal ing in d rugs, theft , 
and prostitution ( Pagan 1 996, 9 ) .  I t  shou ld be noted , 
however, that most Mexican American adolescents and 
teenagers of the period i n  Los Angeles and elsewhere did 
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not share this Pachuco lifestyle , although the Pachuco i n  
the abstract became an important cu ltural  and l inguistic 
influence on them . Many young men imitated thei r style of 
exaggerated dress for social  occasions (McWi ll iams 1 968, 
242 ) embodied in  the ' zoot suit '  -a loose-fitting frock 
coat , draped pants pleated at the waist and tapered at 
the hem , often accessorized with a d raped watch chain 
tucked into a vest and a ' tando , " a flat, narrow-brimmed 
hat. This manner of d ress was not u n li ke that worn by 
wel l - known African American jazz musicians of the time, 
who were also i nnovative creators of contemporary 
slang . The l inguistic influence of the Pachuco on the 
Mexican American teens of the period may account for its 
currency in the l inguistic repertoi re of the present-day 
community and wi l l  be discussed further below. 
Socio-psychologica l  characteristics 
Barker's fieldwork in Tucson in  the 1 940 's revealed 
that Pachucos did not feel themselves to be part of 
American society due to thei r bi lingualism and Mexican 
heritage . I nstead , what was expressed was a desi re to 
look for acceptance by one 's own friends (or carnales) 
as co-conspi rators outside the mainstream " . . .  to get 
what they want from society without having to suffer its 
penalties . " Not deterred by conventional  morals ,  petty 
theft was acceptable as long as they were not caught. 
The company of gi rls was to be enjoyed , but with no 
strings attached ( Barker 1 975 , 200 ) .  
From interviews with older men who were speakers 
of Pachuco calo as youths, Webb ( 1 982 ) corroborates 
thei r sense of anom;e or "namelessness" which came 
from a lack of identification with thei r heritage language 
and cu lture ,  Spanish , or with thei r adopted language 
and cu ltu re ,  English (Webb 1 982 , 1 2 1 ) .  Usual ly second 
generation and bi l ingual i n  English and Spanish ,  they 
had typical ly been unsuccessfu l in the English -speaking 
mainstream and rejected mainstream values. Thei r 
shared socia l ,  l inguistic ,  cultura l  and psychological bonds 
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were the basis for a peer-group identity, c learly reflected 
in and expressed by thei r bi l ingual argot that com bined 
Engl ish and Spanish . It was also cal led caLO after its gypsy 
origins (see Webb 1 975 , 1 24-6 for discussion ) .  
The lifestyle of these groups of young men has 
apparently not changed significantly over the years . 
Writi ng about the general characteristics of Mexican 
American gangs from the 1 940 's through the 1 970 's ,  
Moore observes : 
[T] he youth gang is a specialized structure of the 
barrio,  and l ike any other specialized structure 
(such as the neighborhood church ) ,  it develops a 
specialized subcu ltu re,  a set of values, norms, and 
specialized traditions,  and sources of status honor . . .  
the adolescent gang is a semisecret organization of 
adolescents and . . .  in later life may be involved i n  
i l legal economic activities . "  (Moore 1 978 , 36 )  
Contemporary researchers a lso recognize the  li nk  
between the  traditional Pachuco and  the  newer Mexican 
American gangs i n  that they have a disti nctive style of 
d ress , L e .  baggy pants ,  flannel shirts , white muscle sh i rts , 
head bandanas (for males ) ,  and tattoos (Gal indo 1 999,  
1 78 ) .  Nowadays , those embodying formerly Pach uco 
styles are referred to as cholos or cholas in some Spanish ­
speaking communities , or, in  areas where the language 
shift is all but complete, they may be called '' ' chukes'' or 
even "homeboys" and "homegi rls , " as they are in African 
American communities . 
To summarize,  these communities of practice al l  
appear to be closed societies with self- perceptions of 
l imited social mobi lity, who have disti nctive ways of 
d ress and behavior with thei r own value system and honor 
code.  Furthermore, they are associated with criminal  
behavior not accepted by conventional society. The 
use of a disti nctive l inguistic style , whether it is cal led 
calo, pachuco talk, or s imply slang between other i n -
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group members ,  is one of the distinctive behaviors that 
constitute group membersh ip .  
Speech style and identity 
Researchers of both coLo and pachuco i ndicate that 
the principal reason for thei r creation and continued use 
was to hide crimina l  activity from out-group members ,  
such as police or law-abiding citizens . True coLo is  used 
as a secret code to hide i l legal activities , a function 
which goes back to its earliest manifestations .  According 
to Barrow, the " robber language" of the 1 9th century 
criminal  groups i n  Europe was used by thieves to 
" . . .  discuss thei r schemes and plans of plunder, without 
being [sic] i n  general understood by those to whom they 
are obnoxious" ( 1 843 : 336 ) .  
I n  a simi lar  vein ,  Alarcon says of twentieth century 
Mexico City caL6 carceLario , i . e . , the argot of ja i l  inmates : 
Estas lenguas gregales [jergales?] tienen su pri ncipio 
basico en disfrazar los significados di rectos, para 
el no entendimiento de las demas personas . . .  
(Alarcon 1 978 : 1 00 ) [These slangy tongues have 
thei r basic origin i n  disguising d i rect meanings so 
that other people don ' t  understand [them] . . .  
Barker, studying the use of caL6 i n  Tucson i n  the 
1 940 's, identified it  as a Pachuco argot , "a cant or c lass 
jargon , "  which ,  because it was bi l ingual ,  was "a hybrid 
arising from a mixture of languages" ( 1 975 , 1 83 ) .  He 
characterized its  speakers as  bei ng " . . .  adolescents and 
young men of Mexican descent" of the working c lass , 
situated in  west Tucson during  that period ( 1 975 , 1 85 ) .  
Whi le not a l l  speakers of Pachuco were gang members i n  
his estimation , those who were differed from those who 
were not because " . . .  gang participants speak [P]achuco 
habitually, as a means of communication , and . . .  gang 
members have a larger and more up -to-date vocabulary 
than nonparticipants" ( 1 975 , 1 99 ) .  
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Modern -day Chicano gang members maintain the 
function of cal6 as a secret code or speech style . 
According to Vigi l 's study of Los Angeles gang life ( 1 988 , 
1 1 9 ) ,  youths shifted thei r manner of speaking when law 
enforcement and criminal  j ustice authorities appeared , 
as if to protect each other from the " . . .  i ntrusions of 
untrustworthy strangers" (Vigi l 1 998,  1 1 9 ) .  However, 
i n  modern -day Los Angeles , language shift has meant 
l imitations in  thei r use of Spanish .  
Today barrio gang talk is mostly English ,  and  the 
degree of Spanish and choLo terms that are spoken 
is dependent on the tradition and generational  
h istory of the barrio;  i n  a fashion , it is one way 
to show loyalty and al legiance to remnants of 
Mexican cu ltu re ,  or, more basical ly, "us" against 
"them " .  (Vigi l 1 988, 1 1 9 )  
O f  course , caLo does not function merely to hide i n ­
group communication from outsiders ,  but a lso functions 
as a manifestation of the social solidarity of a lienated 
ethnic youth . 
At perhaps the deepest level ,  caLo borders on and 
blends with delinquent cant and , though often 
used specifically to screen out those persons who 
do not share the values of extralegal l ife ,  sti l l  
a lso serves to  promote deflation of  dignity, non ­
conventionality, group intimacy, status recognition , 
or  a l l  of these . (Webb 1 975 , 1 24- 5 )  
Along with the social  and behavioral simi larities across 
these communities , those who belong to them use caLo as 
a way of performing thei r identity as members of the i n ­
group .  I n  the words of  one Chicana researcher concerning 
two Mexican American women who were participants in  
that lifesyle i n  Texas: 
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The adaptation of these l inguistic codes [cala and 
taboo language] symbolized personal empowerment 
and assertiveness , affi rmation of i n -group membership,  
and the antithesis of si lence and repression as they 
recounted experiences of pachuca activity, buying / 
selli ng/ using drugs, and prison life .  (Gal indo 1 999, 1 77) 
Borrow observed that the Romany-based gypsy cant had 
become the basis forothercrimina l jargons in Europe, including 
the Spanish-based calo ( 1 843,  332 ) .  Earlier discussions 
considered varieties of calo to be secret "languages" or 
special "codes" .  However, as Coltharp pointed out for the 
Mexican American variety, " It  uses , basical ly, the syntax of 
Spanish modified only in isolated instances by English syntax. 
The affixes and paradigms are Spanish . It cannot be called a 
' language' " ( 1 965 ,  77) . The main differences of these Spanish 
speech styles from the more widely-understood vernacular 
were not thei r core grammar underpinnings, but thei r lexical 
elements, through which meaning was regularly obfuscated 
via a variety of means. 
In previous research on calo the emphasis p laced on the 
creative use of language to reinforce the socia l ly defiant, 
non- mainstream identity of the group is unmistakable. It  
is l ikely that these groups were and continue to be high ly 
mu ltiplex, tightly integrated , social  networks of the type 
discussed by Mi l roy as "the sum of relationsh ips which he 
or she has contracted with others"  ( 1 987, 1 05 ) .  As she 
elaborates : 
This means that if an i ndividual  is embedded i n  
such a network, s / he is more l iable than one  whose 
network is relatively loose- knit to be vu lnerable 
to pressure exerted by everyday social  contacts . 
This pressure may result i n  the maintenance of a 
set of norms-including l inguistic norms- - -which 
then flourish i n  opposition to pub licly legitimized 
norms.  (Mi l roy 1 987, 1 06 )  
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Not on ly do the neologistic argot and taboo words 
create barriers of understanding and thereby symbolical ly 
reject publicly sanctioned registers ,  but the bi l ingual code 
in i tself exhibits a rejection of the common mainstream 
norm of usi ng one language at a time, one example of the 
" legitimized norms" mentioned by Mi lroy. The speech 
style is an iconization of the lifestyle , defiant of many 
mainstream norms and therefore symbolic of the group .  
With Spanish providing the functional morphology, 
syntax and cohesion markers , speakers of these varieties 
a re free to manipu late lexicon in order to at once 
obfuscate thei r meanings from the un - initiated and 
the unwelcomed and to mark thei r status as i n -group 
members .  The neologistic word -creations that melded 
Engl ish and Spanish , l ike taiya over corbata for "tie, " the 
nonsense extension of the affi rmative sf to create Simon, 
as wel l  as the shortening of known words l ike pantas from 
pantalones, al l  flew in the face of established norms of 
a monolingual Spanish language community to uniquely 
mark an ethnic identity that was neither completely 
Mexican nor completely American . Also i ncluded as 
part of the repertoi re were terms that were typical ly 
of unknown origin to these speakers , but widely used , 
or  at least widely-understood , such as bato to mean 
hombre,  "man , "  or calcos to mean zapatos, "shoes"­
both traceable to the gitano calo jergal ,  or gypsy i n ­
group slang, documented by  Sali l las ( 1 896 ) a s  serving 
the undeniable if unconscious function of l inking the two 
marginalized groups . The Pachuco speech style , which 
shuts out monolingual English and Spanish speakers al ike, 
can be viewed as providing a cu ltural  bond for Mexican 
Americans,  who were often reprimanded for speaking 
Spanish at school ,  for not speaking "proper" Spanish 
and were subsequently denied school ing,  housing and 
job opportunities in  the United States Southwest at mid ­
century. 
Li nguistic style has been characterized by Eckert as 
"a c lustering  of l inguistic resou rces , and an association 
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of that clustering with social meaning . . .  " (2001 , 1 23 ) .  
The symbolic relationship between speech and identity 
has also been deemed "iconization" ( I rvine 2001 , 3 3 ) ,  
which the researcher labels "a semiotic process that 
transforms the sign relationship between l inguistic 
features and the social images to which they are l inked . "  
Coupland (2001 ) presents a comprehensive discussion of 
style which disti nguishes the perspective of autonomous 
sociolinguistics from a more fluid characterization . 
I n  terms of conventional sociol inguistics , style is a 
' situational correlate ' ( 1 87) ,  determined by the social 
situation in  which speech occurs .  His  preferred perspective 
is one that explores the role of style i n  " . . .  projecting 
speakers ' often -complex identities and in defi ning social 
relationships and other configurations of context" ( 1 86 ) .  
I n  keeping with the second o f  these characterizations, 
the relationship between speech style and symbolic social 
meaning is clear for users of caLo. That is ,  caLo serves as a 
speech style that represents a constel lation of behaviors 
shared by this type of marginalized youth group and so 
it is at once an iconization of its lifestyle and a symbolic 
expression of its attitudes toward the mainstream . For 
speakers in  the greater Mexican American community who 
sti l l  know and use some of the traditional caLo words and 
expressions, it  is symbolic of thei r identity as bi l ingual ,  
bicu ltural individuals and thus an iconization of the 
community's historical ethnic and l inguistic oppression . 
The calo of Hispanic Youths in South Texas 
I t  is not su rprising that the l inguistic study of caLo 
speakers in the past yie lded numerous lexical studies , 
glossaries , and dictionaries (e .g . , Borrow 1 843 ; Sali l las 
1 896;  Wagner 1 955 ;  Webb 1 976 & 1 982 ) .  The speech variety 
of each locale-AndaLucia , Mexico, the Southwestern 
United States-appear to have various lexical categories 
in common , such as : a) the retention of traditional terms,  
i . e . , of germania i n  AndaLucia and of gitano caLo i n  the 
U . S . , b )  neologisms,  new words created by b lending two 
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languages or simply by morphological manipu lation of a 
root word , and c )  semantic or syntactic calques from the 
contact language. Also typical of such jergas or argots 
is the frequent use of taboo expressions, which serve as 
b latant violations of conventional norms of speech . A more 
extensive discussion of the l inguistic characteristics of 
gitano and Pachuco calo is presented elsewhere i n  detai l 
(Garcia 2005 ) and wi l l  not be repeated here .  (However, 
see Appendices A and B for discourse segments of gitano 
cal6 and Pachuco cal6 from other published sources . ) 
The data used here to exemplify modern day calo 
were taken from interviews done with members of 
Hispanic gang members as part as part of a study by 
u niversity col leagues on gang drug usage and gang d rug 
dealing in  South Texas (see Yin ,  et . a l 2000 ) .  The research 
team fol lowed rigorous procedures of random sampl ing,  
d id social  mapping to define sampling frames and did 
ethnographic fieldwork which established a network of 
contacts within the communities . The interviews were 
conducted by Mexican American fieldworkers who were 
known and trusted by the respondents, close in age but 
sl ightly older. Those i nterviews made avai lable to this 
researcher were based on rigid protocols which often 
l imited responses to questions,  thereby l imiting  these 
observations about the nature of thei r l inguistic practices . 
Some iconic characteristics of thei r argot emerge i n  
their interviews , however, as  wi l l  be  demonstrated . The 
excerpts that wi l l  be presented here are representative 
of the longer stretches of discourse produced by some of 
these respondents in answer to questions which al lowed 
for elaboration . 
Spanish is used as the primary language of the fi rst 
excerpt, and Spanish and English are both used in the 
second . The last excerpt reflects the language shift to 
English that is typical of younger generations of ethnic 
Chicanos . Whi le the transmission of the gitano calo speech 
style to Chicano youths via Spanish and bi l ingual Spanish ­
English discourse is sti l l  of primary interest here, not 
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al l  Hispanic gangs have remained fluent in Spanish . The 
speech style used by English -dominant H ispanic youths 
i l lustrates the i nfluence of African American Vernacular 
English (AAVE) .  The l inguistic paral lels between caLo and 
the youth argot found in AAVE are striking ,  a lthough not 
su rprising .  In the u rban cultu re of the latter, as in  the 
Chicano group ,  there is a positive value p laced on verbal 
performance, including word play (e . g . , rapping ,  playing 
the dozens,  sounding ) ,  the i nvention of neologisms 
through word creation strategies , and the appropriation 
of a common word to serve another meaning (e . g . , 
"fresh" and " bad " as positive terms ) .  The same factors 
that explain the i n -group speech style of Chicano 
homeboys also appear to be held in com mon by African 
American gang youths :  socio-economic marginalization ,  
a need for an identity outside o f  the genera l  American 
mainstream,  and an i nternal  standard of ethics, among 
others .  In short ,  despite having arisen from different 
l inguistic roots , thei r l inguistic simi larities can be l inked 
to thei r shari ng simi lar  communities of practice . The 
English -dominant Chicanos who practice a "homeboy" 
lifestyle appear to have appropriated AAVE street talk, 
which can be considered the English language version of 
the caL6 speech style . Subsequent sections of the present 
study present th ree excerpts : one from a predominantly 
Spanish - language interview, then a bi l ingual i nterview, 
and final ly a predominantly English - language i nterview. 
Each wi l l  show a different level of loyalty to Spanish 
but a l l  th ree i l lustrate a connection with the caLo of the 
Spanish gitanos. The third wi l l  a lso show an al ignment 
with African American gang youths'  communities of 
practice i n  thei r speech style . 
Excerpt # 1  - Alex, Laredo, age 1 4  
The fi rst excerpt is from a fourteen -year-old gang 
member, pseudonym "Alex, " from Laredo ,  Texas , a city 
on the Mexican border which is more Spanish - language 
retentive than San Antonio .  He says that he was ten 
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years old when he was i nducted into the gang :  
'NT: Otro pleito que haigas tenido.  OKAY* , porque 
'orita me dij iste que habia diez- (ANOTHER 
F IGHT YOU HAD . OKAY, BECAUSE  JUST NOW 
YOU SAI D YOU HAD TEN-)  
ALEX: S 1 .  (YES ) 
'NT: OKAY. So piensa en otro que haigas tenido.  
lEn donde? (OKAY. SO TH I N K ABOUT ANOTH ER 
ONE  YOU HAD . WH ERE? ) 
ALEX: Aj uera de la escuela . (OUTS I DE TH E 
SCHOOL. ) 
'NT: OKAY. lCon qU 1E?n? (OKAY. WITH WHOM? )  
ALEX: Con un  muchachi l lon . Era RAN K RELATED 
[sic] . (WITH A BOY. IT WAS GANG RELATED . ) 
'NT: OKAY. lQue- - lComo comenzo? (OKAY. 
HOW D I D  IT BEGAN?) 
ALEX: Le comenzo hacer pedo a mi ruca . ( H E  
BEGAN TO MESS WITH MY G I RL) 
'NT: OKAY. Este , lY cuando paso esto? lHace 
como que tanto? (OKAY. U H ,  AND WHEN D I D  
TH IS  HAPPEN? HOW LONG AGO? ) 
ALEX: Hace . . .  TWO WEEKS .  ( IT WAS TWO WEEKS 
AGO)  
'NT: OKAYlY andabas loco tu? (OKAY. AND YOU 
WERE H IGH?)  
ALEX: NO.  N i  e l .  (NO ,  H IM N E ITH ER. ) 
[* I n  these discourse segments ,  English is shown in  
ALL CAPS as  are translations into English . Typical 
slang or argot words and ph rases are underlined . 
Nonstandard Spanish forms are typical of this 
regional dia lect and are represented by means of 
nonstandard orthography. ]  
The dialogue continues i n  this vein ,  but Alex continues to 
use the normal vocabulary and pronunciation typical of 
working c lass Spanish . I n  this excerpt , on ly a few words 
and expressions are typical of calo speech . The fi rst 
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is hacer pedo, l iteral ly, "make a fart" but in terpreted 
metaphorical ly as meaning " to mess with" .  The next 
is ruca, l iteral ly meaning "old lady" and by semantic 
extension meaning "woman , gi rl " .  Both could be classified 
as jerga mejicana or contemporary Mexican slang, but 
both are sl ightly vu lgar renderings of meanings that cou ld 
be more politely stated . The metaphor loco "crazy" for 
"high " is also a semantic extension that is part of common 
slang. Other than these few expressions,  this hour- long 
interview did not exhibit  vocabulary and wordplay typical 
of Mexican American cal6. 
Excerpt #2 - Carlos, Laredo, age 1 6  
The second excerpt is one i n  which switches between 
English and Spanish are frequent .  Carlos is a lso from 
Laredo and is sixteen years old . Both he and the 
interviewer, a second -generation speaker, engage in  the 
switching.  
tNT lY que era? Bi ronga ,  l iquor- (AN D WHAT 
WAS IT? BEER,  L IQUOR,  - - )  
CAR: Bi ronga, mota, chiva , soda .  Traia de todo. 
( BEER,  G RASS , COCAI N E ,  SODA. TH ERE WAS 
EVERYTH I N G .  ) 
tNT: OKAY. SO THAT THEY WERE C H I CKS , eran 
mostly, verdad? C H ICKS que se j untan con 
ustedes , or eran las G I RLFRI EN DS? (TH EY 
WERE G I RLS ,  MOSTLY, R IG HT? G I RLS THAT 
G ET TOG ETH ER WITH YOU ,  OR  WERE TH EY 
TH E G I RLFRI EN DS? ) 
CAR: Eran rucas que se j u ntan y unas eran sus 
camaradas . (TH EY WERE G I RLS WHO G ET 
TOG ETHER AN D SOME WERE TH E I R  FRI ENDS . ) 
Eran las G I RLFRI ENDS de los vatos . (TH EY 
WERE TH E G I RLFRI ENDS OF TH E DUDES . ) 
tNT: WHEN WAS TH E LAST TIME YOU WERE ALL 
JUST HANG I NG OUT, JUST K ICK I NG? 
CAR: Hace como-Tam bien u nos TH REE AN D A 
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HALF MONTHS ,  a lgo . . .  ( IT WAS ABOUT TH REE 
AN D A HALF MONTHS AGO ,  SOMETH I NG . . .  ) 
I n  this excerpt some of the characteristic lexicon of 
traditional colo is evident. The extensive code-switching 
for these speakers appears to reflect a community norm 
in  South Texas (Garcia 2009 ) .  Below is a list of the words 
that are traditonal Pachuco or Mexico City colo as they fit 
into a taxonomy of colo speech (for more see Garcia 2005 ) :  
Word Category Explanation 
bironga neologism/ anglicism Play on English "beer" + -onga 
mota, chiva common slang Slang for "marij uana" and "cocaine" 
rucas slang/ pejorative reference Pachuco slang for "gir l" ,  lit. "old lady" 
camaradas slang/sem . extension Pachuco slang, "comrades" for "friends" 
vato/bato gypsy origin "man, dude" ,  from Sanskrit "old , great" 
I t  can be seen from this word list that plays on words ,  
metaphor, and s lang ( in  the taboo semantic field of 
d rugs ) are sti l l  very much a part of Chicano youth colo.  
To be noted in  particular is the word vato (a lso spel led 
bato ) ,  which originated as part of the colo jergal of the 
gypsies in  the late n ineteenth century (Sali l las 1 896 ) .  
This word i s  sti l l  found i n  the slang of Spain today a lbeit 
with a different meaning ,  "father, old man " ,  attesting to 
the persistence of the lexicon of this type of ritua lized 
speech . 
Excerpt #3 - Raymond,  San Antonio, age 1 6  
The fina l  excerpt is from an interview conducted i n  
English i n  San Antonio in  which the speaker is c learly 
English -dominant.  Raymond was born in San Antonio, 
is sixteen years old , the son of Mexican immigrants .  
Although he is second -generation , he produces very little 
Spanish words emblematic of his Hispanic identity. The 
few that he produced in  his interview, but are not used 
in the excerpted passage , i ncluded : chingos de, meaning 
"fucking lots of" and chavalon /a for "boy/gi rl , "  of gypsy 
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origin ,  from Sanskrit chaval '  "young goat" . This excerpt 
i l lustrates the extensive use of slang from African 
American Vernacu lar English (MVE ) and street cu ltu re 
which seems to have replaced the Spanish - based cal6 of 
earlier generations.  The MVE street slang is underlined . 
INT: Can you describe to me the last time you 
were partying? Like , you know, fu l l - time 
partying? 
RAY I t  was this Thursday with my homeboy. My 
homeboy's Dad , it was his birthday. We had 
the limo, we had the limo that we have and 
then we had rented another l imo.  No, it 
wasn ' t  on Thursday. My bad . I t  was on a 
Sunday 'cause we had gone to Mi litary. 
We went to Mi l itary [Rd] when we went to 
the Brack [Brackenridge Park] in  the limo . 
Everybody was freaking out, ' cause our 
l imo an ' shit ,  it  bombs, you know, " Boom,  
boom , boom . "  I I U h - huhl  1 *  An ' shit ,  I I 
Cool l l * you know. I t  was bad-ass. We was 
j ust jammin ' i n  there .  And then when - - The 
other one, I was in the other one, the one 
that we rented . I t  was bigger and shit .  I t  
was a long-assed one. I was hanging out 
through the top and (it was l ike)  " Nah , nah , 
nah . We ' re gonna get stopped . "  " I  don ' t  
give a fuck. That 's what you (got) paid for, 
right, mother-fucker? And they were l ike ,  
saying a lot of  Hal leys . "What's up ,  mother­
fuckers? (And I say ) ,  " I ' m  l ike the (town ) an ' 
everything an ' shit .  I was a l l  fucked up. " 
[*Backslashes indicate the i nterviewer's inter­
spersed comments, known as back-channeling .  
Parentheses i ndicate ph rases that are not  c lear. 1  
The street slang used by Raymond has many things i n  
common with what has been observed for Spanish cai6, 
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such as neologisms and other i nnovative expressions 
characteristic of youth cu ltu re .  The most salient 
expression of youth argot i n  this excerpt is the repeated 
use of taboo words that represent the teen 's defiance of 
adu lt social  norms.  The fact that this teen 's language 
reflects MVE youth cu ltu re may simply be a byproduct 
of the pervasive i nfluence of African -American cu ltu re on 
North American youth i n  general  rather than of di rect 
contact (see Fought 2006 , 75 ) .  San Antonio has a very 
smal l  percentage of this racial group in  the city, less than 
8%, whose neighborhoods are geographically segregated 
from the Hispanic parts of town . It appears that language 
shift to English in this community because of its d istance 
from the Mexican border and low incidence of recent 
Spanish -speaking immigrants (Garcia 2003 ) has meant 
that speaking Spanish and calo use may not constitute 
an  i mportant behavior in the community of practice of 
Chicano gang youths in the San Antonio of the twenty­
fi rst century. 
Conclusions 
The simi larities between gypsy calo, Mexican American 
Pachuco speech ,  and contemporary Chicano youth group 
s lang are stri king ,  considering thei r previously mentioned 
geographic and diach ronic separation in  space and 
time.  Moreover, having traced thei r probable historical 
connection and thei r participation in  simi lar communities 
of practice, I have proposed here that thei r membership i n  
sim i lar  communities o f  practice has been a mechanism for 
the transmission and continuity of this Spanish - language 
speech style across the centuries and across an ocean . 
The iconic function of the shared speech style known as 
calo or Pachuco ta lk l inks these various communities i n  
marking thei r marginalization , thei r perceived l imited 
social  mobil ity, and in -group identity. The real - life 
Pachuco of the 1 940 's appears to have become a cu ltu ral  
icon for many Mexican American youths of that period , 
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whose adoption of the speech style was a means to 
express thei r defiance of convention and thei r unique 
bi l i ngual identity. Later generations extended some of 
the lexicon of the Pachuco's argot to everyday use in  
the community, but  the persistence of  a secret code in  
bi li ngual youth gangs attests to the need for such a code 
in these communities of practice . The corresponding 
English - based speech style of some modern -day Chicano 
"homeboys" which absorb the i n -group lexicon and 
expressions typical of African American street vernaculars 
is no less defiant of the norms of "proper" English than 
its predecessor. Although without the Spanish base it 
may no longer, strictly speaking,  be cal led caLo, the i n ­
group speech style of  these youths appears to  fol low in 
the traditions of its  gypsy and Pachuco predecessors in  its 
alignment with a simi lar  community of practice . 
Currently language shift to English for the younger 
generations may be creating schisms across the community 
based on language dominance and l inguistic a l legiance, 
as wel l  as social  factors . New waves of immigrants from 
Mexico and other Spanish -speaking countries are creating 
thei r own speech communities . U ndoubted ly, they sti l l  
employ a jerga, ' s lang ' ,  and quite possibly an argot that 
is descendant of gypsy caLo . The excerpts from these 
three interviews show that Chicano youth in South Texas 
have repertoi res that range from monolingual Spanish 
to extensive code-switching or to monolingual English 
with strong influence from AAVE . Whi le some of the 
vocabulary used reflects the traditional Spanish caM of 
the Pachuco days , the fact that its use is  l imited to only 
a few words indicates that in  some of these communities 
a language shift to English appears to be underway. 
Although the speech samples obtained did not reflect the 
most i nformal register of these youths,  it  is sign ificant 
that they showed characteristics of the type of argot 
used in the past in simi lar  communities of practice . As i n  
the past , not a l l  youths i n  marginalized communities are 
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defiant of societal sanctions,  but those who continue to 
assert thei r "otherness" today appear to reaffi rm their 
identity by means of a speech style handed down over 
the centuries . 
Appendix A: Gitano calo jergal 
[Gypsy jai l  s lang] 
The following discourse samples were said by a young man 
i ncarcerated in  Madrid , cited in  Sali l las ( 1 896 ) .  The translations to 
English are those of the present author. 
Sample 1: Un  robo [A robbery] 
Vamos a chalar a un dron a randar porque chala un busno 
con mucho sonague; va montado en una berda. [We ' re going 
to go down the road for a robbery because there is  a stranger 
there with a lot of dough in  a wagon . ]  (242 ) 
chalar=marchar, caminar; dron=camino;  randar=robar; 
busno=estrario, paleto; sonague (N )=oro ;  berda=carro . 
(Sali l las 1 896, 242 ) 
Sample 2: Un  engario [A deception] 
Vamos a l levarle a ese eray un gras n i li lo, porque tenela muchos 
ja l lares y vamos a engaiiisarle. [We ' re going to take that gentleman 
a crazy horse, because he has a lot of riches and we ' re going to trick 
him . ] (242 ) 
eray=cabal lero; gras=caballo, ni li lo= loco; tenelar, 
engaiiisarle=alargamientos de los verbos tener y engariar;  
ja l lares 0 jayeres=hacienda, fortuna.  (Sali l las 1 896,  242 - 3 )  
Sample 3 :  Una seducci6n [A seduction] 
lTu te camelas aviyar con a manguis? A manguis tenelo 
muchos jayeres para dinartelos a tuguis para que jal le les 
y vistisieres. Comprendo que tenelas otro manus, pero yo 
tenelo mas peles que el y se la voy a quitizarar. [Do you 
want to come with me? I have a lot of money to give you 
for you to spend and dress wel l .  I understand that you have 
another man , but I have more balls than he and I am going 
to take you away from him . ]  (243 ) 
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camelar=querer; abi l lar=venir;  manguis=conmigo; 
jayeres=dinero;  diiiar=dar; tuguis=ti ; ja l le les=cobres ; 
vistisieres=vistas; manus=hombre; peles=cojones ; 
quitizarar=quitar. (Sali l las 1 986, 242 - 3 )  
The themes in  these discourse samples are in  keeping with the i l licit 
activities of criminals .  Although each is  brief, there are enough 
Spanish function words and some content words that a l low a speaker 
of Spanish to understand it somewhat, but not completely. The in ­
group agenda of  h id ing  meaning is  achieved by using words from 
germQniQ (the past-generation 's criminal  jargon ) and by neologisms, 
literal ly "new words" ,  derived from wordplay in  Spanish and Romany. 
APPEND IX B: Pachuco calo 
[The Pachuco argot] 
By way of i l lustrating the Pachuco CQlo of the 1 940 's - ' 60 's,  the 
fol lowing dialogue is  reported to be from an authentic tape-recording 
made in  El Paso , Texas, transcri bed and published i n  Sanchez ( 1 994 
[ 1 984] , 1 29 - 1 32 ) .  Much of the discourse is accessible to modern 
day bilingual Chicano / as raised in  barrios where Mexican Spanish 
is spoken . Recent immigrants from Mexico may recognize it  as how 
the older generation spoke .  The meanings of the words in bold are 
taken,  in part ,  from Sanchez '  word lists i n  the same source. The 
underlined words appear in the CQlo jergQI ' prison slang'  dictionary 
in Sali l las ( 1 896 ) .  The translations to English are those of the present 
author. 
E I  Paso Calo Dialogue 
- -Guacha, ,por que no me alivianas con un aventon y me dej as en el 
chante? Y mientras que vas par eL Chente, yo tiro c 1avao , me rastio 
la greiia y me entacucho. Te trais al  Chenete a mi canton y Ie digo 
a La jefa que nos aliviane con un calmante porque a mi ya me trai 
la jaspia y quiero retinar. Le dices al  Chente que ' stoy invitao a un 
borlo y pa que se desaguite el vato Ie digo a mi  guisa que Ie consiga 
una jainita para i rnos a borlotear todos . [Look, why don ' t  you help 
me out with a ride and leave me at my place? And whi le you go for 
Vince, I ' l l take a bath , comb my hai r, and get d ressed . You bring 
Vince back to my shack and I ' l l ask my Mom to give us us a meal 
because I ' m  dying of hunger and I 've got to eat . Tel l  Vince that " m  
i nvited to a dance and so that the dude can get out of the dumps.  
I ' l l tel l  my girlfriend to get h im a gir l  so we can a l l  go out partying . ]  
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guachar=mirar;  alivianar=ayudar; aventon=l levar en auto; 
chante=casa ; tiro c 1avao=me bano; rastrio la greria=me peino 
(el  pelo ) ;  me entacucho=me visto ; canton=casa ; jefa=mama; 
calmante=algo de comer; jaspia=hambre; refinar=comer; 
borlo=baile, fiesta ; desaguite=se ponga alegre; vato=muchacho; 
guisa=chica, muchacha; jainita=chica, muchacha 
- - Pos, ' sta de aquella la idea pero, pos tu sabes que el Chente va 
andar muy q uebradon porque acaba . . .  va acabar de desafanar y 
no trai garra de aquella.  lComo la yes? [Well ,  it 's a terrific idea but, 
wel l  you know that Vincent is  going to be very broke because he . . .  
h e ' l l  be j ust out of ja i l  and he doesn ' t  have good clothes . What do 
you think?] 
- -0 ,  di le que no se aguite . Le dices que no hay fijon por la feria 
y si necesita garra, yo Ie em presto pantas, lisa, taiya, carlangos , 
calcos, y hasta calcetas si quiere .  Si rve que cuando ' stemos 
refinando quiero que oiga unas rolas que apare ora ,  lves? 'Tan a 
todo guelo.  jTu sabes las songas que hay orita ' tan a todo guelo ! 
[Oh , tell h im not to feel bad . Tel l  h im that it doesn ' t  matter about 
the dough and if he needs clothes I ' l l lend him some pants, a sh irt ,  
a t ie ,  a jacket, shoes and even socks if he wants . I t 's j ust that whi le 
we ' re eating I want him to hear some records that I bought today, 
see? They' re total ly awesome. You know that the songs that are out 
today are total ly awesome ! ]  
d e  aquella=magnifico; quebradon=si n dinero;  desafanar=sali r de l a  
carcel ;  garra=ropa ; aguitarse=deprimirse; n o  hay fijon=no importa ; 
feria=dinero; emprestar=prestar; pantas=pantalones; lisa=camisa; 
taiya=corbata ; carlangos=chaqueta; calcos=zapatos ; calcetas= 
calcetines; refinando=comiendo; rolas=discos ; aparar=comprar; 
songas=canciones; 
a todo guelo (vuelo)=fantastico . 
- - Orale pues . 'Tonces ahi te guacho en tu canton. Pero tambien Ie 
dices a la jefita que me aliviane can un refinazo, leh? Y que no se 
Ie olvide los biroles , porque tu sabes como me cain de aq uel las los 
biroles, leh? 'Ta de aquel la. [Sounds good . So then I ' l l see you at 
your  place. But also ask your  Mom to give me something to eat, huh? 
And don ' t  let her forget the beans,  because you know how I love 
beans, huh? They' re awesome . ]  
orale, pues=de acuerdo; bi roles=frijoles 
- -Simon que yes, ese . 'Tonces aqui te . . .  ahi te calmo despues que 
me dejes, leh? ! 'Ta de aq uella!  [Sure thing, guy. Then here . . .  I ' l l 
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see you there after you drop me off, huh? Terrific idea ! ]  
Simon q u e  yes=claro q u e  sl, hombre; t e  calmo=te veo 
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Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, 
Education and Abolition 
Kabria Baumgartner 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
Some thi rty years before Harriet Ann Jacobs opened the 
Jacobs Free School in  Alexand ria ,  Vi rginia in  January 
1 864, one of her fi rst students was her fifty-th ree­
year-old uncle,  Fred . The seventeen -year-old Harriet 
appreciated her uncle 's "most earnest desi re to learn 
to read " and promised to teach h im . 1 As slaves , both 
teacher and student risked the punishment of "thi rty­
n ine lashes on [the] bare back" as wel l  as imprisonment 
for violating North Carolina 's anti - literacy laws targeting 
African Americans . 2  Nevertheless they agreed to meet 
three times a week in a "quiet nook" where she instructed 
h im in secret . 3  Whi le the primary goa l for h im was to 
read the Bible, this moment in Jacobs ' slave narrative 
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl revealed her early 
commitment to African American literacy and education 
as wel l  as her rejection of the laws of American slavery. 
I n  that moment, the vocations of education and abolition 
took root for Harriet Jacobs . 
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Throughout her life ,  Harriet Jacobs embraced the 
twin vocations of educator and abolitionist . To expose 
slavery as a "pit of abominations" not on ly helped to 
undermine it ,  but by educating African Americans she 
frustrated the very idea of African American inferiority 
upon which s lavery had been bui lt .  4 Incidents is thus not 
on ly an account of the experiences she endured as an 
enslaved African American woman , but a lso , i n  light of 
her public activities as an educator and abolitionist, a text 
intended to en lighten white Northern women on why and 
how American slavery should be abolished . Considering 
these aims, it  is no wonder that,  i n  a letter to her friend 
Amy Post, Jacobs expressed feeling somewhat conflicted 
about writi ng her life story. 5 Exposing in sh rewd detai l 
the institution of American slavery ostensib ly meant, for 
Jacobs, exposing,  among others things,  her sexual  abuse 
"for the world to read . "6 With the same daring  approach 
that she used to teach her uncle Fred to read and write , 
she intended to educate the hearts and minds of women 
in the North on the issue of AfricanAmerican enslavement 
and the notion of racial  equality. 
Born into s lavery i n  Edenton ,  North Carol ina in  
1 8 1 3 , Harriet Jacobs had no formal  education and she 
recognized the l imits of her informal education as a 
s lave , a fugitive slave , and , later, a free African American 
woman . ?  Like Jacobs , many enslaved African Americans 
yearned to gain knowledge, but most s laveholders 
forbade it .  I nstead , they attempted to reinforce a "sense 
of innate inferiority" among slaves so as to mold them 
into being obedient and submissive . 8 Yet ,  as h istorian 
Thomas Webber argues ,  ens laved African Americans ,  for 
the most part, did not absorb these teachings ;  rather, they 
developed thei r own ways of making sense of the world . 9  
For i nstance, when Jacobs ' father taught h e r  "to feel 
that African Americans [are] human beings , " she real ized 
that slaveholders regarded African American humanity as 
"blasphemous doctrine .  " 1 0  Thus the white s laveholder's 
teachings col lided with the teachings of her father, and 
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as a resu lt,  she learned to chal lenge the conception of 
African American slaves as merely "property, " and thus 
i nferior, anything but "human . "  This epiphany, however, 
can be considered a product of her informal education , 
which she certain ly regarded as vital to her intel lectual 
growth . 
After Jacobs escaped to the North sometime in  June 
1 842 , the antislavery lecture tour became a forum 
where she conversed with abolitionists who supported 
the abolition of slavery and the fight for racial  equality. 
This kind of informal  education arguably prepared her 
and other African American abolitionists to lay claim to 
the rights and obligations of American citizenship .  Sti l l ,  
according to  Jacobs , none of  those informal  educational 
moments could stand in  the place of a formal  education , 
which probably explains why she worked to send her 
ch i ldren to school .  I ndeed , in  the second paragraph of 
her preface , she told her readers about her hard work to 
support herself as wel l  as to provide an "education for her 
ch i ldren . " 1 1  Whether it was her son Joseph 's experience 
with racism in  the North or her daughter Louisa 's i l literacy, 
Incidents seems to be preoccupied with the benefits of 
i nformal and formal education , especial ly as education 
became crucial  i n  the fight for African American equality 
during  and after the antebel lum era .  Hence Jacobs 
acknowledged , in her narrative , the importance of both 
approaches in the lives of African Americans.  
Rarely do historians reflect upon how Incidents 
not on ly established Jacobs as an abolitionist but as 
an educator, nor do many examine her educational 
approach specifical ly in  l ight of the establishment of the 
Jacobs Free School th ree years after the publication of 
Incidents . 1 2 I take up these issues in  this article .  I contend 
that Jacobs dispensed her own educational phi losophy 
throughout Incidents to counter the dehumanizing aspects 
of American slavery, thereby dismantling the arguments 
by American s laveholders that African Americans were 
inferior and submissive . But even more important,  Jacobs 
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sought to arm African Americans and thei r white a l lies 
with the critical tools necessary to disarm American 
slavery and white racism . By analyzing Incidents i n  this 
fashion , this article places Harriet Jacobs i n  the long 
tradition of African American women educators whi le also 
revealing how African Americans conceived of education 
on the continuum from s lavery to freedom . Not only 
were African American women key to the development 
of education as an ideal in antebel lum America , but a lso , 
col lectively, they viewed African American education as 
central to the program of racial uplift and social  j ustice . 
The first part of this paper offers thus a textual analysis 
of Incidents meant to establish certain educational tenets 
that I believe Harriet Jacobs developed and adopted 
when she opened her school .  The second part focuses 
on African American education and antislavery activity 
among African American women i n  the North . The last 
section explores the development of the Jacobs Free 
School in Alexandria ,  Vi rgin ia .  
What S lavery Wrought: 
An Examination of Incidents 
Incidents condemned cruel American s laveholders for 
thei r fou l ,  dishonest , and corrupt teachings,  which were 
intended to dehumanize and subj ugate African Americans.  
I ndeed , American slaveholders tried to convince enslaved 
African Americans that they had no humanity, no right or 
claim to religious education , to basic literacy or education , 
and no intel lectual facu lties at a l l .  African Americans 
were, i n  essence, according to these teachings,  i nferior. 
H istorians l ike George Frederickson and Heather Wi l liams 
have pointed out that the ideology of African American 
inferiority became a rationale supporting slavery wel l  into 
the early nineteenth centu ry. 1 3 To su rvive the institution , 
Jacobs developed tactics that al lowed her to navigate 
the oppressive slave envi ronment unti l  she eventual ly 
escaped to freedom in  June 1 842 . Before that, she spoke 
of the many years i n  bondage that gave her the abi lity 
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"to read the characters , and question the motives" of 
white s laveholders .  14 When her father died , she cou ld not 
pay her respects because her mistress demanded that she 
pick flowers for a party. 1 5 Yet Jacobs, to comfort herself, 
recal led her father teaching her that slaves were human 
beings .  Hence her condemnation of slavery al lowed her 
to exhort the North to agitate against slavery and it 
a lso offered her an opportunity to describe how African 
Americans often learned to resist and reject the cruelty 
of slavery by practicing a distinct sense of kinship and 
com m unity comprised of a belief i n  the values of self­
defi nition and self-determination . 
Part of Jacobs ' educating enterprise i ncluded 
teaching white women of the North to chal lenge thei r 
value assumptions,  especia l ly when considering  the 
experiences of enslaved African American women . The 
ideal of womanhood that white women of the North 
laid c laim to were such as to exclude enslaved African 
American women completely. As literary scholar Hazel 
Carby argues i n  Reconstructing Womanhood, the 
standards of white womanhood did not apply to the lived 
experiences of enslaved African American women . The 
very notion of the "beautifu l"  African American woman 
left her vu lnerable to sexual abuse .  Ens laved African 
American women were thus set apart from " respectable" 
womanhood . 1 6 For Jacobs , the heinous acts of physical 
and sexual  abuse committed by slaveholders i l lustrated 
s lavery's "deeper wrong, " which , i nterestingly, was the 
title for the British publication of Incidents i n  1 862 . 1 7 
I n  Incidents,  she appealed to white women of the 
North to help abolish slavery, an institution that clearly 
threatened and violated the enslaved African American 
woman . Furthermore,  her need to educate the public on 
this matter compel led her to continue writi ng despite 
her misgivings. As such , the pen became a necessary tool 
for instruction . 
I n  the South , s laveholders and thei r mi litias often 
t ried to police slave literacy, especial ly after Nat Turner's 
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rebel l ion  erupted in  Southampton County, Vi rginia i n  
August 1 83 1 . Si nce many s laveholders believed that 
slave literacy begat slave i nsurrection ,  the on ly proof 
needed to condemn a slave was provocatively written 
materials.  I n  Incidents, Harriet Jacobs recal led that 
white mi litias in her neighborhood of Edenton , North 
Carolina ransacked s lave cabins in search of any kind 
of writing and even robbed , whipped , beat, and ki l led 
slaves who had been suspected of i nsu rrection . Made up 
of  poor, i l literate whites , these mi litias , according to 
Jacobs, fai led to realize that "the power which trampled 
the colored people a lso kept themselves in poverty, 
ignorance, and moral degradation . " 1 8 Whi le searching 
her grandmother's cabi n ,  the mi litia found a few letters 
written by Jacobs and immediately showed them to the 
captain who then questioned her. U pon fi nding out about 
her literacy, the captain "swore , and raved , and tore the 
paper into bits .  " 1 9 This reaction coupled with the hysteria 
surrounding Turner's rebell ion c learly demonstrated that 
slave literacy troubled many s laveholders .  In this scene 
Jacobs showed that African Americans valued reading 
and writing ,  and she alerted her readers to the situation 
of poor whites who also fel l  victim to the slave power. 
Thus Incidents "foreground [ed] the idea of textuality­
or the fact and function of writing , " and , in the 
process , subverted prevai l ing myths about slavery and 
African American inferiority. 20 Jacobs gave her targeted 
readership-white women of the North-a new kind of 
education , a counternarrative , so to speak. 
In her i ntroduction to Incidents, abolitionist Lydia 
Maria Chi ld offered th ree explanations for Jacobs ' strong 
writing ski l ls ,  one of which she attributed to Jacobs ' 
mistress , who "was a kind ,  considerate friend , who 
taught [Jacobs] to read and spel l .  "21 Yet the institution of 
slavery did not even al low Jacobs ' mistress to recognize 
her as anything but a slave . That was ,  i n  a sense , her 
mistress ' i l literacy. The ambivalence for Jacobs was the 
bitter realization that her mistress , whom she loved , 
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never recognized her as a neighbor yet bestowed upon her 
the privi lege of reading,  "which rarely [fell] , "  according 
to Jacobs , "to the lot of a slave . "22 Though she could 
not l iberate her mistress , she did "bless her memory. "23 
Frederick Douglass described an analogous moment in 
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An Amer;can 
Slave when his mistress, Mrs . Au ld , taught h im to read 
and write , but stopped after her husband forbade it. For 
Douglass , this moment represented how easi ly s lavery 
could corrupt an i ndividual 's kindness ; s lavery, despite 
what its supporters claimed , was not a benevolent or 
paternalistic institution .  Likewise Harriet Jacobs unvei led 
this world of oppression on her own terms,  and through 
i nformed action , committed , and cal led upon others ,  
to  commit toward achieving "permanent l iberation . "24 
U n l ike her mistress ' teachings, Jacobs ' pedagogy was 
to empower, to increase one's feeling of power in the 
face of deliberate disempowerment. Moreover, she and 
many other literate slaves viewed reading and writing as 
col lective endeavors , not autonomous activities . Hence 
Jacobs did not object to teaching her uncle Fred or  
reading newspapers to other slaves i n  the community. 
Many African Americans resisted the corrupt 
teachings of American slavery by maintain ing a sense of 
kinship and community th rough which knowledge was 
shared and exchanged . What faci litated this cl imate , 
political scientist Gayle Tate argues , was the "col lective 
resistance" of the "kinship network of fami ly. "25 I n  
Unknown Tongues, Tate explains that the actions and 
strategies of African American women as political activists 
came di rectly from thei r African past , thei r experiences 
to maintain a fami ly and community during slavery, 
and from thei r efforts to create a viable free African 
American community in u rban Northern cities l ike Boston 
and New York. Even though Jacobs ' political activism 
began at a very early age , it arguably crystal lized when 
she taught her fifty-th ree-year-old uncle Fred to read 
and write . There she experienced an epiphany: The North 
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Carolina ant i - l iteracy law that she broke did not reflect 
her own misconduct but rather impugned s laveholders 
who withheld basic human and civi l rights from African 
Americans in the name of property and profit .  In fact,  
she chastised white slaveholders in  her narrative, tel l ing 
them that they wi l l  have "to answer to God for sealing 
up the Fountain of Life from sou ls that are thirsti ng for 
it .  "26 Uncle Fred wanted to quench his thi rst for religious 
literacy and education specifical ly, so when he observed 
that the white man " larn easy" and "got a l l  de sense, " 
he spoke not of innate white superiority and African 
American inferiority per se but instead stated plain ly 
what the unequal distribution of educational  resources 
had wrought . 27 Uncle Fred knew that lega l and extralegal 
chal lenges prohibited African American literacy and 
education ; comparatively no oppressive forces prohibited 
the white man from the practice of learn ing .  I n  this 
i nstance, Jacobs ' self-awareness coupled with the earlier 
teachings of her father triggered her resistance. By 
demonstrating the importance of l iteracy i n  the life of a 
slave , Jacobs critiqued the proposed method of denying 
an education to African Americans;  for not on ly was 
slavery an intolerable institution ,  as Jacobs learned , it 
was dangerous and violent too . 
Resistance, for the African American s lave , also 
included learning to operate within the corrupt system 
of American slavery in order to gain some sem blance of 
j ustice . In Incidents, Jacobs told the story of Luke who 
had endured extreme hardships as a slave, including 
physical abuse . When he final ly reached the North , he 
had a chance meeting with Jacobs . He told her that he 
planned to flee to Canada,  which for many s laves and 
fugitive slaves symbolized the "on ly real  Canaan of the 
American bondman . "28 Furthermore ,  the passage of 
the Fugitive S lave Law of 1 850 made the North unsafe 
territory for the fugitive slave si nce this federal law 
demanded that Northern white citizens aid in the capture 
of fugitive slaves or risk fi nes and imprisonment.  To aid 
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his own escape, Luke depended on the money that his 
white master tried to deny h im but that he found a way 
to procure anyway. Specifical ly, Luke hid some money i n  
the  pocket of  h i s  dead owner's trousers so  that when the 
master was buried , he simply asked for, and subsequently 
was given , said trousers . At fi rst glance , this act of j ustice 
comes across as being an act of deceit ,  but, as Luke 
reasoned , "You see I d idn ' t  steaL i t ;  dey gub it to me.  "29 
This moment appeared in Jacobs ' narrative wel l  after 
she detai led the degrading aspects of slavery; Jacobs , 
then , unapologetical ly condoned Luke 's subversive act . 
Fi rst ,  she pointed to s lave law that sanctioned the theft 
of wages from African Americans to support her stance . 
Second , she argued that the corrupt system of s lavery did 
not a l low for an enslaved African American to recover his 
stolen wages in  any other way except through trickery. 30 
For her, Luke 's actions i l lustrated "how the mora l  sense 
is  educated by slavery. "31 Although her audience may 
have wanted to pass j udgment on Luke, she taught 
them that any j udgment upon him wou ld be misplaced ; 
rather, she attacked the i nstitution of s lavery, exposing 
its i m morality and inequality as wel l  as its systematic 
brutality of enslaved African Americans .  
After reading Incidents, it becomes clear how tied 
Jacobs ' educational tenets were to , what we might 
call  now, social j ustice principles, consisting of equal 
parts activism , resistance,  and community. Whi le she 
recognized that slavery perverted the moral sense ,  she 
believed that j ustice could be restored to mankind ,  and 
the fi rst step in  that process was reshaping the American 
mind th rough education . 32 Whether it was her teaching 
her uncle Fred to read and write or her rejection of the 
teachings of slaveholders ,  Jacobs believed in the power of 
education . In fact, her enti re narrative represented just 
this clai m .  Rhetorical ly, Incidents took its form from the 
sentimental novel ,  but Jacobs made it her own by molding 
it to fit her purposes . 33 She underscored the importance of 
community and kinship but also stressed the significance 
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of self-definition and self-determination . Her belief i n  
the power of  education to  bring about social  change, 
even whi le a slave , was radical ,  which may explai n ,  at 
least in part ,  why she supported reforming America as 
opposed to abandoning the nation . Although her preface 
clearly stated that Incidents was meant to "arouse" white 
women of the North , her narrative also spoke to the 
African American community, especially educated African 
Americans . 34 Parts of her narrative, then , can be read like 
a treatise on the value and import of formal  education to 
secure civic rights . Yet even Jacobs recognized that white 
racism and white supremacy were prevalent in  the non ­
slaveholding North in  the mid -nineteenth century and had 
to be countered there as wel l .  
African American Education i n  the North 
Whi le living i n  the North , Harriet Jacobs attended 
antis lavery lectures , participated in abolitionist 
organizations and associations,  and , according to her 
friend , editor, and fel low abolitionist Lydia Maria Chi ld ,  
frequently interacted with " intel ligent persons who . . .  
[gave] her opportunities for self- improvement.  "35 Her 
attendance at various antis lavery meetings certain ly 
contributed to this self- improvement, but the fact that 
her brother John S. Jacobs was a wel l - known abolitionist 
lecturer most certain ly proved valuable to her self­
education . For instance, John S. Jacobs spoke at a 
"meeting of colored citizens" i n  New York City protesti ng 
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1 850, which 
Harriet Jacobs l ikely attended because, at that time,  she 
worked for the Wi l lis  fami ly i n  New York. 36 Even though 
the antislavery lecture tour acted as an informal kind 
of education , it  educated Harriet Jacobs i n  ways that 
chal lenged the core teachings of slavery. The antislavery 
ci rcuit became central to the train ing of African American 
activists as they learned the art of rhetoric and worked 
to bui ld strong communication networks . I n terestingly, 
Frederick Douglass said that he received his  own higher 
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education from "Massachusetts University, Mr. [Wi l l iam 
Lloyd] Garrison , President. "37  The i nfluence of the 
abolitionist movement on African Americans cannot be 
u nderestimated . Jacobs adopted an activist model for 
own education ; her educational mode was thus publ ic ,  
not private . An 1 837 article i n  the African American 
newspaper, Weekly Advocate, pointed to the i nfluential  
power of women educators to correct misrepresentations 
i n  the public mind and "to show the world that there 
is  vi rtue.. .  talent.. .  and intell igence among African 
Americans.  "38 Thus,  we can see that African American 
women li ke Harriet Jacobs were at the center of African 
American education i n  antebel lum America . 
Free African American women in  the North contributed 
to educational initiatives in thei r communities and 
they a lso spoke out on political issues . Thei r d i rect 
i nvolvement in the antislavery reform movement 
arguably expanded the meaning of abolition to i nclude 
educational opportunity and the fight for racial  equality. 
However, being an antislavery activist in  the North did 
not necessari ly imply agreement with the notion of 
racial  equality. I ndeed , many white antislavery activists 
who vehemently opposed the institution of slavery did 
not view African Americans as equals .  For example, 
membership in  female antislavery societies was often 
c losed to African American women . To resolve entrenched 
racial assumptions regarding membership ,  some white 
female antislavery societies reluctantly incorporated 
African American women . Unfortunately, as h istorian 
J u lie Roy Jeffrey notes , African American women were 
too often , regarded as "an addition and an afterthought, 
if not second -c lass members .  "39 Yet African American 
women who joined antislavery societies alongside white 
women demanded respect, forcing white women to face 
thei r own racism . For those white women who believed 
in the struggle against slavery as wel l  as the fight for 
racial  equality, a real  sense of interracial cooperation 
developed . 40 Nevertheless , African Americans,  i n  thei r 
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attempt to abolish racial  discrimination i n  public 
education , encountered various problems, ranging  from 
fi nancial hardships to a lack of resources , as they tried to 
establish and run independent schools .  Despite the white 
hosti lity di rected toward African American education , 
African American women l ike Sarah Mapps Douglass and 
white women l ike Prudence Crandal l  devoted themselves 
to teaching and,  in u rban areas where a large African 
American popu lation existed , quite a few independent 
schools progressed . 
Before , during ,  and after the establish ment of 
i ndependent schools i n  the North for African Americans, 
literary societies acted as de facto educational institutions . 
Early literary societies , particularly, in  the u rban North in  
the late 1 820s , offered , for i nstance, lectures, seminars ,  
literary performances , and exhibitions to educate African 
Americans.  In her narrative , Jacobs tracked her own 
efforts and that of her brother, John S .  Jacobs, to open an 
antis lavery reading room and bookstore i n  Rochester, New 
York. Un like her brother, Harriet Jacobs did not get very 
involved in  the antislavery movement when she arrived 
in the North in 1 842 ; as such , a reading room probably 
took on greater meaning to her because , i n  a pragmatic 
sense, it represented something she could accomplish . 41 
Moreover, a reading room wou ld fulfi l l  various educational 
objectives , provide ready access to antis lavery materials,  
and perhaps even promote a l iterary sensibi l ity that 
merged the creative with the political .  In Forgotten 
Readers, l iterary critic El izabeth McHen ry argues that 
African American literary societies ,  which included 
reading rooms, provided "self- improvement and refuge" 
and stood as models of resistance . 42 Moreover, literary 
societies offered a forum for African Americans to "voice 
thei r demands for citizenship  and equal  participation . "43 
Literacy was important to these demands as was a 
formal education . I n  1 849 , Jacobs opened the reading 
room and bookstore di rectly above Frederick Douglass ' 
office where he worked on his newspaper, North Star. 
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Though antis lavery friends patronized the reading room,  
i t  eventual ly folded because the  abolitionist sentiment 
was not large enough i n  that area to "support such an 
establishment" over the long term . 44 Nevertheless , 
recounting this i nitiative i n  Incidents not on ly surely 
showed her readers that African Americans had a literary 
sensibi l ity, but it a lso showed them that, with ambition 
and support,  they could and probably should pursue 
simi lar  kinds of educational i nitiatives . 
African American mothers in  the North , and clearly 
some in  the South , as evidenced by Jacobs , stressed the 
value of education to thei r chi ld ren . Maria W. Stewart , 
the fi rst American woman to speak in  public on political 
issues, inspi red African American and white women to 
contri bute to the fight for racial equality by educating 
young African Americans at  the elementary and secondary 
levels .  Published i n  Garrison 's antis lavery newspaper 
the Liberator i n  October 1 83 1 , Maria Stewart 's tract on 
the principles of morality opined that African American 
mothers had the duty to insti l l  in thei r chi ld ren "a 
th irst for knowledge . "45 Harriet Jacobs fought for that 
education for her own chi ldren ; she told her readers 
not once, not twice, but th ree times that the money 
she earned , working in  domestic service for the Wi l lis  
fami ly, was "devote [d] to the education " of her ch i ld ren , 
Louisa and Joseph . 46 Since she was unable to care for her 
ch i ldren whi le hiding in  her grandmother's attic ,  and a lso 
because she feared for thei r safety, she decided to have 
her grandmother care for Joseph .  She agreed to p lace 
her seven -year-old daughter, Louisa, in the care of the 
Hobbs fami ly of Brooklyn , New York primari ly because 
educational opportunities wou ld be available to her 
there .  When Jacobs arrived in the North and learned that 
Louisa had been working as a domestic servant and had 
not gone to school at a l l ,  she felt betrayed . The Hobbs 
fami ly had kept Louisa in  a "state of ignorance" by limiting 
her knowledge, and Jacobs believed that they deemed 
Louisa 's i l l iteracy and overal l  lack of an education as fit 
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for the "condition of a slave . "47 Despite that blow, Jacobs 
contlnued her quest to educate her chHdren by tutorlng 
her daughter untH she cou ld "enter an l ntermedlate 
school .  "48 Just as Jacobs occupled her tlme whHe ln  
hldlng,  she sewed whHe her chHdren read thel r books . 
To be sure ,  she dld not neglect her chHdren 's educatlon , 
which certain ly chal lenged prevaHing stereotypes that 
ci rcu lated about African American women such as that 
of the Mammy, who was often depicted as taking  care of 
the master's chHd ren fi rst as opposed to her own , or the 
Jezebel ,  who was depicted as lascivious,  promiscuous,  
and un - motherly. 49 Jacobs crushed both of these negative 
stereotypes in her narrative by stressing the importance 
of education in the life of her chHd ren and her own life .  
Likewise, in  her role as  an educator, she even supported 
the notion of white women educating themselves and 
subsequently thei r chHdren by usi ng her own experiences 
as an example.  
Although Joseph and Louisa had different educational 
experiences i n  the North , the common th read in  thei r 
experiences was the pervasive racism in  the North . At 
fi rst, Joseph was wel l  l iked by his fel low apprentices and 
his instructor at trade school ,  but when they discovered 
his African American ancestry, the school became an 
i nhospitable place . His fel low apprentices scorned him 
ostensibly because "it was offensive to thei r dignity to 
have a "nlgger" among them . "50 Unsure of where to turn , 
he left the trade school and decided to "ship for a whali ng 
voyage . "51 MeanwhHe, John S .  Jacobs found a boardlng 
school i n  Cl lnton , New York cal led the Young Ladles 
Domestic Seminary to send Loulsa . Operated by Reverend 
H i ram H. Kel logg, this boarding school ,  established 
ln 1 832 ,  was one of the few schools to accept African 
American women as students . The educational aims of 
this semlnary l ncluded providlng a "thorough , Christian 
educatlon " to people of li mited means .  52 Opportunities 
arose for employment at the school such as domestic work 
for those students who cou ld not pay the fu l l  tuition . Many 
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students who graduated from this seminary got i nvolved 
in missionary work, which was fitting considering  Louisa 's 
i nvolvement in aiding freedpeople after the Civi l War. 
Louisa on ly spent a year at the Young Ladies Domestic 
Seminary, entering in  1 849 , and then leaving a year later 
when the institution c losed its doors .  Jacobs recounted 
these moments of racial  i nequality in order to detai l how 
free African Americans in  the non -s laveholding North 
sti l l  struggled amid the prevalence and pervasiveness of 
white racism . 
When Jacobs traveled to England with the Wi l lis  fami ly 
i n  March 1 846 , she saw schools there that possessed 
what American schools lacked : equality and opportunity. 
"Schools were established among them [poor whites] , "  
she wrote, "and benevolent societies were active i n  
efforts to  ameliorate thei r condition .  There was no law 
forbidding them to learn to read and write . "53 For Jacobs , 
England exemplified equal access to education , which 
ostensib ly America shou ld try to emu late . Moreover, 
she reminded her readers that abolishing s lavery and 
fighting  to achieve racial equality in  America went hand­
i n - hand . Although African Americans had little access 
to public education in the antebel lum North , teaching 
became one way for African American and white women 
"to express an abolitionist commitment. "54 What made 
Incidents therefore such a radical narrative was that 
Jacobs believed in  educating African Americans and she 
cal led on white women to come into the public sphere as 
educators ; they needed to be, according to her, as active 
as she was . 
Jacobs Free School 
As I have argued earlier, Harriet Jacobs reshaped 
her life and the lives of her chi ldren through education , 
which the abolitionist movement nurtured , providing 
spaces and interactions for formal and informal  kinds of 
education . This knowledge was i ndispensable, and j ust 
as she aimed to teach white women of the North , so too 
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did she commit  to teaching African Americans,  albeit for 
a slightly different purpose . Equipping African Americans 
with an education provided them with a set of tools 
that cou ld help them as they transitioned from slavery 
to freedom . Given her experiences, it  is no su rprise 
that Jacobs saw education as struggle ; the quest for 
education was tied up with this quest for self-definition 
and self-determination , which slaveholders tried to 
withhold . Considering her reform efforts ,  she arguably 
saw that the on ly real way to reform American society 
was through struggle, to which those who belonged to 
the African American protest tradition knew. Hence, 
after the publication of /nddents in 1 86 1 , Harriet Jacobs 
decided to put a l l  of her energy into education , not so 
much th rough writi ng or moral  suasion as she had done 
earlier, but rather through working di rectly with African 
American freedpeople.  When President Abraham Lincoln 
announced his preliminary emancipation proclamation 
in September 1 862 , Jacobs, l ike many other abolitionist 
women , became even more committed to relief work. 
African Americans played a major role during  the Civi l 
War with African American men en listi ng as soldiers and 
African American women serving as nurses , seamstresses , 
or cooks . I n  fact, during  this time,  African American 
women began to exercise more power and control  over 
thei r lives . Historian Martha S .  Jones asserts that African 
American women made thei r own " independent decision 
in a cl imate that welcomed . . .  thei r assertions of public 
standing.  "55 Thei r i nvolvement al lowed them to assert 
African American freedom as wel l  as c laim a public 
political voice, as seen i n  the case of African American 
female relief workers and educators l ike Mary S. Peake,  
Susie King Taylor, and Charlotte Forten ,  to name on ly a 
few. African American writers l ike Frances E .  W. Harper 
also contributed to this c laim of an i ndependent,  
political voice. Though appearing years after the Civi l 
War, Harper's novel /ola Leroy was di rected toward those 
African American leaders who could re-establish and lead 
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a dynamic community into the twentieth century. Harper 
showed her protagonist, lola Leroy, moving down to the 
South to help teach African Americans, which put African 
American educators at the forefront of the racial and 
socia l  up lift of the African American community. 
Establ ishing the Jacobs Free School was not j ust 
about knowledge- bui lding ;  it  meant bui lding freedom 
and uniting the community. 5 6  After col lecting funds 
from northern phi lanthropists and other benevolent 
organizations such as the New England Freedmen 's Aid 
Society, Harriet Jacobs brought two African American 
teachers with her to Alexandria ,  Vi rgin ia :  her daughter, 
Louisa,  and Sarah Vi rginia Lawton ,  a Massachusetts native 
from a prominent fami ly. I nterestingly Jacobs tried to 
recruit Charlotte Forten who had already arrived in the 
Sea I s lands i n  South Carol ina in  October 1 862 and taught 
school i n  a Baptist church along with two other female 
teachersY Though Forten 's journal entries at times 
contain remarks seemingly written by a "ethnocentric 
observer, "  her comments on African American education 
revealed quite a bit :  " I  wish some of those persons at the 
North who say the race is hopelessly and natural ly i nferior, 
could see the readiness with which these chi ld ren , so 
long oppressed and deprived every privi lege, learn and 
understand . "58 Forten 's fi rsthand account refuted notions 
of African American inferiority and instead captured the 
wi l l ingness and eagerness of African American chi ld ren 
to learn . Jacobs and her daughter held similar feel ings .  
I n  a letter to  Lydia Maria Chi ld ,  the Jacobses specifical ly 
mentioned the chi ld ren who "accepted our invitation to 
go to school ,  and so did a l l  the parents for them . "59 With 
the opportunity to seek an education , African American 
chi ldren and adu lts welcomed the opportunity for 
learning because, for once, no laws forbade thei r literacy 
and knowledge . 
Nevertheless when Northern middle-class white 
women went to the South to establish schools for 
freedpeople and to engage in  teaching African American 
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chi ld ren and adu lts , they often imposed Northern 
educational standards,  to which Jacobs objected . 60 I n  
March 1 864, Jacobs ran i nto some fi nancial difficulty 
after almost a l l  of the donations for her school had been 
exhausted . In what wou ld become a teaching moment, 
Jacobs encouraged African Americans to fundraise in 
order to support the completion of the new schoolhouse. 
Whi le she acknowledged that they had to "struggle 
along to help themselves , " she saw this moment as an 
opportunity to insti l l  i n  them the values of self- reliance 
and community-bui ld ing,  which had not been adequately 
taught by Northern middle-class white women . The 
African American community in Alexandria raised the 
money needed to complete the bui lding by hosting a fai r, 
which en listed the help of free African American women . 
This particular move was a strategic one by Jacobs , not 
on ly for its intended value to teach self- reliance, but 
a lso to break the tension among free African Americans 
who "feared " the "great i nflux of degraded contrabands 
wou ld drag them all down to the same level in social  
estimation . "61 Jacobs " [broke] up  this selfish , aristocratic 
notion , "  hoping instead to bring  African Americans 
together. 62 White Northern women often overlooked 
these class tensions,  but Jacobs , acutely aware of them 
because of her experiences in the South and the North , 
wanted to add ress them head -on i n  order to mobi lize and 
unite the community. 
Harriet Jacobs a lso wanted African Americans to 
learn the value of self-sufficiency and autonomy, two 
characteristics Northern white women often ignored i n  
thei r teaching .  One  way to  promote these values was 
on the practical level by privi leging the autonomy of 
African American institutions .  I n  a letter quoted in the 
" Report of Friends'  Association for the Aid and E levation 
of Freedmen , "  dated March 22, 1 864, Jacobs referred to 
the ten schools for African Americans that had been bui lt ,  
the largest of which was bui lt by the freedmen who had 
fu l l  ownership of the property. 63 What she omitted in  this 
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letter was the fact that this bui ld ing housed the Jacobs 
Free Schoo l .  Since freedpeople had built thei r own school ,  
they had the power to  make thei r own decisions.  One of 
the questions that arose about school was whether white 
teachers or African American teachers wou ld manage 
i t .  According to Jacobs , the freed people discussed the 
issue "sensib ly" and then voted "parliamentary style , "  
to have African American teachers manage the school .  64 
She recounted this important democratic moment i n  
h e r  letter because i t  i l lustrated that formerly ens laved 
African Americans exercised democracy; it proved that 
they cou ld and should be part of the nation as citizens 
because of thei r carefu l ,  sensible, and thoughtfu l 
decision- making .  This decision by the freedpeople a lso 
p leased Jacobs for another reason : "The fact of thei r 
giving preference to colored teachers ,  as managers of 
the establishment, seemed to us to indicate that even 
thei r brief possession of freedom had begun to i nspi re 
them with respect for thei r race . "65 Both Harriet and 
Louisa Jacobs wanted African Americans to shape thei r 
own lives and not rely on white Americans who often 
misunderstood them . I n  various letters exchanged with 
Lydia Maria Chi ld and other northern abolitionists , what 
seemed to be most u rgent for the Jacobses to depict was 
the agency and i ndependence of freedpeople. 
Whi le Jacobs developed the curricu lum for her schoo l ,  
which of  course included her  educational a ims ,  her  
daughter, Louisa Jacobs, ran the day-to-day operations of 
the school .  When the school opened its doors in January 
1 864 , 75 scholars were enrol led but that number swel led 
to 225 a few months later. 66 In a letter to Lydia Maria 
Chi ld , Louisa and Harriet Jacobs described thei r students 
as "fun  and spi rited , "  ac�nowledging the fact that the 
dehumanizing institution of slavery had not "crushed 
them . "67 Rather, Louisa dreamed of her students ' 
successes , and whi le looking around the room at these 
" little boys , " she "wonder[ed] whether there is not some 
Frederick Douglass among them , destined to do honor 
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to h is race in  the future .  "68 This reflection is interesting 
especial ly considering that white Americans,  both i n  the 
North and South , unabashed ly specu lated as to whether 
fundamenta l  differences in the i ntel lectual capacities 
of African Americans and whites existed . In her letters , 
Louisa did not engage with this notion of fundamental 
intel lectual differences , but she did admit to differences 
in temperament and her own students ' difficu lty in  
"maintain ing proper discipl ine.  "69 Nevertheless , she 
wrote , "we put heart ,  mind , and strength freely into the 
work, and only regret that we have not more physical 
strength . "70 U nfortunately a few months later, Louisa 's 
health began to fai l ;  she fi nished the school term , but 
gave up classroom teaching the fol lowing year. I nstead she 
took responsibity for the I ndustrial  Department, taught 
in the Sabbath school ,  and assisted her mother. 71 A year 
later in  November 1 865 ,  she and her mother established 
another school for freed people,  the Lincoln School ,  in  
Savannah , Georgia ,  thus  continuing thei r educational 
objectives . 
*** 
Jacobs established an educational framework 
founded on the principles of activism , community, 
self-determination ,  and self-sufficiency. She believed 
that these principles wou ld open the door for African 
Americans to American citizenship .  In fact, Incidents 
ends not with marriage , which usual ly concluded the 
sentimental novel ,  but rather with her appreciation of 
her fami ly, especia l ly her grandmother and her uncle 
Phi li p  who is called a "usefu l citizen " i n  his obituary. 72 
These "strange words" amazed her because they seemed 
to contradict the teachings of slavery, but c learly the 
post-Civi l War era held much promise for her and other 
African American activists . 73 To publicize the abil ities of 
freedpeople to become exemplary Americans,  Harriet 
Jacobs arranged for a photograph to be taken of her 
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schoo l .  The Freedmen 's Record described Jacobs as 
" i rradiating" from the picture as she looked over her 
scholars ;  this image di rectly answered those "skeptical 
and superficial  questions often put as to the desi re 
and capacity of the negro race for improvement .  "74 
Arguably, for Harriet and Louisa , the very idea of a 
formal  educational institution existing for freed people 
was as a sign of a nation ,  at last , changing .  "I am fu l l  
of hope for the future .  A Power mightier than man is  
guiding this revolution ; and though j ustice moves s lowly, 
i t  wi l l  come at last . The American people wi l l  outlive 
this mean prej udice against complexion , "  they wrote . 75 
African American leaders l ike Frederick Douglass , Henry 
High land Garnet, and James McCune Smith visited the 
school ,  as did white abolitionists like Theodore Parker. 76 
I n  his report on the school published i n  the National Anti­
Slavery Standard, abolitionist Samuel J.  May praised 
Jacobs as an " intel ligent, j udicious, invaluable" friend . 77 
I n  the Liberator, Wi ll iam C .  Nel l  used Harriet and Louisa 
as examples to strengthen his argument that freed people 
merited fu l l  citizenship . 78 
Part of Jacobs ' motivation to educate African 
Americans came from her twofold aim to dismantle 
the argument for slavery claiming African Americans as 
i ncapable of education and to empower former African 
American s laves by equipping them with the necessary 
tools to navigate postbel lum United States . The everyday 
activities of Jacobs , her fami ly, and the African American 
community spoke to these aims.  Th roughout Incidents, 
Jacobs embodied a unique abolitionist spi rit from gir lhood 
to womanhood , from slavery to freedom . Her life 's 
work was to make African American people visible.  She 
charted education as a viable objective and she carved 
out a space for African Americans that did not deny thei r 
experience, thei r voice , or thei r humanity but instead 
envisioned them as citizens of the nation . Her approach 
to education evolved from the moment that her mistress 
taught her to read and write-being literate-to the 
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opening of the Jacobs Free School-being an educator. 
Harriet Jacobs was a pioneer, not on ly for her activism 
as an abolitionist, but a lso , because of her educational 
aims,  an incredib le force that helped to shape post-Civi l 
War life in  America . 
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George S.  Schuyler, B lack and 
Conservative 
Helen Lock 
University of Louisiana at Monroe 
When George S .  Schuyler published h is  autobiography 
BLack and Conservative in 1 966,  its title was intended 
to be paradoxical ,  underscoring  how the two adjectives 
were rarely used together, particularly in an era that 
had recently seen the passage of the Civi l Rights Act in  
1 964 and the Voting Rights Act i n  1 965 .  When it came 
to political affi liation , the general assumption was that 
African Americans,  more or less by definition , were not 
l ikely to be conservatives; rather, conservatism meant a 
desi re to preserve the pre-existing status quo,  making  
very little sense i n  Civi l Rights era for a majority of 
African Americans to take a conservative stance . 
Many assumptions were and continue to be made about 
race, nationality or gender, but the idea that African 
Americans were not considered political conservatives 
perhaps i rritated Schuyler more than any. He resented the 
assumption on the part of white Americans that, because 
he was black, he was not political ly sophisticated , had 
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particu lar interests , and , most of a l l ,  that he was a l ibera l ,  
thus  foisti ng upon h im the essentia list notion that race 
determines politics . To Schuyler, this was the equivalent 
of being told how to think .  In addition , as his career as a 
journalist and novelist developed , he i ncreasingly adopted 
political views that could be characterized as right of 
center, a fact more than partial ly motivated by the desi re 
to shock expectations .  As an exception to the racial rule,  
Schuyler not on ly gained mainstream acceptance, but 
a lso the approval of renowned journalist, H.  L .  Mencken , 
whose attention he especia l ly craved . Both Schuyler's 
l ife and work u ltimately became a fascinating blu rring  of 
the authentic and the fabricated , symbolizing,  in tu rn , 
h is  dissatisfaction with both sides of the "color l ine . " 
I ndeed , he underwent a very public struggle to create 
a self that resisted both public and private assumptions . 
This essay explores this dissatisfaction and struggle, 
focusing on two factors that were emblematic of both 
Schuyler's public and private lives : his sati rical novel Black 
No More and the raising of his biracial daughter Phi lippa.  
U ltimately, Schuyler's story represents a member of an 
ethnic minority's si ren song to conservative extremism 
and the self-destructiveness that came with it .  
Schuyler was born in  1 895 and raised in  Syracuse, 
NY by a fami ly that " boasted of having been free as far 
back as any of them could or wanted to remember, and 
they haughti ly looked down upon those who had been in 
servitude . . .  Such prej udices did not die out unti l  after 
World War I "  (Black and Conservative 4) .  His mother 
regarded the southern b lack fami lies who had recently 
moved to thei r b lock as "uncouth " and associated with 
white Yankee fami lies , who she described as "her kind 
of people" ( 1 2 ) .  He attended school as part of a ti ny 
minority popu lation that was "so fragmented by class 
divisions that any group unity was out of the question " 
(29 ) ,  making join ing the Army the only way out and 
upward for Schuyler. 
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After service in  World War I (during which he did not see 
combat ) ,  Schuyler found himself in Harlem , a member of 
the Socialist party because, in his own words ,  they were 
" [t] he most active group around town , i ntel lectual ly" 
( 1 1 3 ) .  This was perfect for the young Schuyler who was 
longing to discuss the most pressing political issues of 
the day with others .  As he wrote i n  his biography: " I  had 
always thought dangerously, believing there should be 
no l imit to thought" (97) . Through his  party connections 
he became assistant editor of the Messenger, for which 
he also wrote a sati rical column he described as "quite 
iconoclastic . " Later, in  1 924, he became the New York 
correspondent for the Pittsburgh Courier. By this time, 
Schuyler begun to "sense the proportions of what seemed 
[to him] to be a conspi racy to plant col lectivism in 
America" ( 1 50 ) .  His  fledgli ng socia lism was giving way to 
what wou ld soon be a fervent anticommunism , a position 
he took for the rest of his life .  
An  aversion to  col lectivism was a natura l  impu lse for 
a man who,  from the beginn ing of his career, took pride 
i n  bucking trends and stressed i ndividua lism . Describing 
his background ,  Schuyler wrote : "The old Northern Negro 
fami lies had the habits, traits , and outlook of the whites 
for whom they worked and whose prej udices they shared " 
(4) . I ronically, this c laim described Schuyler h imself more 
accurately than he was wi l l ing to recognize .  One of the 
prej udices in question was against, as Schuyler's mother 
often voiced , uneducated Southern black migrants who 
moved to the north and became ardent Democrats i n  
the  process . Like so  many African Americans i n  the  North 
of this period , Schuyler had i nternalized the idea held 
by both the American mainstream and his own fami ly 
that African American folk  culture ,  which had migrated 
up north , was cultu ral ly unsophisticated to the point of 
primitivism . Schuyler, therefore, resented the notion that 
he shared anything i n  common with this cu ltu re ,  i ncluding 
a compulsory political orientation . I t  is  no surprise then 
that in  the 1 920s he a lso resented those writers and 
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artists of the Harlem Renaissance who celebrated African 
American folk  cu lture and its left - leaning political views . 
I t  was Schuyler h imself who penned the infamous article 
in the Nation entitled "The Negro-Art Hoku m "  wherein 
he claimed the reason African Americans were not 
congenital ly disposed to produce inferior art forms was 
because "the Aframerican is merely a lampblacked Anglo­
Saxon [sic] "  (97 ) ;  as simply Anglo-Saxons with darker 
ski n ,  he argued , African Americans did not actual ly have 
a disti nctive cu ltu re different from that of mainstream 
American culture .  Not su rprising,  Schu lyer's conclusion 
was not shared by many other African American writers 
of h is  time and it  was in  response to this article that 
Langston H ughes wrote his famous essay "The Negro 
Artist and the Racial  Mountai n . " 
Significantly, Schuyler had solid credentials i n  the 
African American literary world : he had been the 
roommate of Wal lace Thurman (where both lived in the 
rooming house dubbed "N iggerati Manor" in  Thu rman 's 
Infants of the Spr;ng) , had praised some of Hughes 's 
writi ng (despite the aforementioned critical essay) ,  and 
had been complimentary about W. E .  B .  DuBois 's novel Dark 
Princess . But in an effort to stress his i ndependent thinking  
and escape "minority" c lassification , he also separated 
h imself from the leading African American writers of the 
day, most notably, by lampooning many of them-notably 
DuBois-in his novel Black No More and earlier works of 
fiction , and criticizing thei r political views i n  his many 
essays . I t  was thus a comparatively short step from this to 
Schuyler becoming the conservative voice of the African 
American Cour;er disti nguishing himself enough from his 
peers to attract the notice and admiration of conservative 
members of the white literary establishment, such as H .  
L .  Mencken ; i n  fact, for a whi le ,  Schuyler was referred 
to as "the b lack Mencken , "  in a nod to the journalist's 
cutti ng sati rical style which Schuyler employed in  his own 
writi ngs, a compliment that nevertheless consigned him 
to a literary SUb-category. 
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Schuyler's determination to construct h imself as an 
anti -stereotype of the unsophisticated black American 
continual ly i l lustrated the extent to which he had 
internalized the values of white America in his own 
quest to assert his value as a black American ,  often 
leading to some stereotypical and reductive thinking 
of his own : his notion of the "Aframerican"  as simply 
a " lampblacked Anglo-Saxon " is very s imi lar to Huck's 
verdict of Jim in Huckleberry Finn, specifically when 
Huck proclaims of J im : "I knowed he was white inside" 
(Twain 25 1 ) .  The difference, of course, was that Twain 
was being deliberately i ronic .  But the misguided notion 
that a superior kind of African American could emerge by 
overcoming his or her so-cal led b lackness to reveal an 
interior made up  of desi rable white qualities was all the 
more marked in Schuyler's thinking during  these years , 
particu larly i n  how he raised his daughter, Phi li ppa . 
He had married Josephine Cogdel l ,  a white woman ,  
who in  1 93 1  gave b i  rth t o  Phi li ppa , an occasion reported 
in al l  the African American newspapers .  Soon ,  Phi lippa 
made many appearances in the press when she was 
deemed to be a musical and intel lectual prodigy, and 
much later the subject of her own biography. Josephine 
attributed her daughter's genius to a raw food diet and , 
more importantly, miscegenation , which Josephine 
believed was source of "hybrid energy. " She and 
George began entering  thei r daughter i n  every avai lable 
music contest , general ly making a spectacle of her. I n  
one of Josephine's notes about these contests , quoted 
in Phi li ppa 's biography, she i l lustrates that Schuyler 
had found a partner who shared in his deliberately 
iconoclastic outlook: " [B]ecause we have refused to be 
conventional in our way of life ,  opportunity wi l l  not come 
to us unsought.  We must seek the best for you ,  go out 
and get i t  or it  wi l l  pass us by. We, and especia l ly you, 
are a chal lenge to the set notions of America on race . . . .  
On ly genius wi l l  break them down , and that you have . So 
I take you about as much for the education of America as 
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for the education of Phi li ppa" (qtd . i n  Talalay 53 ) .  Whi le 
Josephine was usi ng thei r daughter as an educational 
too l ,  Schuyler was using his press con nections to get her 
coverage i n  mainstream publications such as Time and 
Look; the fact that she tu rned out to be a beauty made 
his  task that much easier. 
Despite a l l  her gifts , however, Phi lippa was not a happy 
chi ld  and as an adu lt was prone to depression . She was 
acutely conscious from an early age of the extent to which 
she was being manipu lated and displayed , in  her words,  
as a " puppet , " and thus never al lowed to think  of herself 
beyond racial terms.  Her biographer says , "Ph i li ppa 's 
primary identification was largely with the white world , 
even when it reached her via the b lack i ntel ligentsia .  Her 
precocity was fed on notions and conceits of the white 
mi lieu" (Talalay 94) ,  and as part of this process she had 
absorbed and endorsed her father's conservatism . As a 
young adu lt Phi l lipa lived , for the most part, overseas 
trying on different racial identities . Though she was 
largely influenced by the white world , her celebrity had 
been as an African American prodigy, and whi le she felt 
tied to both worlds ,  she discovered that abroad she was 
often perceived as being what today wou ld be recognized 
as something c loser to Latina or Asian : "A significant 
number of people had told her . . .  that she did not look 
Negro at all but rather southern European ,  Levantine ,  
I ndian , or Oriental"  (222 ) .  She found that this racial  
ambiguity gave her a sense of freedom she cou ld not fi nd 
i n  segregated America , which she largely abandoned for 
Europe i n  order to pursue her career. She later wrote : " I 
encountered vicious barriers of prej udice in  the field of 
employment [in the U . S . ]  because I was the off-spring of 
what America cal ls a ' mixed marriage ' . . .  But instead of 
breaking under the strain ,  I adj usted to it .  I left" (qtd . in  
Talalay 1 1 2 ) .  
She obtained a new passport ,  and for a whi le "passed " 
in  Europe under the name Felipa Monterro y Schuyler, 
suggesting a Latin heritage . When her father wrote 
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an essay about her for his (never- published ) book The 
Negro ;n Amer;ca, she furiously wrote from Europe to her 
mother claiming ,  " I  am not a Negro, and won ' t  stand for 
being cal led one i n  a book that wi l l  c ircu late i n  countries 
where that taint has not been applied to me.  It makes al l  
future effort on my part to forge a worthwhi le niche for 
myself in  society where I wi l l  be accepted as a person not 
a strange curiosity useless" (qtd . in Talalay 224) . Because 
she cou ld fit into a lmost any ethnic category in Europe , 
she chose to be accepted on her merits as a musician and 
a woman , not as a "curiosity" or  token as she found in 
America . Schuyler's own contrarianism in matters of race 
exacerbated her discomfort and u ltimately undermined 
thei r relationsh ip ,  as her father went much fu rther in  
political terms than Phi li ppa was prepared to  go . As the 
century wore on , he spoke out against the Civi l Rights 
movement, against Dr. Martin Luther King J r. being 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and against African 
independence, all of which Schuyler regarded as nothing 
more than communist conspi racies . As Phi lippa noted : 
"My father's way-out extreme right conservatism has 
been an extra factor in segregating me.  For some reason ,  
h e  has chosen t o  b e  political ly o n  the same side of the 
fence as the most prej udicial whites [in America] " (qtd . 
in  Talalay 262 ) .  
Schuyler's wi l l ingness to adopt any perspective other 
than that expected of h im ,  and to prove his daughter 
not to be what was expected of her, shows the extent to 
which he had turned the definition of conservat;ve i nside 
out,  arguing both against the status quo (wanting respect 
as a b lack American )  and against changing it  (wanting 
respect as a quasi -white American ) .  I t  is  a reminder of how 
bound up i n  the meaning of the word poUtk is the word 
exped;ent; Schuyler found h imself in the same position 
as many minorities that preceded him but was wi l l ing to 
take the most expedient road to racia l  advancement­
even if it  meant having to consort with the enemy. As 
his l ife and career progressed , it appears that Schuyler 
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never recognized his political contradictions,  even if his 
daughter, whose advancement he tried so elaborately 
to orchestrate, eventually did . Soon after Schuyler had 
published an article blaming the Watts riots on Dr. King 
" infecting the mental ly retarded with the germs of  civi l 
d isobedience" [qtd . in  Wi ll iams 1 71 ] ) ,  The Crisis wrote : 
"Mr. Schuyler does not even comprehend the depth and 
fury of the Negro 's resentment against the restrictions 
i mposed upon him solely because of his race . All  i n  his 
years [sic] , Mr. Schuyler has been too busy breaking 
idols to learn this lesson " (qtd . in  Wi ll iams 1 71 ) .  Yet 
i t  was not so much that Schuyler did not comprehend 
th ings as much as he repressed such comprehension , 
del iberately focusing on issues elsewhere when it was 
to his  advantage . He had suffered from J im Crow l ike 
everybody else, and knew exactly how it felt, but he also 
knew-he thought-a way out of it :  the most expedient,  
if  not the most consistent,  way. 
The sati rical novel for which he is best known , BLack 
No More ( 1 93 1 ) ,  is a story that deals with the issue of 
pure opportunism , racial  and otherwise, and as such , 
i t  is  difficult to pin down its politics , more evidence, it  
cou ld be argued , of Schuyler's own conflicted thinking .  
The p lot revolves around the discovery of  a technique 
to tu rn b lack skin  white th rough the escapades of Max 
Disher, a b lack American who becomes Matthew Fisher, a 
white American ,  after being told one night by a beautifu l 
white gi rl i n  a Harlem club,  " I  never dance with n iggers ! "  
(8 ) .  Disher's decision to take a color-changing treatment 
is  purely for self- i nterest ; it has less to do with ideology 
than with satisfying his lust . He goes home and dreams 
of "sitting beside her on a golden throne [presumably 
sharing her white attri butes] whi le mi l lions of manacled 
white s laves prostrated themselves before h im" (9 ) .  But 
then , curiously, Disher has a nightmare about a lynching.  
I t  seems very simple to him :  who would not want to be 
white under such ci rcumstances? The white scenario 
appears to be c learly a positive one, where power 
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is conferred and u ltimate power is possible,  so Disher 
natural ly rejects b lackness and becomes white (and then , 
contrary to most stereotypes , he is able to dance ) .  
Although Disher immediately takes the "B lack No 
More" treatment and the rest of the story is told from 
his transformed perspective , it  is not easy to discern 
Schuyler's attitude toward his protagonist .  Ostensib ly the 
hero ,  by the fourth l ine of the story, Disher's features 
are nevertheless described as having "a sl ightly satanic 
cast" ( 3 )  and , as quoted above from the fi rst chapter, 
he fantasizes about s laves-in this case, white ones . 
Max's fantasy of white slaves suggests that the world 
he is trying to join wou ld simply be an i nverted version 
of the world he currently i nhabits, so that (a lthough he 
never consciously thinks of it  this way) one side of the 
color l ine remains a negative reflection of the other. 
Moreover, other aspects of the narrative suggest an even 
more unstable and i ncoherent racial perspective . The 
world of B lack Harlem , for example ,  is one that Max finds 
more valuable and authentic than that of white society 
where "joy and abandon . . .  was obviously forced " (22 ) .  
Yet, i t  i s  the latter world that Disher i s  intent on joining.  
U ltimately, the protagonist is actual ly rewarded by his  
b lack author for becoming white by achieving the gi rl 
of his d reams .  As a whole, the narrative, in terms of its 
racial perspective , is i nconsistent and i l logical .  
One might forgive the narrative 's i l logical 
i nconsistencies due to the fact that the text is formal ly 
presented as sati re , but sati re too requi res a stable 
viewpoint from which to make certain arguments .  One 
example of a narrative wherein the attitude appears to 
shift is when Max, or Matthew, as he has si nce become,  
rea lizes that since everybody has become white, the 
easiest way to cash i n  is to become a leader of the white 
supremacist group ,  the Knights of Nordica . Despite his  
loathing of the "white masses" he was original ly so eager 
to joi n ,  this decision makes sati rical sense since he plans 
to "use them as a stepladder to the real money" (49 ) .  At 
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the end of the story, the enti re issue of race discrimination 
is  reversed as statistics are published that argue that the 
whiter a person 's ski n ,  the more l ikely that he or she 
was once original ly b lack; i n  fact , as it turns out,  a l l  the 
N ordica leadership is revealed as having some African 
ancestry. Disher consequently flees the country with the 
rest of the Nordica leadership .  In thei r departure, h is  old 
friend Bunny brings along his new and authentical ly b lack 
wife : '' ' She must be the last b lack gal in  the country, ' 
Matthew remarked , glancing enviously at his friend . . . .  
' She 's a race patriot, ", Bunny responds ( 1 56 ) .  Matthew's 
bewi ldered response nevertheless reveals a simu ltaneous 
envy of his friend , who u ltimately resists "B lack No More . " 
I n  Schu lyer's novel ,  race pride mingles with race 
rejection in much the same way that prominent African 
American leaders are lampooned in  the book along with 
organizations l ike the NAACP. The last "set piece" i n  the 
book is a savage sati re of a lynching,  whose brutality and 
savagery, even as a subject for "b lack" humor, i n  1 93 1  
was a risky and peri lous strategy for a writer to take . 
I ts i nc lusion , however, i l lustrates perfectly Schuyler's 
desi re to both castigate extreme behavior by some white 
Americans whi le simu ltaneously mocking the extremes of 
race pride among b lack Americans .  I n  the scene, white 
characters are lynched because they are so white that 
nobody believes they were not original ly b lack, and , i n  
fact , they do have distant African American ancestry. 
Thus ,  i ronically, apparent whites lynch other apparent 
whites for being black.  The ludicrousness of the situation 
underscores Schuyler's point ,  which he aims at both 
races : racia l  discrimination of al l  kinds is senseless ; and,  
as a corol lary, from Schuyler's perspective , so are the 
vi rtues of miscegenation . At the end of Black No More, 
he writes : " Everybody that was anybody had a stained 
skin  . . .  America was definitely, enthusiastical ly mulatto­
minded " ( 1 79 ) .  Even this,  however, is a sardonic point as 
the book ends when a character spots a photograph of 
Max and his  extended fami ly in the newspaper, a l l  now 
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looking notably "dusky" ( 1 80 ) .  Color is therefore remains 
a cause for discrimination , except now it is fashionable 
to be dark, and Max has once again cashed in  on the 
winning side.  
Max, the supreme opportunist whose feel ings about 
his own race , and race as a concept, vi rtual ly changes 
on every page , and as such , is an apt reflection , at least 
partly, of his creator's psyche-as was the daughter he 
raised to benefit from both aspects of her mixed racial 
background . Schuyler knew what it was to be pigeonholed 
and did everything in his power to escape it .  As the 
historian John Henrik  Clarke writes , "George got up in 
the morning ,  waited to see which way the world was 
turning,  then struck out in the opposite d i rection . He was 
a rebel who enjoyed playing that role" (qtd . in BNM vii ) .  
This made Schuyler, paradoxical ly, a non-conservative 
conservative-one who "played " the conservative role 
then eventual ly came to believe in its ideology to the point 
of extremism , out of expediency. Schuyler deconstructs 
the whole conservative narrative without supplying a 
constructive alternative , other than his anti -communism ; 
his message was largely about what he did not want to be , 
either personal ly or professional ly. He eventual ly d rifted 
out of the mainstream,  out of his  j ob at the Courier, and 
into the arms of white u ltraconservative organizations 
such as the John Bi rch Society, never achieving the broad 
success his considerable talents promised . His  private life 
fared no better :  Phi li ppa died at age 3 5  i n  a plane crash 
in  Vietnam,  where she was working as a jou rnalist, and 
his wife Josephine hung herself two years later-Schuyler 
outlived her by eight years . 
The u ltimate i rony of George S .  Schuyler is that, when 
it  came to matters of racial  categorization ,  he was , in many 
respects , correct . On the last page of his  autobiography, 
he writes that, "At best , race is a superstition " ( 352 ) .  His 
was an early and often lonely fighter against essentialism , 
against outdated and untenable notions of race as 
perceived by both sides of the "color l ine . " Hence ,  he was 
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not surprised at the difficu lty with which b lack Americans 
overcame preconceptions,  as he probably wou ld not have 
been surprised that an African American candidate for 
office could one day be described as "not b lack enough . "  
Yet his  story also i l lustrates the tragic consequences 
that on ly an intense awareness of double consciousness 
cou ld produce. As Oscar R. Wi l liams has said ,  "Schuyler 
constantly warred with his twoness, struggl ing to be part 
of the American mainstream whi le trying to resist the 
call of his African American contemporaries to join the 
struggle . In the end , Schuyler chose to be American ,  
sacrificing his identity and , eventually, his fami ly" ( 1 74 ) .  
O f  course , the whole point i s  that h e  was an American­
but i n  claiming this identity, he felt he had to deny any 
specific racial solidarity, causing h im to be regarded by 
many of his fel low African Americans as a traitor. 
I t  is difficult to understand how an African American l ike 
Schuyler, who had grown up in  the J im Crow era ,  cou ld 
be persuaded , or rather persuade himself, that the Civi l 
Rights movement had actual ly made conditions worse 
for minority Americans . But his story makes it a l l  too 
c lear how vulnerable such embattled Americans cou ld 
be to the lure of extreme conservatism . U ltimately, his 
attraction was not to an ideology per se, which had to be 
considerably distorted if it was to fit a decided ly minority 
viewpoint ,  but to the promise of i ndividualist conservatism 
preached . This is why his story remains pertinent,  both 
as a warning against such vulnerabil ity, and also against 
the counter- productiveness of stereotyping,  political and 
otherwise . 
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Nisei Politics of Identity and American 
Popular Music in the 1 9305 and 1 9405 
Susan Miyo Asai 
Northeastern University 
G rowing nationalist thinking and anti - immigration 
legislation in American politics today cal ls for a critical 
historicizing of the continuing ambiguities of U . S . citizen ry 
and notions of what it  is to be an American . The identity 
crisis of Nisei-second generation Japanese Americans­
resu lted from the complex intersection of America's 
racialized ideology toward immigrants, California 's 
vi rulent anti -Asian agitation , and the economic and 
political power struggles between the United States and 
Japan in  gain ing dominance of the Pacific region . 
For many Nisei music served to reinforce thei r American 
identity during the tense years leading up to World War 
I I .  Swing music , popu lar music of the day, sparked a 
dance craze during  the 1 930s and 1 940s among young 
Americans .  Because Nisei were coming of  age during  this 
period , I chose to study the i nfluence of popu lar m usic 
on the formation of thei r identity. I nterviews with West 
Coast Nisei about the role of music in thei r lives serve to 
test my premise . 
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George Yoshida 's book, Reminiscing in Swingtime: 
Japanese Americans in American PopuLar Music ( 1 925-
1 960, ) prompted this research . It is  i nvaluable for 
analyzing the correlation between music and identity 
particu larly of second generation Japanese Americans.  I n  
this study, I j uxtapose the identity o f  Nisei a s  Americans 
born in  the U . S .  with the politics of prej udice that 
prevented this popu lation from being socia l ly accepted 
and exercising thei r political rights .  
I address the formation of  Nisei identity within the 
context of thei r rejection as citizens and the discriminatory 
inj ustices they endu red . The particular sociopolitical 
c ircumstances Nisei faced elucidate how identities are 
created and manipu lated to j ustify the treatment of 
citizens considered inassimi lable and considered a th reat 
in times of political conflict and impending war. 
Development of the Nisei 's identity demonstrates 
the impact of the socia l  and political conditions in which 
this generation matured , and the chal lenges they faced 
i n  asserting  that they were Americans .  H igh l ighted is 
the importance of culture i n  evolving identities and 
the politics su rrounding them . This pol it ics of identity 
is a precu rsor to identity politics, a field of inqui ry 
that emerged i n  the social revolution of the 1 960s . 1 A 
politics of identity stands apart from identity politics i n  
that it does not  emphasize difference as  leverage for 
empowering identities, but instead stresses the goal of 
commonal ity in the desi re to participate in U . S .  national  
cu lture .  Posing the q uestions "What h istorical and 
social  forces from the 1 900s to the 1 940s shaped Nisei 
identity?" and "How did m usic serve as an expression of 
the Nisei 's Americaness?" is  meant to sti r a discussion 
of the racia l  ideology i nherent in American l ife and how 
m usic connected Nisei to the nation and culture i n  which 
they sought acceptance .  
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The politics of identity frames the exigencies Nisei 
faced in attempting to assimi late into U . S .  national 
cu ltu re and attain the rights of fu l l  citizenship prior to 
and during  World War I I .  A politics of identity narrates 
N isei experiences of racial discrimination and political 
exc lusion from the 1 920s on , cl imaxing in  the i nternment 
of Japanese Americans primari ly from the West Coast in 
the 1 940s . 
Cu ltu ral  politics provides a usefu l framework for 
exploring the purpose of music in  predominantly midd le 
c lass Nisei life .  Personal  i nterviews with Nisei reveal 
whether American music,  especial ly the dance band music 
of the 1 930s and 1 940s , was integral to the Americanization 
of Nisei or not . Lisa Lowe asserts that national cu ltu re 
is  the arena in  which an individual political ly evolves 
into an American citizen : " I t  is through culture that the 
subject becomes ,  acts , and speaks itself as "American . "  
( 1 990 : 2 - 3 ) .  Although citizenship is commonly equated 
with meeting official requirements and laws, a ful ler 
i nterpretation of American citizenship takes i nto account 
a certain ethos created by not only history, narratives , 
and events, but by language, customs, celebrations,  
and forms of artistic expression that contribute to the 
socia l  and political fabric of this country. Cultu re is the 
means by which one personal ly identifies and establishes 
a relationsh ip  to the national col lective . Stuart Ha l l  
talks about cu ltu ral  identities as  "not an essence, but  a 
positioning .  Hence, there is a lways a politics of identity, 
a politics of position . "  (Hal l  1 990 : 226 ) .  I n  positioning 
themselves as Americans,  Nisei became embroi led i n  a 
politics of identity that is historical ly based , involving 
how the U nited States viewed itself economically and 
political ly as a nation and as an evolving world power. 
The Nisei 's search for an identity presents a 
complex and fluid process that involved not only the 
external racial predicament this generation faced , but 
a lso internal  pressures they experienced within  thei r 
communities . Forming an identity requi red a negotiation 
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of their ethnic heritage, generation , occupation , and 
residential location i n  thei r desi re to prove themselves 
American .  Lon Kurashige i n  his book,  Japanese American 
Celebration and Conflict:  A History of Ethnic Identity 
and Festival in Los Angeles, 1 934- 1 990, relates how Nisei 
sought to "smash " the stereotypes and perceptions white 
America had of them and dispel the widespread view of 
the role Japanese tradition and customs had i n  thei r dai ly 
life .  By al igning themselves with the social  practices and 
hierarchies in American society, they adopted the notions 
"that men and mascul in ity were privi leged over women 
and femininity; middle-class l ifestyles and sensibi lities 
were valued over those of the subord inate classes ; and 
faith in the fai rness of the American government . " Such 
ideas resonated with the Nisei 's Japanese patriarchal 
upbringing and fami l iarity with c lass hierarchies 
(Kurashige 2002 : 6 ) .  Japanese i n  America also d rew on 
the social  sensitivity of thei r cultural  heritage-the abil ity 
to adapt and assume the attitudes and behavior  of the 
host society in facil itating thei r accu ltu ration ( Fugita and 
O ' Brien 1 99 1 : 94) . 
Nisei Subcu lture 
The Japanese immigration pattern i n  the U . S .  
delineates th ree distinct generations a s  a resu lt of 
the National Origins Act of 1 924, which cut off fu rther 
entry of this popu lation unti l  the 1 965 I m migration and 
Nationality Act . The wel l -defined generations of Japanese 
Americans i nclude Issei ( ' fi rst generation ' )-mmigrants 
who arrived on American shores between 1 885 and 1 924; 
Nisei ( ' second generation ' )- I ssei 's offspring ;  and Sansei 
( ' th i rd generation ' )  - the chi ld ren of Nisei . Fou rth and 
fifth generations succeed the third generation Sansei , 
many of them racial ly and ethnica l ly mixed as Japanese 
Americans continue to marry outside thei r ethnic group.  
The fi rst generation to be born on American soi l ,  but 
considered the second generation to have settled in  the 
U . S . , the Nisei embodied the hope of thei r Japanese 
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immigrant parents i n  fu lfi l l ing the American d ream of 
economic opportunity and political legitimacy. Born 
between 1 9 1 0  and 1 940, by 1 920 Nisei comprised nearly 
twenty-seven percent (29, 672 ) of the total Japanese 
American popu lation of 1 1 1 ,055 .  In 1 930 thei r numbers 
j u m ped to around forty-n ine percent (68 , 357)  of the 
tota l popu lation and in  1 940, c lose to sixty-th ree percent 
(79 , 642 ) of a l l  Japanese Americans in  the contiguous fifty 
states ( Daniels 1 988 : 1 56 ) .  
A majority of Japanese Americans settled o n  the 
West Coast , the primary entry point for Asian immigrants 
coming  to the U . S .  In 1 920, around sixty-six percent of 
the 1 1 1 ,055  total popu lation lived in  California .  By 1 940, 
when the total popu lation increased to 1 26 , 947, the 
number of Japanese Americans in  California expanded 
to seventy-five percent (73 , 296) of that total .  Of 
the remaining popu lation , fifteen percent settled i n  
Wash ington and Oregon and only ten percent resided i n  
Colorado,  Utah ,  Idaho,  or New York (Daniels 1 988 : 1 56 ) .  
Because of the high concentration of Japanese Americans 
resid ing i n  California much of the discussion here centers 
on the Golden State . Additional research is needed to 
accu rately portray Japanese Americans e lsewhere .  
The Nisei were not a homogeneous group and instead 
represented a spectrum of identities . This generation 
comprise two basic subgroups : those who were born 
and raised in  the U . S .  and Kibei, Nisei born here but 
sent to Japan by thei r fami lies for th ree or more years 
of education before returning ( Hosokawa 1 969 : 296 ) .  
Centra l  to this study are the U . S .  bred Nisei (87. 5% 
majority) , s ince it  is thei r Americanization i n  which the 
impact of American music wi l l  be viewed . Nisei identities 
a lso varied according to whether i ndividuals lived in  
ru ral  areas or u rban centers . Those living in  rural areas 
led more provincial lives in isolated farm communities , 
whi le Nisei u rbanites had broader social  experiences and 
tended to be more cosmopolitan .  
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Nisei often lived in  Japanese enclaves i n  both rural 
and urban areas with thei r I ssei parents . Whi le socia l ly 
i nteracting with other Americans i n  public  schools 
th rough to high school ,  once Nisei enrol led in col lege, 
social segregation was more marked . 
Occupational ly, most relied on I ssei enterprises in  
Japanese enclaves , which formed in  response to  the 
inhospitable envi ronment of the West Coast states . 
Nisei found employment as commercial fishermen , retai l 
managers , wholesale managers , sales c lerks , craftsmen , 
chauffeurs ,  domestic service workers , truck farmers ,  
farm laborers , contract gardeners ,  and nursery operators 
and laborers ( Ku rashige 2002 : 29 ) .  Many felt confined to 
thei r communities and cou ld do little since positions in  
engineering ,  manufacturing ,  or education were closed 
to them and many businesses either had policies against 
thei r employment, or bowed to employees who refused 
to work alongside people of Japanese descent .  
Although Nisei were economical ly middle class , 
they were social ly and political ly disenfranchised , 
making it difficu lt for them to mobi lize i n  thei r quest 
for equality. Those who practiced law, medicine, or 
owned large retai l businesses in the ethnic economy 
were of upper midd le c lass status .  N isei proprietors of 
small  retai l businesses or wholesale produce operations 
fel l  central ly within the middle c lass . Others employed 
in domestic service , contract gardening ,  sales , farming,  
and other manual service work occupied the lower end . 
Enemies in  Thei r Own Land 
Prior to World War I I ,  white racism subordinated the 
West Coast Nisei in  every aspect of thei r lives . Political ly, 
they were denied fu l l  rights as citizens; economical ly, 
discrimination severely minimized thei r occupational 
opportunities; social ly, they were ostracized and 
unwelcome in certain neighborhoods, public faci lities , and 
social institutions; and racial ly, they were viewed as "base, 
inassimi lable, and objectionable" ( Ichioka 2006 : 1 1 8 ) .  
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Political ly, as legal citizens of the U . S . , Nisei 
theoretica l ly had an advantage over thei r parents who 
were regarded as a liens i neligible for citizensh ip .  But the 
prevai l ing racial prej udice accompanied by prohibitive 
state and federal legis lation severely l imited economic 
and social  opportunities for them . The anti -Japanese 
sentiment leveled at Nisei , historical ly, had its beginn ings 
i n  the anti -Asian agitation against the Chinese, starti ng 
i n  the 1 850s . Organized labor, economical ly motivated 
to el iminate competition for jobs with Chinese workers ,  
cu ltivated anti -Asian attitudes in  California state politics . 
They led the fi rst two decades of anti -Japanese agitation 
when Japanese immigrants increased i n  number around 
the tu rn of the century. Thei r agitation made inevitable 
the federa l  immigration law of 1 924 that prohibited 
further emigration of Japanese laborers . 
Orientalism , a concept of "otherness" applied to 
people of Asian descent, is the underlying discourse that 
scarred the formation of a Nisei identity. An idea rooted 
in the European En lightenment, orientalism reinforced the 
dichotomy of submission and dominance; the submission of 
Asian peoples by dominant European powers 2 (Tchen 1 994: 
1 5 ) .  The ideological concept of nationality in  the United 
States , based on Protestantism and an Anglo-Saxon heritage, 
shaped the idea of otherness referred to as American 
Orientalism . 3  This form of Orientalism contributed to the 
social construction of a pejorative racial identity of Asians 
in  this country and it explains the deep-seated prej udices 
toward and profi ling of Asian immigrants even today. 
H istorical ly, ties between the U . S .  and Asian countries 
have always been problematic .  Causes for the uneasy 
relationship are the orientalist racializations of Asian 
countries as a lien and barbarous; the perceived threat 
of Asian immigrant laborers as the "yel low peri l"  
in  supplanting white European immigrants; and the 
conception that Asians are physically and i ntel lectual ly 
different,  with a subtext of being inferior, and therefore 
inassimi lable.  ( Lowe 1 996 : 4 ) .  
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What has negated Asian American assimi lation into 
the national cu ltu re is the history of labor exploitation of 
this popu lation within the economic sphere of American 
capitalism and U . S .  victories in th ree wars in Asia in  the 
twentieth century-the Phi lippines, Japan , and Korea . 
These developments contributed to the schizophrenic 
stance of the U . S .  which excluded Asians for citizenship 
in  order to maintain the Anglo-Saxon or Nordic national 
identity whi le keeping an open door to East Asian countries 
to ensure economic access and growth ( Lowe 1 996 : 20 ) .  
Fanning the flames o f  discrimination and i nequality 
were the perceived th reat of Asian states as rivals both 
economically and mi litari ly. Economic forces emerging 
in  Asia chal lenged European and American dominance in 
the global economy from the nineteenth century. In his 
book Asian/American : Historical Crossings of a Racial 
Frontier, David Palumbo -Liu  echoes how the emergence 
of the U . S .  as a modern nation is intertwined with Asia 
i n  the politics of a "new global political economy" in  the 
1 930s . He talks in detai l about the fear of White America 
toward contact and intermixing with " racial  minorities , 
the poor, and immigrants" i n  the early twentieth century 
( 1 999 , 1 7, 26 ) .  This fear focused on Asian immigrants 
as the U . S .  pushed to political ly and economically 
expand and control  the Pacific region . Psychological 
and scientific discourses addressed and fueled White 
America 's fear of the "Other. "  Eugenics, i n  particu lar, 
argued for "exclusion , deportation , imprisonment,  
commitment to i nsane asylums,  anti - miscegenation laws , 
and forced steri lization " i n  reforming who cou ld become 
an American4• Eugenicists set the standard i n  usi ng race 
as an argument against immigration and played a central 
role in passing the anti - immigration National Origins 
Act of 1 924 . This act reinforced racialized notions of 
citizensh ip  and nationality that accompanied U . S .  socia l 
and economic interests5 •  
Further complicating the U nited States relationship 
with Asia was Japan 's imperialistic intentions overseas in  
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thei r search for territory and natura l  resources . Japan 's 
i nvasion and conquest of Manchuria in 1 93 1  and Nanking 
(capitol of  Nationalist China)  i n  1 937, created political 
and economic tension both in the U . S .  and global ly. The 
economic and mi litary pressures affecting the U . S .  created 
an i nhospitable political cu ltu re for Asian immigrant 
laborers i n  the national economy, despite thei r necessity 
for economic growth . This ambivalence converged with 
political and legal views of Asians as cu ltu ra l ly and racia l ly 
"other, "  resulting i n  being ineligib le for citizensh ip  ( Lowe 
1 996 :  5 ) .  
Carey McWi ll iams6 i n  his book, Prejudke. Japanese­
Americans: Symbol of Racial Intolerance, describes the 
"undeclared war" between California and Japan between 
the years 1 900 and 1 941  ( 1 944: 1 5 ) .  He frames the conflict 
as a transpacific struggle between Japan and the U . S .  
for political and economic dominance. Fi rst and second 
generation Japanese Americans were victimized in the 
push for white supremacy in  California and Japanese 
supremacy in the Pacific .  White supremacist groups i n  
California ,  such as  the Sons of  the Golden West, the 
State Federation of Labor, the California Grange, and 
the American Legion used anti -Japanese sentiment as a 
means to solidify and unite thei r membership around the 
s ingle issue of a common enemy-the Japanese immigrant .  
The reactionary fear  of people who were racia l ly and 
cu ltu ra l ly different manifested in  the mantra of "Yel low 
Peri l , " cementing anti -Japanese feelings from 1 909 on 
with this pejorative stereotype? of Japanese immigrants 
(McWi l l iams 1 944: 44) .  "Yel low Peri l " embodied white 
people 's fear that the influx of Asian immigrants signaled 
the beginn ing of an invading horde.  For over forty years , 
the continual  opposition to Japanese in  California created 
a fi rm ideological basis for anti -Japanese sentiment as it  
was applied to a lmost al l  political ,  socia l ,  and economic 
problems . 
Discriminatory state policies economical ly and 
socia l ly subordinated Japanese immigrants in  Californ ia .  
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The Alien Land Acts in  1 9 1 3  and 1 920 i n  Californ ia ,  
and simi lar statutes i n  twelve other states,  prohibited 
fi rst-generation Japanese immigrants from owning land 
due to thei r racialized status as "a liens i nel igib le for 
citizenship . " I ndustrious I ssei and N isei farmers proved 
capable of turning fal low fields i nto verdant farmland ,  
creating unwanted competition for white farmers . 
Legislating the Alien Land Acts el iminated the competition 
by restricting Japanese land ownership and agricultu ral  
activity. Asian immigrants a lso endured segregation in  
the form of  anti - miscegenation laws , such as Section 69 
of the California Civi l Code,  finalized in 1 880, forbidding 
Asians from marrying Caucasian partners .  Such social 
segregation reinforced the untouchable status of 
Japanese immigrants . 
Prej udicia l  treatment extended to education as wel l .  
I n  1 905 the San  Francisco Board of  Education proposed 
sending al l  Asian chi ld ren to separate public schools; 
fortunately the proposal never passed . Asian  chi ldren ,  
however, i n  the fol lowing towns i n  Sacramento County­
Flori n ,  I s leton , Walnut G rove, and Courtland-were 
segregated and sent to separate public schools . Nisei 
students livi ng in u rban centers fai red better, but thei r 
social opportunities were sti l l  c learly restricted . 
I n  fol lowing the American d ream of economic 
opportunity, some Nisei attended col leges and u niversities 
with great success . Many graduates , however, found it 
nearly impossible to obtain employment outside thei r 
ethnic communities . Many engineering ,  manufacturing ,  
or  business fi rms created regu lations against employing 
Japanese Americans on the basis of race . Denial of thei r 
citizen 's rights and social  ostracism,  i n  genera l ,  made 
culture an important vehicle for Japanese Americans 
i n  strategizing new subjectivities and practices 
that countered thei r political ,  economic,  and socia l 
marginalization ( Lowe 1 996 : 22 ) .  
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Nisei Tales 
The fol lowing personal accounts of Nisei provide 
a needed perspective in  surveying music's role i n  the 
Americanization of Nisei . I origi nal ly i nterviewed several 
Nisei for this study, but due to the length al lowed for 
this article, I have included only three . I t  is my plan to 
i nterview more members of this generation to obtain a 
broader sampl ing of the role American popular music 
p layed for Nisei in thei r youth . The three Nisei presented 
here are from Los Angeles , San Francisco , and Wapato, 
Washington . They represent a range of Nisei l ife as 
experienced in two different u rban centers and one 
isolated rural community. Other considerations for thei r 
choice included portraying individuals from varying socio­
economic levels and gender perspectives . 
The interviews gave me the opportunity to learn about 
my subjects ' socia lization and whether music, particularly 
American popu lar music , played any role in thei r lives . To 
these means I asked the following questions:  
1 .  Where were you born and when? Did you grow up  at 
this location? Describe your  home life .  
2 .  When you were growing up ,  was music a part of 
you r  life? Did you learn songs in school? What kinds of 
songs? What kind of music did you li ke? Who were you r  
favorite artists? Did you sing or p lay an instrument? 
Did you si ng or perform with a chorus, music ensemble 
or  band of some kind? What meaning did music have 
i n  you r  life? 
3 .  Was American popular music a part of you r  growing 
up? If  so , what songs did you like? Which musicians or 
singers did you enjoy? Did you listen to and dance to 
the music of the big bands in the 1 930s and 1 940s? 
Which were your  favorite bands? Which singers did 
you like? What radio shows did you listen to? Did you 
attend live music shows? Where and when? 
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4.  If  you listened to, danced to , or p layed American 
popu lar music, what meaning did it  have for you? What 
did participating in this music mean for you? Did you 
ever consider this music to be part of you r  identity as 
an American? Do you feel that American popular music 
was a means for Nisei to express thei r Americaness , 
thei r participation in  American mainstream life? I f  you 
agree, could you articu late how it expressed Nisei 
Americaness? If you don ' t  agree, could you mention 
why not? 
The advanced age of my interviewees gave this study 
a sense of u rgency in documenting thei r stories of what it 
was l ike to be Japanese American in the 1 930s and 1 940s . 
Thei r narratives portrayed not on ly the hardships they 
faced , but a lso a certain i ndomitable spi rit  that enabled 
them to establish some sense of wel l -being .  
Some of  the i nterviewees now live i n  Massachusetts and 
attend the annual  O-shogatsu [ ' New Year's ' ]  celebration 
in Lexington , Massachusetts organized by Japanese 
Americans in New England . I am gratefu l to them for 
sharing thei r personal ,  sometimes bitter, accounts .  Thei r 
quickly dwind ling numbers make thei r stories al l  the 
more precious.  
George Yoshida 
George Yoshida p lanted the seed for th is  study. In  
his book he states , "Popular American music was an 
essentia l ,  pervasive influence i n  the Americanization 
of Nisei . "  [ 1 997: 1 26] . Yoshida,  himself, is  a product of 
this i nfluence , so my interview with him is particularly 
valuable . s  
Yoshida was born in  Seattle, Washington a n d  raised 
there unti l he was j unior high school age before moving 
to Los Angeles . He stressed that his Americanization 
took place over time and th rough a broad range of 
activities and influences , such as the music he listened 
to , danced to , and played , the food he ate, the sports he 
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participated i n ,  the games he enjoyed , and the role of 
Protestant churches i n  his East Los Angeles community. He 
remembered , " I  brought salami or peanut butter and jel ly 
sandwiches [to school] and learned to eat soup without 
s lurping  [considered acceptable in  Japanese culture] . 
I was too embarrassed to bring Japanese rice ba l ls for 
lunch . I a lso d rank Coca-Cola . "  Sports was another 
activity that became a symbol of Nisei Americaness for 
Yoshida who participated with other Nisei at the YMCA 
and at school .  The churches also played a major  part 
i n  the Americanization of both Nisei and thei r I ssei 
parents .  Yoshida recal led how "The use of English i n  
hymn singing,  Bib le readings , and Sunday school ,  and 
the exposure to western harmonies and melodies in 
church music Americanized us . " This interviewee saw his 
Americanization as a broader process of encu ltu ration 
i nto midd le c lass American life .  
Strongly identifying himself as  American ,  he  harbored 
a certain reticence toward Japanese culture whi le 
growing up :  " I  did n ' t  enjoy traditional Japanese music 
and Buddhism was alien to me, it  was more cu ltural  than 
religious . "  As was the custom,  however, he attended 
Japanese language school everyday after public school 
where, he remembered , "I learned reading and writing ,  
Japanese songs , and also went to picnics cal led undokai 
where we exercised and played games and there was 
food . "  His connection to Japanese culture was obligatory, 
but it  did not i nfluence or compromise the strong 
identification he had of being an American . 
Yoshlda came from a musical fami ly, hls mother played 
church music on organ and hls father sang Amerlcan songs . 
He described his musical beginnings whi le l n  elementary 
school ln  Seattle : " I  joined the Harmonica Club that 
played mostly Stephen Foster songs , such as "Old Folks 
at Home" and "Swanee River. " Then around 1 935  I heard 
Benny Goodman 's band on the radio for the fi rst tlme 
along with Lionel Hampton ,  Teddy Wi lson , and other 
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African American musicians .  This music real ly appealed 
to me, and I started lessons on alto saxophone in j u nior 
high school . "  In 1 939 while he was i n  h igh school , he  and 
his friends gathered to listen to the big band recordings 
of Artie Shaw and Benny Goodman , " I  went to a friend 's 
garage with two other friends - me on sax, and the other 
two on piano and trumpet . " Yoshida conti nued , "We 
heard Artie Shaw p lay " Begin the Beguine" ;  I bought the 
record and arrangement and we tried to p lay i t . " During 
this period Yoshida listened to a number of musicians,  
Duke El l ington , Tommy Dorsey, and si ngers Frank Sinatra, 
B i l ly Ekstine,  who sang with the Earl H ines band ,  and 
Bob Eberle , a si nger in G lenn Mi l ler's band . Yoshida's 
saxophone p laying days continued when he attended 
Los Angeles City Col lege ( LACC) and played in the school 
swing band .  It was while attending LACC that he heard 
Duke El l ington 's band live performing " Do Nothing Ti l l  You 
Hear From Me" being the most memorable.  I n  reference 
to black musicians ,  Yoshida mentioned , " Race records 
kept white bands and b lack bands segregated . "  Although 
he was able to attend performances by b lack bands, the 
sustained segregation of race records general ly resu lted 
in the Nisei 's access and emu lation of the music of white 
bands . 9  
Yoshida kept up his saxophone playing days whi le 
he was i nterned i n  Poston ,  Arizona from 1 942 on . He 
performed as a member of the Poston camp dance band , 
the Music Makers . Dancing was an important part of 
camp life ,  "A lot of dances were organized by the socia l  
c lubs and the Music Makers provided the music . " Yoshida 
reiterated the importance of music saying ,  "Big band was 
our  [Nisei] music . " Yoshida's participation in American 
popular music as both a musician and a j i tterbug dancer 
reinforces this sentiment.  This Nisei 's enthusiasm toward 
and ownership of American swing affi rmed the importance 
of this music for his generation . 
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Yutaka Kobayashi 
Yutaka Kobayashi is a native of San Francisco who 
grew up  i n  Japan Town between Laguna and Sutter 
streets . 1 0 The typical activities of an American teenager 
fi l led Yutaka Kobayashi 's days during the 1 930s and 40s . 
Quite ath letic ,  he participated in  sports : "Sports was a 
big part of my growing up .  There were basebal l  teams,  
footbal l  teams,  swimming,  and track. I was on the track 
team and won my letter in track. "  He also enjoyed fishing 
and going to movies , "Movies were a big part of our  lives 
because al l  we had were radios, no TV. The big thing for 
us were the Andy Hardy movies , featuring Mickey Rooney, 
Ann Rutherford , and Judy Garland , where they showed 
teenage parties and such .  We al l  tried to emu late that; 
we had our parties . The series lasted four  or five years ; it  
captured everyday life .  Everyone emu lated the characters 
and l ifestyle i n  these movies . "  Kobayashi 's interests and 
activities reflected those of any young person growing up 
in a middle c lass American fami ly. 
The church i n  his community played an important 
role i n  Kobayashi 's socialization : "My two older brothers 
and I were active i n  our various social clubs,  i ncluding 
a church fel lowship c lub ,  which was a big thing -
Presbyterian - at Christ's Church on Post and Octavia .  
They held Sunday fel lowship meetings with people i n  
Berkeley and  San  Mateo . They also used to  have so-cal led 
Christian conferences . Fel lowship clubs served as a social 
outlet for Nisei . "  Annual  Christian conferences offered 
opportunities to talk about social issues-international and 
evangelical-and included speakers as wel l  as d inners and 
social  dances . For Japanese Americans,  churches were 
centers for not on ly social  activities , but for employment 
and housing assistance as wel l .  
The local YMCA also created social opportunities . 
Kobayashi attended the YMCA's annual New Year's Eve 
dances . The dances featured live music by local Nisei 
dance bands;  there was one band in San Francisco 
that played at al l  the big events, but Kobayashi could 
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not recal l  its name. Other local Nisei social  c lubs also 
organized thei r own dances . "These dances were a big 
deal .  Whenever there was a dance planned it  took about a 
month ahead of time [to plan it] -Spring Dance, Hal loween 
Dance, Thanksgiving Dance-whatever a social club could 
afford . "  Kobayashi danced a lot and loved to j itterbug. 
To learn to j itterbug he explained , "One watched movies , 
practiced with a chai r to learn j itterbug steps and moves . 
Jitterbug dancing involved a 6 -beat dance rhythm in  half 
time (214) . American dance music was an integral part 
of our Americanization . When we became teenagers in  
h igh school ,  we always looked forward to that [social life] 
because of the restricted home life .  We never i nvited gi rls 
to our house . We only socialized at church , school ,  or at 
clubs, that was it ,  or if you happened to meet in a store. 
Those were the only social outlets i n  terms of meeting the 
opposite sex as a teenager. You could hard ly ever invite 
friends of the opposite sex to your  house . You j ust didn ' t  
do  that . I t  was a problem with your  parents [who would 
ask] "Why do you want to visit ,  what's on your  mind?" So, 
dancing became a very important part of our lives , we 
always looked forward to that. Music was a big part of 
our lives , because when we were growing up ,  being the 
fi rst generation of Americans,  we wanted to be Americans 
and act l ike Americans even though we did n ' t  look l ike 
Americans.  We did everything that the Americans did , the 
white guys did . "  Dances , the primary social activity for al l  
teenagers , were the focus for many Nisei . 
Kobayashi confi rmed that the popular bands of the 
time included those of Tommy Dorsey, J immy Dorsey, 
Lionel Hampton , and Count Basie .  Popular s ingers 
i ncluded Kate Kaiser, Ted Weems,  and Sammy Kaye . 
Radio was the primary purveyor of the latest hit  tunes on 
national  programs such as "Major Bowe's Amateur Hour, "  
which was one of the most popu lar programs broadcast 
in the U . S .  in the 1 930s and 1 940s . "All of us knew the 
top ten hit parade songs . We knew al l  the artists . When 
I was growing up I thought Bing Crosby was the big guy. 
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Eventual ly, I changed to Frank Sinatra . "  He a lso heard 
music l ive : " I n  San Francisco the Golden Gate Theater, 
down at Market and Golden Gate streets , used to have 
a stage show. I saw a lot of performances; Frank Sinatra 
used to appear, the Benny Goodman band and others .  I n  
the 30s people l ike Sinatra ,  the big bands a l l  performed 
in movie theaters . After the movie a band wou ld p lay a 
set or  two, a j uggler wou ld come out, magicians wou ld 
do card tricks ,  and someone wou ld do acrobatics . I t  was 
expensive [to go to these shows] . I n  Chicago they did the 
same thing, and of course the Paramount Theater i n  New 
York was famous for having Frank Sinatra . " I t  is clear that 
both listening to music and dancing were central to this 
N isei . 
I n  contrast to the many Americanizing influences i n  
h i s  l ife ,  Kobayashi 's home life was traditional ly Japanese . 
Kobayashi 's fami ly celebrated O-shogatsu [New Year's] 
every year. O-shogatsu lasted a week or longer. "My 
mother cooked up a ton of food and then friends wou ld 
come over and drink  sake and whatever else. Everyone 
wou ld eat special  foods - a-mach; ( rice cake ) .  We looked 
forward to it  because of the food . "  Nisei were expected 
to attend Japanese school ,  where they learned to read 
and write Japanese . They also learned about customs and 
socia l  obl igations as a means to connect them to thei r 
heritage . Kobayashi and his two older brothers went,  but 
he rebel led saying,  " I  am an American ,  why do I have 
to go to Japanese school?" He never graduated from 
Japanese school whi le his two brothers did . Many Nisei 
experienced home life rooted in Meij i Japan ,  but when 
they left thei r homes to go to school or be with thei r 
friends, thei r American persona prevai led . 
Hisayo Asai 
I n  contrast to u rban Nisei , Yoshida and Kobayash i ,  
Hisayo Asai 's personal account tel ls the experience of 
Nisei residing in ru ral areas . 1 1  This interviewee was born 
in 1 920 and raised in Wapato , a very small  farmi ng town 
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i n  the central part of Washington . Wapato was a mixed 
community where twenty-five percent of the popu lation 
was Japanese . Most of the Japanese popu lation were 
farmers and fami lies who lived outside of town in the 
outlying areas . Asai 's fami ly were not farmers .  "My father 
was a very successfu l businessman who worked with the 
farmers packing and shipping [produce] . He had a large 
warehouse and employed many people,  so our  l ife was 
very comfortable . " 
Asai 's home life was basical ly American :  "We were 
the on ly Japanese fami ly in  a white community. Our 
home was j ust as n ice as the others ,  it  was j ust that we 
looked different.  Our  life was very American because we 
j ust went along with everything else i n  the community. 
We lived j ust l ike our  neighbors . Both my mother and 
my father spoke English because they were living in  a 
white community. I thi nk  my mother felt a little more 
comfortable speaking Japanese, but she spoke both 
Japanese and English . "  Asai 's fami ly conformed to middle 
c lass American customs i n  thei r attempt to assimi late . 
Whi le many aspects of dai ly life reflected midd le class 
American living ,  Asai 's connection to Japanese cu lture and 
the community remained vita l .  Wel l -defined segregation 
in Wapato forced the creation of a separate Japanese 
community. Her father did quite wel l  as a businessman 
and he provided fi nancial assistance to many Japanese 
fami lies . On New Year's ,  many of the fami lies he helped 
visited to thank h im for h is  favors . Hisayo 's father was 
an important leader in the Japanese community, and 
when Japanese Americans were interned during  the 
war, he was sent to a separate Department of Justice 
camp exclusively for community leaders .  Whi le her 
fami ly ate mostly American food , Asai reminisced how, 
"Occasional ly my mother wou ld make Japanese food , 
which I loved more than American food . I was a lways very 
happy when New Year's came because my mother cooked 
a feast of o-Shogatsu food . There was a Japanese store i n  
the community and  they got a l l  the  food shipped over. " 
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Japanese language use, although not actively practiced 
at home, was a dai ly activity. Her parents spoke Japanese 
to each other and Asai went to a Japanese after school 
program every day until the sixth grade .  
Asai gave an account of  a social  life quite different 
from Nisei u rbanites . The more intense anti -Japanese 
sentiments in ru ral  farming areas , due to race and the 
economic competition between Japanese and white 
farmers ,  created a very restricted social  envi ronment for 
Nisei youth . Racism severely curbed the social activities 
of Asai and her age group .  When asked about dances and 
social  activities in  school Asai answered , "We did n ' t  go . 
They must have had dances , but we did n ' t  go . We never 
went to the prom . "  The Methodist and Buddhist church i n  
Wapato did n ' t  have youth fel lowship groups since many 
people lived far away; there were no organized socia l  
activities for Nisei youth . Also , in  the rural areas there 
were no YMCAs or YWCAs , which served as important 
centers of  sports activities and social dances for Nisei 
who lived in u rban centers .  
I n  response to  thei r barren social  lives , Nisei youth i n  
Wapato focused on thei r studies, sports , or the arts . Asai 
d i rected her energies toward playing European classical 
m usic on the piano , " I  was given piano lessons ever since 
I was six years old . I had two younger sisters and they al l  
had music lessons,  but I am the only one that pursued 
it  because I li ked it .  And so , home life for me was go to 
school ,  come home and practice . I did my homework and 
practiced again .  I li ked it .  We cou ld n ' t  do a lot of things, 
so most of the people wou ld j ust accept it and knew 
what we cou ld do.  I know in  many other communities 
people cou ld take part in sports teams and so most of 
the communities had thei r own Japanese sports teams -
I thi nk  mostly basebal l .  School was very important.  We 
cou ld n ' t  go to a lot of things so the chi ldren j ust studied . 
We al l  did very wel l  in  school . "  For Asai , pursuing piano 
performance fi l led her hours and days ; a way to transcend 
her circumscribed life .  
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Performing classical music was Hisayo Asai 's 
identification as an American . For young  American 
women , p laying piano was both a source of cu ltivation 
and parlor home entertainment.  In school ,  she was 
active as an accompanist for the high school chorus and 
in Wapato as a soloist for various ladies ' club gatherings . 
Asai commented on how p laying piano was her entree 
into the mainstream community in her hometown , " I  was 
in demand in the community. They had women 's groups 
who would have meetings and they asked me, "Would you 
play a solo? They had different clubs,  they had garden 
c lubs and different kinds of social c lubs .  They wanted 
something to add to thei r progra m .  I was forever going 
from one place to another j ust volunteering .  They would 
ask and I wou ld go . Th rough my high school years that 
was very important to me. I enjoyed it. So, I was part of 
the community and it  softened the racism . "  
As for American popular music,  Asai recal led , " I  real ly 
li ked popular music .  I wasn ' t  too aware , but I knew which 
songs were popu lar at the time.  I was so ingrained with 
c lassical music that I li ked ; I practiced so much that I 
real ly did n ' t  have time to listen . "  Asai 's i nvolvement with 
American popular music was min imal ;  it wasn ' t  unti l  the 
war and her move to New York City that this music played 
a greater role for her. She danced at socia l  gatherings 
hosted by the Japanese American Citizens League where 
she met and married Wood row Asai , my father's youngest 
brother. 
Conclusion 
Recounting how young Americans of  Japanese 
descent listened to, danced to , and even performed 
popu lar  music of 1 930s and 40s America i l lustrates 
the i mportance of cu lture as an avenue for Nisei i n  
cu ltivating thei r Americaness . George Yoshida contends 
that a common reaction of Nisei to thei r predicament 
was to attempt to assert one's identity as an American 
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as strongly as possible,  often through music .  Lowe 
echoes the Nisei 's response :  "Where the political terrain 
can neither resolve nor suppress inequality, it  erupts in 
cu lture . " ( 1 996 : 22 ) .  I t  is c lear that music contributes 
to the ethos of a national cu lture ,  and as such it  can be 
considered a marker of identity. Popular music 's socia l  
function among American youth had a dual  meaning for 
Nisei . Whi le music as an accompaniment to dance was 
an integra l  part of thei r social lives , it was also a tacit 
way for Nisei to reinforce thei r identity as Americans .  
Yoshida 's statement, "We did n ' t  seek to be Americans ,  
we were Americans.  We tota l ly immersed ourselves i n  
American cu lture"  expresses the emphatic way i n  which 
some Nisei regarded themselves . Political ly, the Nisei 's 
positioning was assimi lationist; cu ltu ral ly, they strove 
toward whiteness-mainstream society 's Eurocentric 
standard of Americanness . Whiteness was the ideal as 
expressed by Li ly Oyama Sasaki in Sacramento in 1 930 :  
We al l  wanted to be blond and blue-eyed Americans, 
hated to be Japanese. 
We changed our Japanese names into American 
names. Were criticized for our short hairdos, but 
didn 't care. Went to movies, were crazy about Clara 
Bow and Joan Crawford! Loved jazz . . .  Red Nichols and 
the Five Pennies, 
Paul Whiteman 'The King of Jazz, ' and clarinet­
playing Ted Lewis; loved the vocals of Connie Boswell 
and Ruth Etting. (Yoshida, 1 997: 4) 
A line of inquiry not di rectly included in  the interviews, 
but important to the identity of the succeeding Sansei 
generation , was the influence of African American music in  
Nisei l ife through American popular music .  From the 1 920s 
on , black and white musician composers borrowed from 
one another in developing popular music in the United 
States . I n  the 1 930s and 1 940s , black and white big bands 
played swing,  a genre that stylistical ly combined Ti n Pan 
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Alley and jazz. In this way, African American jazz entered 
the sphere of American popular music and many Nisei 
listened and danced to it .  I n -depth research needs to be 
conducted on this topic ,  but a few ideas can be inferred 
from Nisei statements about music during the 1 930s and 
1 940s . Blackness did not appear to play a di rect role in  
the development of  Nisei identity. The interviewees in  
this study named mostly white singers ,  band leaders ,  and 
big bands that were all the rage in thei r youth . Yoshida 
expressed the most interest i n  b lack musicians,  mentioning 
that he listened to band leaders , Duke El l ington , Lionel 
Hampton , and J immy Lunceford , and singers ,  Bi l ly 
Eckstine and Sarah Vaughn .  Kobayashi a lso included 
Lionel Hampton and Count Basie as popu lar band leaders . 
Yoshida talked about how black music, produced and sold 
as ' race records '  from 1 92 1  to 1 942 , was marketed to 
black audiences and were not intended for the rest of 
the popu lation . He also mentioned that arrangements 
of the black bands were not available. Contri buti ng to 
the popu larity and reach of white bands and musicians 
were the amount of exposure they received on popu lar 
radio programs-the same programs that exposed Nisei 
to the latest hits.  The continuing disenfranchisement of 
African Americans a lso deterred N isei from considering 
blackness as an avenue for cl imbing the socia l ,  political ,  
and economic ladder to greater acceptance and mobil ity. 
The hegemonic pul l  of Euro-American mainstream culture 
appears to have shaped Nisei i n  idealizi ng whiteness . 
The interviews point to American popular music as 
having a role in Nisei l ife ,  but to varying degrees . A major 
factor that influenced the degree of i mportance of popu lar 
music was the interviewee 's socialization , which was 
d ictated in large part to whether they lived in an u rban 
or rural setti ng .  The two i nterviewees raised in u rban 
centers , Yoshida and Kobayashi , had very active socia l 
lives due to the larger Japanese American communities 
whose i nstitutions faci li tated socia l  activities . Swing band 
dance music played a much greater role in the social  lives 
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of these u rban dwellers .  The association of swing music 
with dancing and socializing gave popular music its power 
and appea l .  Popu lar music played a much smal ler role, 
however, in the life of the third interviewee, Asai , who 
grew up  i n  an isolated rural community. Racist attitudes 
in her town prevented her from having much of a socia l  
l ife ,  l imiting her  exposure to  and enjoyment of  dancing 
to popu lar music . I n terviewing Asai a lso revealed that 
European classical music was important particularly to 
young Nisei women in emu lating middle c lass Americans .  
American popular music proved to be one avenue for 
assimi lati ng i nto the national cu lture ;  future studies need 
to consider a wider variety of music to better measure 
the impact music had i n  Americanizing Nisei . The Nisei 
i nterviewees recal led learning Stephen Foster songs and 
spi rituals i n  school ,  hymns in  church , and campfi re songs . 
From the i nterviews we learn that music was on ly 
one facet of the Americanization process . Going to the 
movies, playing games and sports , attending church 
services , and learning in  school were al l  part of a Nisei 's 
enculturation . Here agai n ,  the degree of encu lturation 
varied according to the individua l .  Nisei lived cu ltu ral ly 
spl it lives and some fami lies were more assimi lated than 
others .  The differing degrees of encu ltu ration present 
a complex picture .  Choosing music as a reference point 
for measuring the Nisei 's Americanization is on ly one way 
from which to view the whole process , but it offers a 
clear idea of what music meant to them and why. 
Tragical ly, despite Nisei efforts to insert themselves 
i nto the national cu lture ,  racist conceptions of nationality 
created insurmountable barriers . The physiological 
and cu ltu ral differences of Asian immigrants and their 
offspring proved to be too far a field from the Nordic/ 
Anglo-Saxon mold of the late eighteenth century when 
the foundation for American nationality formed . Then , 
in  the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
economic and political chal lenges facing the u . S .  as an 
evolving world power perpetuated nativist sentiments 
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that shaped immigration policies that were exclusionary, 
rearticu lating racial boundaries of nationality that 
continued to bar non -whites . 
My intent is not on ly to particularize about the fai lure 
of Nisei in  thei r efforts to achieve a national identity 
through music,  but a lso to present a larger picture 
that is critical of American nationalism and who is 
a l lowed to fu l ly belong.  The National  Origins system of 
immigration preferences and quotas , which ended Asian 
immigration after 1 924, was repealed by the passage of 
the 1 965 I mmigration & Nationality Act .  Echoes of the 
racist quotas of the National Origins system ,  however, 
sti l l  reverberate . I n  the 1 965 legislation , countries in  
the western hemisphere were not  subject to  any quotas ; 
a quota of 20, 000 has subsequently been legislated as 
a resu lt of heightened security. Meanwhi le ,  countries 
in the eastern hemisphere have a lways had a quota of 
20, 000 (http : / /www. asian - nation . org/ 1 965 - immigration ­
act . shtm l ) .  The continuing use of quotas for popu lations 
from the eastern hemisphere permanently registers the 
undesi rable status of people who have been racial ly set 
apart .  Such ideological bias remains a barrier to national 
citizenship for a variety of people who seek to make 
the U . S .  thei r new home. Becoming an American is sti l l  
a chal lenge that i nvolves countering  h istorical ly based 
biases and racia l  attitudes . 
I t  is the travai ls of the Nisei that pushed the next 
generation of Japanese Americans toward an identity 
politics , cal l ing for a greater acknowledgement of thei r 
Japanese heritage as a source of strength , and a p ledge to 
humanity to fight for the rights of people also considered 
"other. "  Rejection of the Nisei pointed the way for 
many th ird generation Sansei i n  seeking a lternatives and 
choosing a separatist politics . This new di rection led to the 
creation of the Asian American political movement in  the 
late 1 960s into the 1 970s . Today, even as citizens,  Asian 
Americans continue to be cu ltu ral ly and racia l ly situated 
outside the boundaries of the nation . This continuing 
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legacy of racia lization and the enduring anti - immigrant 
sentiment i n  the U . S .  speaks to the need for a more 
i nclusive society and movement toward a humanism that 
recognizes merit  and worth over skin  color and heritage . 
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Politics of Identity, Ed . C .  Calhoun (Oxford , U K/Cambridge, MA: B lackwell 
Press, 1 994) .  
2 There i s  a precedent for orientalist racializations early o n  in  the development o f  the 
ideological basis of American identity. Between 1 776 and 1 8 1 5  there was a 
predisposition toward defining the concept of nationality ethnically along 
Anglo-Saxon lines. Also during this time, American political ideology formed 
from "abstract ideals of liberty, equality, and republicanism" drawn from the 
European En lightenment. The universalist ideology of American nationality 
was in theory open to anyone without regard to an individual's "national,  
linguistic, religious, or ethnic background . "  This idea formed within the 
context of the late 1 8th century when eighty percent of white Americans 
were British .  This majority coupled with a " latent predisposition" to defining 
the concept of nationality from the perspective of ethnicity resulted in a 
contradictory view that regarded other racial and cultural groups-blacks 
or Indians-as "falling outside the range of American nationality" (G leason 
1 980: 62-63 ) .  Blacks and I ndians, therefore, were excluded and only free 
white people were eligible to become citizens without any regard for their 
national background or native language. Nativist sentiments became stronger 
after 1 830 when massive migrations from Europe began .  American national 
identity faced a number of challenges in coming to terms with the different 
religions, politics, education, and culture of the four mi llion immigrants 
who landed on American shores between 1 830 and 1 855 (G leason 1 980: 
68-69 ) .  The American response to this deluge of people who fell outside 
the Anglo-Saxon mold brought religious and stronger ethnic considerations 
into the national identity equation . From the 1 890s to the 1 920s the debate 
about restricting immigration marked the reversal of the country's original 
open door policy to immigrants and a growing intolerance of immigrants' 
perpetuation of their nationalities whi le living on American soi l .  World War 
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I raised ethnic antagonisms, resulting in immigration restriction laws when 
the war ended . From the 1 900s to the 1 920s an Americanization movement 
stressed the assimi lation of immigrants who were expected to conform to 
mainstream American cu lture, language, religion,  and manners (Gleason 
1 982: 79, 85 ) .  
3 For a fuller description of  the  Protestant, Anglo·Saxon Orientalism , which I refer 
to as American Orientalism, see John Kuo Wei Tchen 's article "Believing 
is Seeing:  Transforming Orientalism and the Occidental Gaze" in  Asia 
America: Identities in Contemporary Asian American Art. Tchen discusses 
how Westerners have been enculturated to view the Asian body and other 
physical features from the perspective of the "Orientalist socialization" of 
nineteenth century American commercial cu lture. Within this context, he 
introduces the social construction of "yellowface , "  describing it  as a means 
for Asians to assimi late into mainstream society. 
4 After 1 900 scientific racism 's promotion of the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon and 
Nordic races and the assumption that cultural traits were genetically 
passed on along with physical attributes fed American xenophobia. The 
science of eugenics furthered such racialized thin king with the view that 
"the indiscriminate mixing of races was more likely to result  in  cultural 
debasement than cultural improvement. " Madison G rant 's The Passing of 
the Great Race ( 1 9 1 6 ) extol led Anglo-Saxonism , systematizing and further 
influencing racializations that played an important role i n  restrictive laws of 
the 1 920s (G leason,  1 980: 94) .  The coupling of "orientalist racializations" 
of Asians as inassimi lable and attitudes of "Anglo-Saxon"  or " Nordic" racial 
superiority gave rise to Asian immigration exclusion acts and laws against 
naturalization in  1 882,  1 9 1 7, 1 924, and 1 934 ( Lowe 1 996:  5; Kitano and 
Daniels 1 988:  1 3 ) .  The I m migration Act of 1 924, in  particular, pointed ly 
applied a national-origins quota system that ended Asian immigration for 
forty-one years. Repeal of these exclusionary laws, between 1 943 and 1 952,  
granted Asian immigrants the right to citizenship .  However, the almost one­
hundred -year period of racist restrictions politically disenfranchised Asians, 
and only today do they have a significant political presence. 
5 For greater detai l about how racial ideologies and economic interests impacted the 
formation of " modern America, " and how Asian i mmigrants figured i nto that 
national body, read the well - researched work Asian/American: Historical 
Crossings of a Racial Frontier by David Palumbo-Liu ,  which I have cited 
above in the body of the text. 
6 Carey McWi lliams, born i n  1 905 in  Steamboat Springs, Colorado, was a lawyer 
who championed the causes of minorities in his many articles published 
i n  periodicals and newspapers in  Los Angeles . In 1 939 he was appointed 
California Commissioner of I mmigration and Housing,  a position he held 
until ousted by governor Earl Warren in  the early 1 940s . He received national 
attention with two books-Factories in the Field and III  Fares the Land­
that narrated the problems and difficult life of migrant laborers in nearly 
three fourths of the u . S .  The work by McWil liams cited above-Japanese ­
Americans: Symbol of Racial Intolerance-presents a detailed case history of 
the mistreatment of this racial minority, and poses a question to American 
citizens:  "What shall we do to solve our fundamental problems at home?" 
This question is sti l l  being asked today. 
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7 There is a growing body of research about the Asian American body and the i mpact 
i t  has had and continues to have on how Asian Americans are viewed and 
received on a visceral level .  Elena Creef's book on Imaging Japanese 
America: The Visual Construction of Citizenship, Nation, and the Body is an 
i nsightful study of the "distinct visual rhetoric in the symbolic and cultural 
representation of Japanese Americans i n  the mid -to late twentieth century, 
where the racist hysteria of World War I I  unj ustly framed this ethnic 
comm unity as disloyal citizens of the nation . "  Creef analyzes a broad range 
of visual and "textual" material making it very usefu l for delving i nto the 
visceral aspects of difference. 
8 George Yoshida, interview with author, San Francisco, California, 30 March 2006 . 
9 The Nisei 's emulation of white bands is an important point,  but it was not a part 
of my initial inquiry. I intend to include this line of questioning i n  future 
i nterviews with Nisei . The idea of white vs. black music influence on Nisei 
is discussed briefly in  the conclusion .  
1 0 Yutaka Kobayash i ,  interview with author, Wel lesley, Massachusetts, 13  June 2006 . 
1 1  Hisayo Asai , interview with author, New York, New York, 31 August 2006 . 
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" If You're B lack, Get Back! " 
The Color Complex :  
Issues of Skin-Tone Bias 
in the Workplace 
Letisha Engracia Cardoso Brown 
University of Northern Colorado 
Skin - tone has always played a role in the socioeconomic 
lives of African -Americans,  and whi le there are always 
successes , there are also those who are not as fortunate .  
A major success for African Americans has come in  
the  shape of  the election of  the nation 's fi rst African ­
American President, Barack Obama , and , by extension , 
the fi rst African -American Fi rst Lady, Michelle Obama . 
Among the cries of happiness and hope after the e lection , 
there li ngers a feel ing among many Americans whether 
Barack Obama wou ld have been elected if he were 
darker rather than lighter skinned . Though the question 
is rhetorical at this point the question is nevertheless 
one asked in many American households.  Even after the 
election and inaugu ration of the fi rst Black President and 
the subsequent entrance of the fi rst B lack Fami ly into the 
White House, many critics wonder whether the United 
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States is sti l l  a nation absorbed i n  skin - tone prej udices 
or has, in the words of the late Reverend Martin Luther 
King J r. ,  tru ly "overcome" them . With such a question in 
mind , the position of the Fi rst Lady becomes a precarious 
one.  Whi le she is not pri ncipal ly responsible for guiding 
the fate of the nation , her role is a vis ible one, which 
makes her presence in the public eye an important one 
nonetheless . Historical ly, the Fi rst Lady is expected to 
embody ideals of womanhood such as vi rtue,  beauty, 
grace, and honor to the nation at large . Up  unti l  this 
point,  these ideals have been expressed to young 
women in  this nation as coterminous with the concept of 
"whiteness . "  More pointed ly, wi l l  images of beauty shift 
away from narrow Eurocentric standards because a Black 
Fi rst Fami ly resides in the White House? 
One of the factors correlated with perceptions of 
skin - tone and socioeconomic status is the concept 
of beauty. Beauty, therefore , is more than a physical 
representation of aesthetic appeal ;  it  holds a viable 
position in  a l l  aspects of American socia l  l ife .  According 
to author Margaret L .  Hunter, beauty operates as a 
tool of "social  capita l"  for women ( 1 77 ) .  As such , if 
the beauty ideal in this nation has been one centered 
on Eurocentric appeal ,  how has it affected the lives of 
the other racial  and ethnic popu lations with in  American 
society? Specifical ly, how have these attitudes developed 
i nto a system of colorism , or skin - tone biases , and how 
have these attitudes affected the socioeconomic lives of 
African -American women , specifically and main ly, i n  the 
workplace? The most recent data col lected concerning 
the issue of  skin - tone bias with socioeconomic status was 
col lected in the mid - 1 990s , over a decade ago . Si nce 
then , there has been a gap in current data col lection . 
Therefore , I intend to determine if there have been any 
significant changes in the impact of colorism on African ­
American women in  the workplace through the process of 
interviews , qual itative as wel l  as quantitative research ,  
si nce the last data col lection . 
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The key concepts that this paper wi l l  focus on are 
as fol lows : racism , coLorism , amaLgamation , phenotypic 
characteristics,  hypo-descent,  white supremacy, and 
socioeconomic status . Each is broad Ly defined as fol lows : 
racism i n  the context of this paper refers to the systematic 
privi lege given to persons of European descent over the 
rest of the American popu Lation ; coLorism wi l L  refer to the 
systematic privi leging of L ighter skinned members within 
a community of coLor over those of darker compLexion ; 
amaLgamation wi l l  be understood as the process of raciaL  
mixing  th rough sexuaL  intercourse; and Lastly, phenotypic 
characteristics wi l L  appLy to those physicaL features 
used as tooLs for sociaL  and politicaL separation , i . e .  hai r 
texture ,  nose shape ,  L ip thickness , etc . Moreover, hypo­
descent wi l l  refer to the LegaL means of designating mixed 
race i ndividuaLs in the category of " Lower race, " or  race 
of coLor; white supremacy wi l L  refer to the ideoLogy that 
keeps all of the tooLs for sociaL separation fi rm Ly rooted 
in American society. For exampLe, more than the actions 
of members of racist organizations L ike the Ku KLux KLan .  
For the purpose of  this paper, the term white supremacy 
wi l L  refer to the ideoLogy that keeps the tooLs for sociaL  
preparation fi rmLy rooted i n  American society through 
a hierarchaL ordering of different raciaL categories , 
whereby persons of European descent are at the top . 
LastLy, socioeconomic status refers to th ree dominant 
categories: education , i ncome, and marriage . 
Literature Review 
Colorism and Gender 
CoLorism , as stated earlier, is the American system that 
privi leges the L ighter-skinned over the darker-skinned 
members within a community of coLor (Gu llickson ,  2005 ; 
Hunter, 2002 ; H i l L ,  2002 ; Ross ,  1 997; Keith & Thompson , 
2001 ) .  SeveraL studies have concluded that skin tone, 
i n  most instances, is a more saLient factor for women 
than for men . Furthermore, the authors concluded that 
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women with l ighter skin  tone tend to receive more 
privi lege in  the form of socioeconomic gains than dark­
skinned women with the s imi lar social  characteristics 
(Hunter, 1 998;  Hunter, 2002 ; Hunter, 2005 ) .  H i l l  (2002 ) 
found that skin tone is a more salient characteristic for 
women than for men i n  terms of perceived attractiveness 
(77) . Although it may not seem l ike a viable factor 
within the workplace, perceptions of attractiveness does 
play a quantifiable role in the socioeconomic status of 
African -American women . Hunter (2002 ) maintains that 
attractiveness or beauty can operate as "social  capital" 
for Black women (77 ) .  Within a study conducted by Hunter 
in 2002 , it was determined that l ight-skinned women 
could use thei r l ightness to increase thei r socioeconomic 
status in  th ree dimensions:  education , i ncome, and 
marriage . The fi ndings of the Hunter study found that on 
average African American women of a l ighter-skin  tone 
tend to earn more money, go farther in higher education , 
and marry men of a higher economic status as compared 
to darker-skinned counterparts . 
I n  addition ,  Sekayi (2003 ) conducted a study i ndicating 
that some Black women chose to consiously conform 
to Eurocentric ideals of beauty as opposed to African 
standards .  This desi re for assimi lation reinforces the 
role white supremacist attitudes such as colorism play in 
contemporary society. Within a community of color, dark­
skinned women often witness the privi lege granted to 
thei r lighter skinned counter parts , j ust as light skinned 
women witness the privi leges granted to White women . 
I n  response to these intraracial  as wel l  as interracial  
privi leges , Black women , consciously and unconsciously, 
move towards ideals of beauty connected to perceptions 
of whiteness (Sekayi , 2003 ) .  I t  is  necessary to understand 
these th ree basic levels of socioeconomic status­
education , i ncome,  and marriage-as interrelated . 
Furthermore, within these th ree levels ,  color impacts 
the attainment level negatively or positively as based on 
perceived skin  tone variations.  
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For example,  Ross conducted a study proposing two 
major  hypotheses : men and women wi l l  have different 
criteria for dating ;  men wi l l  general ly i l lustrate a stronger 
preference for physical appeal i n  the form of l ighter ski n  
tone than women wi l l  ( 559 ) .  Skin  tone i s  a factor when it 
comes to spousal selection .  Based on recent data spousal 
selection fu rther supports the notion that skin - tone is a 
more salient factor for women than for men , since the men 
who responded based thei r spousal selection preferences 
on skin  tone more than women . Additional ly, researchers 
argue that Black women are more able to use l ight skin 
to thei r socioeconomic advantage than Black men (H i l l ,  
2002 ; Hunter, 1 998;  Hunter, 2002 ; Hunter, 2005 ;  Keith 8: 
Thom pson ,  2001 ; Ross, 1 997; Sekayi 2003 ) .  Whether used 
as a form of "social  capita l , " (Hunter, 2002 ) or as a tool 
for gauging self esteem ( Keith 8: Thompson , 2001 ) ,  skin 
tone is a more salient factor of socioeconomic status for 
B lack women than for B lack men . 
Qualitative Analysis 
Qualitative research wi l l  consist of personal narratives , 
i nterviews , and literary works of fiction . All of these 
methods of data col lection wi l l  offer a personal account of 
how color affects the socioeconomic status of Black women 
in order to expose how skin  tone bias impacts women in 
the workplace . Studies break down socioeconomic status 
i nto th ree principle dimensions-education , i ncome, 
and marriage (Gul lickson , 2005 ;  Henshel ,  1 971 ; Hunter, 
1 998 ;  Hunter, 2002 ; Hunter, 2005 ) .  These dimensions 
a re i nterrelated since education can be used as a 
determinant for future income, and income can broaden 
or narrow a woman 's option for marriage . I nterviews and 
personal narratives wi l l  be used , fu rthermore, to show an 
interrelation between these dimensions .  Literary works 
of fiction wi l l  focus primari ly on the concept of "beauty, " 
a tool used to achieve socioeconomic gains .  For instance, 
several studies have shown that l ight skinned women are 
more likely to marry men of a higher social status than 
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dark skinned women with s imi lar credentials (Hunter, 
1 998;  Hunter, 2002 ; Hunter, 2005 ) .  
Toni Morrison 's The BLuest Eye i l lustrates exactly 
how perceptions of beauty operate as social capita l .  
Morrison 's novel is set in  1 941  Lorain ,  Oh io ,  j ust at  the 
end of the Depression in  the 1 930s . The central characters 
of this novel are the members of the Breed love fami ly, 
principal ly, youngest daughter, Pecola . Like many of the 
B lack fami lies depicted in this novel ,  the Breed loves 
are of low income status .  However, a factor that sets 
them apart from the other poor fami lies i n  the novel ,  
according to the narrator, is  thei r perceived "ugli ness , " 
in  terms of thei r physical appearance, as wel l  as thei r 
attitudes towards life and the world i n  which they lived . 
Within the context of Morrison 's novel ,  Pecola describes 
her idea of beauty as having white skin  and , especial ly, 
blue eyes-ideal ly l ike Shi rley Temple.  Th roughout the 
novel Pecola struggles fantastical ly and i mpossib ly to 
gain this physical trait which she believes wi l l  forever 
alter her circumstance and fate . As Pecola imagines, if 
she is "beautifu l , " her fami ly situation wi l l  not be as dire 
for her as it  i s .  Morrison 's work i l luminates how deeply 
color stratification permeates American society. Pecola 
struggles with a concept of beauty reflected by the white 
chi ld actress Shi rley Temple,  which , as a young b lack gi rl , 
is her exact aesthetic opposite . When the epitome of 
beauty does not resemble you at a l l ,  as Morrison 's novel 
expresses , it is difficult to cope and find understanding 
and self-acceptance .  
Another fictional representation of  race is Zora 
Neale Hurston 's novel Their Eyes Were Watching God, 
which was set mostly in the a l l  black town of Eatonvi l le,  
Florida .  In this novel ,  the character Janie proclaims :  "Ah 
j us cou ld n ' t  see mahself married to no black man . I t 's 
too many black folks a l ready. We ought to l ighten up 
the race" ( 3 ) .  This  is another example of how colorism 
operates within the Black community. These fictional 
i l lustrations are not l imited to imaginative works of 
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l iterature though ; i n  some cases , they represent the 
feel ings of many African Americans during the era in 
which the authors were writi ng as wel l  as those held by 
African Americans today. I n  the memoi r Don 't Play in the 
Sun : One Woman 's Journey through the Color Complex, 
Marita Golden describes a scene from her life that echoes 
the words of Hurston 's character:  
One summer afternoon when I am playing outside,  
racing the boys on our street to see who can reach 
the end of the block fi rst ( I  do ) ,  my mother comes 
onto the porch and as I speed past shouts out to me,  
"Come on in  the house-its too hot to be playing out 
here .  I 've told you don ' t  play in  the sun .  You ' re going 
to have to get a l ight skinned husband for the sake of 
your  chi ldren as it is (4) .  
Moreover, white supremacist attitudes and systematic 
racism help explain the manifold social  inequalities in most 
Western societies (Christian ,  2002 ) .  All levels of social  
interaction are therefore interwoven , since ideology, as 
it  permeates one level of society li ke the personal ,  wi l l  
often seep through to  other levels as  wel l ,  as  it  does the 
professiona l .  The relationship people of color have with 
racia l  attitudes and perceptions is reflected in  all aspects 
of society, making the separation between the personal  
and the professional difficult to discern . I n  an interview 
conducted by Margaret L.  Hunter, a dark skinned woman 
explains how skin tone affected her relationship with a 
l ight skinned friend : 
Color has always come up in  my life .  Always . I t 's bad 
to be dark.  I t 's good to be light when I was growing 
up. I wi l l  say that I started to resent l ighter skinned 
women . I have a friend of mine [who is l ight skinned] . 
When I lived next door to her, I hated her. She's 
beautifu l .  And I thought: "God , I hate you . "  I never 
talked to her because she was beautifu l .  But,  [skin] 
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color has always come up .  I t 's l ike how in  slavery 
times the lighter person wou ld be up i n  the house . 
That's sti l l  going on because lighter is c loser to white, 
and since it's closer to white, its better (73 ) .  
This is a n  example of how skin tone bias affects people 
in thei r personal  relationships,  which they then can carry 
over into thei r workplace relationships .  
Quantitative Research 
The general  hypothesis of the quantitative data to 
be reviewed is how skin tone affects B lack women in  
the workplace negatively within increasing gradients of 
skin  color (Gu l lickson 2005 ;  Hunter, 1 998;  Hunter, 2002 ; 
Hunter, 2005 ;  Ross, 1 997) . Fu rthermore ,  aesthetic appeal 
for Black women wi l l  d iminish as darkness i ncreases 
(Keith & Thompson , 2001 ; Ross, 1 997; Sekayi , 2003 ) .  
Longitudinal  data gleaned from the Panel Study o f  Income 
Dynamics ( 1 975 , 1 976 ) offered i nformation on how sex 
and gender affect the amount of authority people hold 
in  the workplace . Authority is a concept di rectly related 
to professional envi ronments and wi l l  be defined as the 
"probabi lity that a command with a given specific content 
wi l l  be obeyed by a given group of person . . .  " (Smith , 
2002 , 5 1 0 ) .  The cross sectional data that was obtained 
showed that " race (and sex) differences i n  earning are 
partly due to differential access to span control  and span 
of responsibi lity;  and class and /or  authority wi l l  have a 
substantial effect on the earnings net of human capital 
and labor market characteristics" (Smith , 2002 , 528 ) .  
Although the research fi ndings above d o  not account 
for color stratification per se , they do i l lustrate how the 
amount of authority, as wel l  as i ncome,  an i ndividual  
can acquire wi l l  decrease or increase according to 
race and gender differentials .  Studies that account for 
changes across color gradients (Hunter, 1 998;  Hunter, 
2002 ; Hunter, 2005 )  explore the relationship between 
skin  tone and authority. I n  H unter's (2005 )  study of the 
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socioeconomic status of B lack women , a color gradient of 
1 - 5 (darkest to l ightest) was used . From that data it  was 
deduced that with each i ncreasing increment of l ightness 
i ncome i ncreased by $673 annual ly (43 ) .  Two simi lar 
studies by H unter conducted i n  1 998 and 2002 gleaned 
simi lar  resu lts . 
I n  terms of attractiveness and self-concept, the results 
gathered maintained that perceived " lightness" offered a 
privi leged status to people within a community of color. A 
33-question survey conducted by Sekayi (2003 ) concluded 
that 46% of respondent's desi red smaller bodies, 32% were 
ambivalent or displeased with the texture of thei r hai r, and 
26% disliked thei r overall appearance (475 ) .  These findings 
are significant for two reasons : 1 )  they reinforce the 
dominance of white supremacist ideals , and 2) they enforce 
the idea that Black women are aware that a Eurocentric 
aesthetic ideal is more favorable to socioeconomic status . I n  
terms of mate selection , which relates to the socioeconomic 
component of marriage, light skin is effectively used as 
social capital .  Ross ( 1 997) concluded that 33% of the men 
preferred to date women with lighter skin as compared to 
1 6 .4% of women who preferred men with light skin (565 ) .  
Moreover, 38. 3% of men expressed a desi re to marry a woman 
with a lighter complexion (565 ) .  These resu lts reinforce 
the principle that skin tone, in terms of perceptions of 
attractiveness , is a more salient factor for women that for 
men (Keith & Thompson , 2001 ; Ross, 1 997) . As a whole, 
the quantitative data provided statistical evidence of the 
impact skin tone plays in the socioeconomic lives of Black 
women . Furthermore,  it offered concrete evidence of the 
role race and gender play in the workplace beyond the 
categories of income and hiring rates by showing how it 
affects levels of authority. 
Methodology 
For my study of the impact of skin  tone on the 
socioeconomic status of African-American women today, 
I i ntend  to i nterview four  African -American women 
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within the fields of law and academia . I choose these 
two particular fields because of the low representation 
of African -American women within thei r ran ks and my 
own personal interest . Moreover, the most recent data 
col lected on the subject of skin - tone i n  regards to 
African American women are primari ly su rveys that were 
conducted in  the late 1 990s . My data wi l l  be obtained 
from two professors at a midd le-sized U niversity in  the 
United States , two lawyers , practicing in a metropolitan 
area . Fortunately, I was acquainted with all of my 
participants before I began my research , so locating 
participants was an easy job .  I i ntend to send out a 
recruitment letter as wel l  as a letter of consent to the 
participants I am interested in i nterviewing .  I intend to 
send out six letters i n  order to reach my ideal sample 
size of four  participants .  The women that I have i n  mind 
are al l  from diverse backgrounds and are also of varying 
shades of skin - tone.  
Although no monetary incentives were offered for the 
interview process , I do intend to give each participant 
a thank you card upon completion of each i nterview. 
Si nce my project i nvolves human subjects , I had to 
obtain permission from the I nstitutional  Review Board 
( I RB ) ,  which was summari ly granted . My project deals 
with adu lt women from a non-vulnerable popu lation so 
permission was not difficult for me to obtain .  Within 
the next few months,  I i ntend to obtain data from two 
separate locations.  One of these locations wi l l  be i n  a 
metropolitan area within the U nited States ; the other, a 
smal l  col lege town . Along with a recruitment letter and 
a letter of consent,  I introduced my participants to my 
project and offered detai ls of my procedu res . There wi l l  
be two interviews approximately an hour each i n  which a 
series of questions wi l l  be asked and tape recorded . My 
research advisor and I wi l l  be the on ly ones with access 
to these i nterviews once they have been recorded . 
Afterwards,  I wi l l  transcribe the i nformation given , and 
provide each participant with a pseudonym in order to 
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i nsure and maintain confidentiality. 
Once I have col lected and transcribed the data , I i ntend 
to search for trends and patterns in order to determine 
if there have been significant changes since data was 
col lected in the 1 990s . The data col lected via su rveys 
i n  the 1 990s showed a significant difference between 
the socioeconomic attainment of African -Americans with 
darker and lighter ski n ,  as it  showed that those with a 
l ighter complexion achieved higher attainment.  I have 
created approximately 20 questions for my i nterview 
sessions;  however, my participants wi l l  be encouraged to 
go off on thei r own and elaborate on a particular theme 
they wish to identify, although I wi l l  work to maintain a 
proper course . A few of the questions I i ntend to ask are 
as fol lows : 
• How do you feel about the color of your  skin? 
• When did you decided to become a professor/ lawyer / 
magistrate? 
• Who influenced you? 
• Have you ever tried to l ighten /darken your  skin? 
• Do you feel that your  i ncome is impacted by you r  ski n ­
tone? 
These are j ust a few examples of the course that I 
want my interviews to take . I t  is my purpose to uncover 
trends and patterns i n  order to identify if there have 
been significant changes since the 1 990s . Throughout the 
course of these i nterviews , I i ntend to uncover points in 
which these women began to view skin - tone as a h indrance 
to thei r socioeconomic status . I wi l l  look to see how skin  
tone impacted decisions they made in  terms of  thei r 
careers and personal lives . More specifical ly, I plan to 
obtain information on whether or not skin  tone impacted 
thei r decisions to choose thei r current profession ,  and 
how it plays a role in  the fields they now occupy. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
Irene Vilar, Impossible Motherhood: Testimony of an 
Abortion Addict. ( New York: Other Press, 200 9 ) .  222 
pp. , $ 1 5 . 00 paper. 
From its flesh -toned cover etched with red tal lies 
marking the author's fifteen aborted pregnancies , to 
its unfli nching accounts of each procedu re,  I rene Vi lar's 
Impossible Motherhood: Testimony of an Abortion Addict 
forces readers to confront the issue of abortion . Though 
the topic is inevitably divisive , Vi lar's purpose, as stated 
from the prologue of her memoi r, is c learly neither 
didactic nor partisan .  
Sti l l ,  Vi lar's story is political ly charged . I mp licit in  the 
personal narrative of fai l ing to fulfi l l  the role of mother to 
her fifteen aborted pregnancies is a political narrative i n  
which Vi lar chal lenges the reductive binaries of  Western 
discourse , which are imposed upon the abortion debate 
and her own story of addiction . " Everything , " Vi lar 
writes , "can be explained , j ustified , our  last century tells 
us .  Everything except for the burden of life interrupted 
that shal l  die with me" ( 5 ) .  
Whi le this chal lenge to Western thought i s  by no 
means a new contribution to the field of ethnic studies , 
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Vi lar does politicize her narrative i n  more relevant and 
relatively unexplored territories , primari ly by exhuming 
the history of the United States ' testing of  bi rth control 
technology and popu lation control policies i n  her home 
country of Puerto Rico from 1 955 to 1 969 . In narrating 
her personal  struggle to reconci le th is  history and , i n  its 
wake ,  synthesize and express her identity as a Puerto 
Rican American woman , Vi lar gives voice not on ly to 
Latinas,  but to immigrant women suspended between ,  
and shaped by, distinct histories , cultures, political 
ideologies , and experiences of oppression . 
Most interesting is Vi lar's tracing of her progress as 
a writer and how this development in language and the 
academic literary arena is inextricably tied to her process 
of creating and articu lating her identity. The fi rst half of 
the memoi r features consistent references to canonical 
Western writers-Pascal ,  Jung, Goethe ,  Camus,  DeMan­
whom Vi lar studied when she immigrated to the U . S .  to 
attend a university. By anchoring her narrative in the 
language of writers far removed from her country, h istory, 
and experiences, Vi lar i l lustrates her i nitia l  subordination 
to the dominant discourse and its suppression of her 
abi l ity to assert her identity in  a field governed by white 
males . 
Although her struggle to establish her identity th rough 
language is common to many immigrant narratives , Vi lar 
fu rther layers her narrative by add ressing how being a 
woman complicates the pursuit of self-expression . Thi rty­
five years her senior, the husband (and former professor) 
with whom Vi lar had the majority of her fifteen abortions 
is referred to as "The Master, " or the anonymous yet 
monolithic "he, " and emerges as an embodiment of the 
patriarchal discourse that dictates her self-censorship .  
She  admits that because she  "was writi ng for h im" ( 1 0 1 ) ,  
her previous memoi rs omitted mention o f  thei r abusive 
relationship and fifteen abortions, thereby revealing the 
link between the fragmentation of her prior narratives 
and her splintered identity. 
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Rather self- reflexively, Vi lar acknowledges that 
necessary to writing Impossible Motherhood, she began 
to claim control  over her writing :  " For seven years he had 
taught me p lenty of words but somewhere a long the way 
I had learned to distrust most of what came out of my 
mouth " ( 1 26 ) .  Not long after this epiphany, Vi lar avers 
her refusal of Simone De Beauvoi r's statement that " [y] 
our past is the situation you are no longer i n . " With this 
fi rst rejection of Western discourse, Vi lar detai ls her long­
awaited return to Puerto Rico and , in her descriptions of 
her homeland ,  Vi lar's language i ndicates a tethering of 
past , present,  body, and identity. 
I t  is at this point ,  too, that the purpose of the 
memoi r's structure crystal lizes . I ts sections,  untit led and 
chapterless , a l low Vi lar to flu id ly blend the historical ,  
the literary, and the persona l .  Though the j uxtaposition 
of certain events feels forced at times-particularly her 
effort to stress the influence of her political activist 
grandmother, Lolita Lebron , who is absent through 
most of her life and the book-Vi lar both echoes and 
bui lds upon the works of writers such as Barbara Mel lix, 
u ltimately constructing a compelli ng narrative testifying 
that writing ,  especia l ly for ethnic (and gendered ) 
minorities , is a perpetual process of becoming .  To that 
end , Vi lar concludes her memoi r with a series of hopefu l 
diary entries addressed to her daughter who is sti l l  in  the 
womb-the fi rst pregnancy that Vi lar did not abort .  Here,  
i n  embracing a source of  life i n  a story overburdened with 
loss , Vi lar welcomes becoming a mother and her fu l l  self­
past, present,  future :  "You are the bond between me and 
the world I come from , "  Vi lar writes to her daughter. 
"You are becoming my origi ns" (222 ) .  
Jade Hidle 
California State University, Long Beach 
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Fire and Ink: An Anthology of Social Action 
Writing. Eds. Frances Payne Ad ler, Debra Busman, 
and Diana Garcia . (Tucson : University of Arizona 
Press, 2009) .  xxi , 460 pp. , $32 .95  cloth . 
By keeping thei r opening remarks very brief (the preface 
plus the micro- introduction add up to less than seven 
pages ) ,  the editors have made an unassuming choice : to 
let the work by the contributors do the talking .  I n  other 
projects , this plunge into creative material  without 
providing much of a historical or literary context might 
come across as daring ,  and with an anthology of socia l  
action writi ng,  that risk may or may not pay off. The 
expectation of F;re and Ink, it appears ,  is that the 
reader (or instructor) wi l l  have some basic knowledge of 
activist writers and the range of social  issues they are 
responding to with poetry, essays , ra l ly speeches, op-eds 
or  performance pieces . That presumption signals that this 
anthology is not for everybody: it has been shaped with 
a specific audience in  mind . Why else wou ld the opening 
piece be tit led "You Gotta Be Ready for Some Serious 
Truth to Be Spoken , "  authored by one of the editors . 
I n  that piece, Debra Busman asserts a "no apologies" 
stance-"you gotta be ready to learn at least fifteen times 
more than what whatever it is you think you have to 
teach"  (6 )-that mi rrors the spectrum of individual voices 
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and tones in  Fire and Ink that come together as a single 
community to offer an a lternative literary h istory of the 
twentieth century. I ndeed , on ly a handful of the n inety 
contributors are taught in  the traditional  canons, the 
rest are " literary outsiders . " But this marginalized status 
is not held up as a critique of American l iteratu re ,  but 
rather as a badge of honor si nce the lesser- known writers 
keep comfortable company with some very impressive 
and respected names (must- haves i n  the mu lticu ltu ral  
academic curricula)  such as G loria Anzaldua,  June 
Jordan ,  Minnie Bruce Pratt, Li -Young Lee ,  Martin Espada,  
Linda Hogan , J immy Santiago Baca and Alice Walker, who 
proud ly declares : "We are the ones we have been waiti ng 
for" (284 ) .  
With few notable exceptions ( li ke the international 
figures Arundhati Roy and Mahmoud Darwish ) and 
sometimes puzzli ng i nclusions (a  poem by Ethel Rosenberg ,  
for example ) ,  Fire and Ink tends to l imit  i ts  territory to 
the U . S .  political landscape within the last fifty years , 
which is troubl ing and complex enough to i nspi re this rich 
body of letters . Ad ler, Busman and Garcia work hard to 
capture a very contemporary cl imate (which includes the 
wars with the Middle East, the conflict at Vieques, the 
struggles of the G LBT popu lation ,  and immigrant issues ) .  
This a l lows the anthology to th rive as  a pedagogical tool 
with socia l -h istorical references with in  reach of the 
students in today's c lassrooms.  
Structural ly, Fire and Ink is  d ivided i nto ten convenient 
sections that tap into everything from homophobia to 
xenophobia, from class i nj ustices to envi ronmental 
issues , each a charged topic that wi l l  lend itself to 
stimu lating exchanges between different points of view i n  
an educational setting since this project has been c learly 
designed to provoke, prompt,  excite and motivate . And 
for those instructors who may shy away from the "hot 
buttons" of political conversation , the editors conclude 
the anthology with a section tit led "Talking ,  Teaching and 
I magin ing :  Social  Action Writing , " which provides helpfu l 
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testimonies and interviews about the nature and process 
of approaching discussion on such subjects as race . 
At the very least , this anthology succeeds i n  gathering 
the standards of activist writings , which have never 
been col lected conveniently into a single volume.  But 
the greater value of Fi re and I nk  is in  its earnest belief 
i n  social  action literature as an agent for education , 
en lightenment and , u ltimately, change. Ad ler, Busman 
and Garda claim important roles as fierce advocates of 
activist writers who continue to resist , protest and take 
responsibi l ity for thei r ideas without fear. Fi re and I n k  
refuses to pander t o  the dominant conservative thought 
or  to political correctness ; it  is a precious gift to the 
radical and free thinkers who, in  the words of Arundhati 
Roy, "have a space now that a lot of others who think  l ike 
me don ' t" (422 ) .  
Rigoberto Gonzalez 
Rutgers-Newark, the State University of New Jersey 
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Shalin i  Shankar. Des; Land: Teen Culture, 
Class and Success ;n Silicon Valley, 
Duke University Press, 2008 . 264 pp. , 
$ 22 . 9 5  paper. 
Shal ini  Shankar begins her book by locating her own 
positionality of growing up i n  a predominantly white, 
middle-class high school in suburban New York versus 
the study's main focus of South Asian youth in Si licon 
Val ley's mostly ethnic neighborhoods .  Shankar 'was 
encouraged by her I ndian , immigrant fami ly to socialize 
with other South Asians,  simi lar  to the youth she 3tudies; 
however, she clearly notes the stark differences in  the 
researcher and subject divisions.  Shankar  employs an 
unusual anth ropological approach to study Desi youth 
in  the Si licon Val ley by historical ly contexualizi ng the 
economic success of the South Asian community whi le 
presenting the sometimes destructive behavior of the 
youth . These behaviors i nclude d rug use, gossip ,  inter­
youth and inter-generational tensions . This study was 
completed during the 1 999-200 1 , at the height of the 
"dot . com" boom . Shankar  seems to develop a genuine 
bond with the youth and organizes the data and research 
in a methodologica l ,  organized , and analytical way. The 
scholarly contribution she makes to South Asian American 
Studies and Women 's Studies is concrete and evidenced by 
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various points that fol low. She also provides a significant 
i nsight i nto inter-generation bonding,  although her 
discussion of slang language within the Desi youth culture 
remains somewhat reductive . 
Shankar's analysis of a historic time period in  
the Si licon Val ley is relevant and ground breaking for the 
Desi community in  the tradition of Sunaina Mai ra 's Des;s 
;n the House and Vijay Prashad 's Karma of Brown 
Folks .  Simi lar to Mai ra 's groundbreaking scholarship 
about Desi youth and club cu ltu re ,  Shankar successfu l ly 
add resses societal pressures , the technology industry, 
c lass division , gender, fami lial roles , l inguistic codes , 
and inter-community tensions.  More specifical ly, her 
ana lysis emphasizes four  main areas:  1 )  l inguistic styles 
as subversive ; 2) self- segregation in high schools ; 3 )  
notions of fami lial shame and gossip a s  tools of contro l ;  
and 4)  the "grey sector" as  upward mobi lity. I n  the I ndian 
com munity, these may seem areas of common knowledge; 
however, in  the world of academia,  Shankar is unique 
i n  analyzing the positiona lity of South Asian American 
youth cu ltu re in  the Si licon Val ley by interrogating 
the racialization of South Asian Americans as wel l  as 
the gender and class boundaries they chal lenge in the 
American public schools . She successfu l ly contextualizes 
the model minority experience of Asian Americans by 
exp lain ing how East Asian and South Asian groups were 
chosen to participate in "Mu lticu ltu ral Day" over what 
was viewed by administrators as the more mi litant groups 
such as Black Student Union and Movimiento Estudianti l 
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA) . This hierarchal racialization 
by administrators i n  the public school system is one 
example of how South Asian Americans are viewed by the 
mainstream in  Si licon Val ley as the model minority. At the 
same time, Shankar debunks this myth by interviewing 
South Asian American d rug users and youth that regu larly 
lie to thei r parents i n  order to pursue sexual and social 
relationships.  Although Shankar's research is on the 
forefront in this area , there are themes that cou ld use 
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clarification and further i nterrogation . 
Shankar describes the process by which South Asian 
fami lies consume Bol lywood fi lms and then analyzes this 
consumption as a form of bonding within the immigrant 
fami lies . However, the so-cal led bonding that takes place 
with her subjects needs to be scrutinized and analyzed 
at a more specific leve l .  Whi le the bonding and nostalgia 
that takes place over Bol lywood may be occurring,  
the types of connections that take place between the 
fami lies need to be further i nvestigated . For example, 
are heteronormative , patriarchal structures and agendas 
being encouraged for South Asian youth through the 
viewing of Bol lywood cinema? Shankar leaves us with a 
superficial understanding of what types of bonding occur 
in  the lives of South Asian American fami lies . In addition , 
her use of slang language becomes repetitive and does 
not investigate the relationship between the South Asian 
American ,  African American and Latino communities . 
One Latino administrator she i nterviews mentions 
that he commonly mistook the South Asian youth for 
Latinos unti l  they spoke,  but i nter-ethnic relationships 
and the importance of h ip  hop as empowerment are 
never discussed i n  Shankar's study. This potential for 
understanding the inter- racial relationships could be 
expanded upon to i nclude tensions and collaborations.  
Shakar's book is  an important contri bution to the 
u nderstanding of race , c lass , gender, immigration , 
ethnicity and socio-economic status of the South Asian 
immigrant community. The mu ltiple analyses that 
Shankar undertakes expand the current youth scholarship 
and chal lenge existi ng notions of the model  minority 
myth as it  is applied to South Asians i n  the U nited 
States . Furthermore ,  her scholarship offers an important 
dimension to the fields of  Asian American Studies, 
Women 's Studies , and Anth ropology. 
GitanjaLi  Singh 
Cal ifornia State University, Long Beach 
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D iaspora is dedicated to the m u lt idiscip l inary study of the h istory, culture ,  social structure ,  pol itics and economics of both the tradit ional  
d ispersions that i n  the past th ree decades have chosen to identify 
themselves as "diasporas."  These encompass g roups ranging from the 
African-American to the U krain ian-Canad ian ,  from the Caribbean British to 
the new East and South Asian d iasporas . The d iscourses of nationa l ism,  
transnational ism,  eth n icity, postcolonial ism and global ization constitute the 
semantic domain covered by the journal .  
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